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This research involves a subsurface analysis of the Pennsylvanian age Prue
Sandstone. The Prue is the youngest siliciclastic interval of the "Cherokee Group" of the
Desmoinesian Stage. The Prue Sandstone was first described in ]921 by White and
Green who worked in the Prue Field, Osage County, Oklahoma (Jordon, 1957). The
Prue's productive capabilities have made it a target for oil and gas exploration for most of
the 20th century.
The Prue Sandstone is still being targeted today. In fact, within this study area,
wells drilled to the Prue "channel sands" are being successfully completed. The aim of
this thesis is to integrate subsurface mapping with core analysis in order to better
understand depositional environments, aerial extent, and paleotopography of these Prue
"channels" for exploration purposes. While doing this, sequence stratigraphic principles
were applied to the data in order to test whether this methodology could help better
define facies and stratigraphic relationships of the Prue Interval. It should be noted that
no high-resolution sequence stratigraphic interpretation was done in this study due to lack
of complete core data through the entire section.
Location
The study area for this project is in the southeastern portion of the Anadarko
Basin. It encompasses 10 townships and more than 1000 wells. The townships straddle
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Figure 1: Map showing location of study area and core locations.
portions of Oklahoma, Canadian., and Cleveland Counties. The ten townships included
are: Township 9 North, Ranges 5 and 6 West, Township 10 North, Ranges 3,4,5, and 6
West, Township 11 North, Ranges 3,4,5, and 6 West (Figure 1). The study area was
chosen due to the abundance of data and because of continued exploration in this region.
In addition the "Cherokee Units", and in particular the Proe Sand, have not been
extensively studied in the study area with the addition of core descriptions.
Purpose and Scope of Study
The purpose of this study was to substantiate prior investigations ofthe Proe
Sandstone's depositional environments and to extend previous mapping ofthis interval.
The specific objectives are as follows:
1. To map Proe Sandstone distribution within the Proe Genetic Interval.
2. Detennine the lithofacies, and depositional environments associated with the Proe
interval.
3. To document channel incisions ofthe Proe Sandstone into the underlying genetic unit.
3. To show sequence stratigraphic concepts can provide a useful interpretation for
Proe deposition.
5. Detennine the geometry and distribution of the Proe reservoirs.
6. To investigate various Proe wire line log responses and compare them with core data.
7. To indicate how sedimentary facies traps hydrocarbons within the Proe Channel
System, and show associated production
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Methods ofInvestigation
The following methodology was used in this study to commingle, and interpret
the data An extensive literature search was conducted not only for this area, but also on
associated topics such as Incised Valley Fill (IVF) models. Numerous companies have
explored in the study area; thus contacts were made in order to locate core analysis,
waterflood data, and unitization reports.
Next, subsurface well data was compiled from scout tickets, wire-line logs, and
production reports. Data were obtained from over 975 logs and compiled into a
spreadsheet. The spreadsheet consisted of header information including name, location.,
and field. Also included were total depth, datum elevation, formation top picks, isolith
data, and sandstone thickness values. Subsea depths were automatically calculated by the
spreadsheet, as were the isolith thickness values. Finally, a rough depositional
environments pick and a comment column were entered into the spreadsheet.
While obtaining data from the logs, a series of preliminary east/west and
north/south stratigraphic cross-sections were made to ensure internally consistent
correlation. The fonnation top data was taken from the gamma ray curve, but other logs
such as combination neutron-density were used to cross check the picks. The spreadsheet
then calculated an interval isopach value from the base of the Oswego Limestone to the
top of the Verdigris Limestone (Figure 2). This value was then subdivided into a
sandstone and shale zone isolith value. The classification for sandstone was based on a
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value on the ganuna ray log. In the comment column a net/gross sandstone value was
added. The net sandstone was classified as sand having porosity values over 8%.
Sample logs showing methodology can be seen in Figures 2 and 3.
Once the well log analysis phase was complete eight stratigraphic cross sections
were constructed. Seven of the cross section show portions of the Prue Channel,
displaying both its thickness and degree of incision. The other cross section is a regional
stratigraphic cross section indicating thickening of the Prue Interval and deepening into
the Anadarko Basin.
Structural contour maps were constructed on the Oswego Limestone and the
Verdigris Limestone units. Net and gross Prue isolitb maps and an interval isopach map
were made in order to show reservoir thickness, aerial extent of the sandstone, and
structural features affecting geometry.
Four cores were analyzed within the area of investigation. The cores were logged
for sedimentary structures, textures, and mineralogic constituents. Particular attention
was paid to core analysis in order to substantiate theories about depositional
environments. Core infonnation details will be discussed in later chapters.
Finally, the data was analyzed to see if it met the criteria for an incised-valley fill.
Van Wagoners list of fundamental characteristics include: (1) the valley is a negative or
erosional paleographic feature, (2) the base of the valley truncates underlying strata, (3)
the base and the walls ofthe incised-valley fill system represent a sequence boundary that
may correlate to a hiatal surface in interfluvial areas, (4) the base of the vaHey fill
exhibits a basinward shift in facies, and (5) depositional markers within the fill will onlap
onto the valley walls.
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Previous Investigations
Numerous investigations of the Pennsylvanian Desmoinesian rocks have been
conducted throughout Oklahoma. Only the studies that investigated the upper Cherokee
Sandstones, or that involved the study area are cited. Oakes (1953) divided the informal
"Cherokee Group" into the Krebs and Cabaniss Groups. The uppennost sandstone of the
Cabaniss Group is informally known as the Prue Sandstone. Previous to Oakes the Prue
sandstone was first referenced in 1921 by White and Green from its occurrence in the
Prue field, in Osage County (Jordan 1957).
McGee and Clawson (1932) were the first to report on the subsurface geology of
the Oklahoma City Field. They investigated numerous formations and reported on the
regional structural features of the area. Jacobsen (1949) described the structural features
on the east flank of the Anadarko Basin in Cleveland and McClain Counties. His work
discussed the general stratigraphy and structural features of the area but focused on the
McClain county fault zone. Burkett (1957) reported on the subsurface geology of
western McClain County. Ahmeduddin (1968) carried out a study on the geology of the
Wheatland area, of McClain, Canadian, Grady, Cleveland, and Oklahoma Counties. He
carried out detailed stratigraphic correlation of the Desmoinesian rocks, researched
geologic history, and detennined the influence of the Pre-Desmoinesian erosional surface
on "Cherokee" deposition. Contained within Ahmeduddin' s research are structural maps
that show probable locations for Pennsylvanian paleostream channels. Berg (1969)
conducted a large regional study of the "Cherokee Group" on the west flank of the
Nemaha Ridge, whereas Cole (1969) did a report on the eastern flank. Dahlgreen (1968)
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and Gatewood (1970) furnished studies on the history and development of the Oklahoma
City Field. Albano (1973) did a subsurface stratigraphic analysis of the "Cherokee
Group" in northeastern Cleveland County, which is just to the east of this investigation.
His objectives were to detennine the degree at which the pre·Pennsylvanian
unconfonnity influenced "Cherokee" deposition, interpret siliciclastic depositional
environments, and to investigate the significance of both structural, and stratigraphic
trapping. Albano mapped the Prue Sandstone in Townships 8 through 10 North and
Ranges 1 East through 2 West.
In 1996 Richard Andrews and the Oklahoma Geological Survey prepared a
special publication on the Prue entitled "Fluvial-Dominated Delataic Oil Reservoirs in
Oklahoma: The Skinner and Prue Plays. This special publication contains an overview of
the Prue's distribution, stratigraphy, and depositional models appropriate to the unit. It
also contains maps and case studies relating to producing Prue fields. This paper is an
excellent starting point for statewide information relating to the Prue Sandstone.
Ropp (1991) conducted research on the Prue in northeastern Lincoln County. Her
objectives included establishing depositional framework of the Prue, delineating
stratigraphy and core lithology, and determining petrographic and diagenetic
characteristics of the Prue reservoirs. Andrews (1998) researched the Prue in portions of
Payne and Lincoln Counties. He focused on depositional environments,
paleotopography, and mapping areal distributions ofthe Prue and Verdigris.
Other studies of the "Cherokee Group" in different regions include Shipley (1977)
in Payne County, Candler (1977) in Noble County, Verish (1979), Puckette (1990) in
9
western Oklahoma and Akmal (1953). The majority of th.ese studies focus on the





The three rock units that were studied in this thesis are the Oswego Limestone,
Pme Sandstone, and the Verdigris Limestone. These three informal parastratigraphic
units are part of the Pennsylvanian System, Desmoinesian Stage. The Pennsylvanian is a
period ofthe Paleozoic era spanning the time between 325 and 286 million years ago.
The Oswego Limestone is part of the Marmaton Group, whereas the older Pme
and Verdigris are included in the Cabaniss Group. The Cabaniss and underlying Krebs
are infonnally known as the "Cherokee Group". The two carbonate units, Oswego and
Verdigris, were used to define boundaries of the Pme Genetic Interval. Using the
carbonates as interval-bounding markers is a common practice within the cyclic deposits
of the "Cherokee Group" in the Anadarko Basin. Other examples of this include the
Skinner Sandstone Intervals which are bound by the Verdigris and the underlying Pink
Limestone, and the Red Fork Sandstone Interval which is bound by the Pink and Inola
Lime. Figure 4 illustrates the stratigraphic nomenclature ofthe "Cherokee Group".
Cabaniss Group
Verdigris Limestone
The lowermost extensive carbonate rock marker in the Cabaniss Group is the
Verdigris Limestone. Smith named the Fonnation in 1914 from an outcrop along the
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the Booth 9D-2 well, which was described in this study. The Verdigris is a mottled gray,
microcrystalline limestone with dispersed crinoids and fossil debris. The log
characteristic for the Verdigris is a "clean" gamma response with high resistivity (Figure
2). This made the identification ofthe formation relatively easy. The Verdigris however
can be difficult to identify when directly underlain by Skinner sandstone bodies.
Prue Sandstone
The Prue Sandstone Interval involves the stratigraphic interval between the
Oswego and the Verdigris Limestones. It was first referenced in 1921 by White and
Green from its occurrence in the Prue field, in Osage County (Jordan, 1957). Sandstones
within the Pme are primarily fluvial, though they become more marine southward
(Andrews, 1996). The sandstone is present on the Cherokee pJatfonn and in the eastern
part Anadarko Basin. The amount of sand within the Pme Interval varies from 0-100%.
Isopach thickness of the Prue Interval can exceed over 100 feet. The sand itself has a fme
to very fme grain size with abundant interbedded muscovite mica and clay. The micas
are easily seen with a hand lens and appear mostly on shale bedding planes. Nwnerous




The Oswego Limestone, as seen in the core of the Booth 90-2 well, is a mottled
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gray microcrystalline limestone that varies in thickness substantially throughout the study
area. The fonnation was first named in 1894 by Hayworth and Kirk from an outcrop ncar
Oswego, Kansas (Jordan. 1957). These strata were later renamed "Fort Scott Limestone"
(Hanke, 1967). The Oswego Limestone is the informal subsurface equivalent of the Fort
Scott Limestone. The Oswego Limestone changes facies from backreef, to reef, to
forereef from north to south across the study area. The main reef is approximately one to
two miles wide and is part of a much larger feature that continues northeast towards
Tulsa. Thickness of the reef within the study area can be as much as 80 feet, with 15-20
feet of this interval containing porosity. However, only minor scattered production can be
found on the Oklahoma City high. Behind the reef to the north the limestone thins into a
backreef facies, and seaward becomes mainly shale with a thin limestone marker bed.
The Oswego's gamma ray log characteristics make it identifiable throughout the study
area. Problems in the southern portions of the region occur in picking the top of the
Oswego due to a breakup of the lime into an upper and lower unit, and subsequent





The area of investigation lies in central Oklahoma and includes parts of Canadian,
Oklahoma, and Cleveland Counties. It is on the eastern edge of the Anadarko Basin at
the southern tip of the Nemaha Ridge (Figure 5). 1b.is area has been called a zone of
transition involving four major tectonic elements. These elements comprise the (l)
Central Oklahoma Platform (2) The McClain County Fault Zone (3) the Oklahoma City
Uplift (Nemaha Ridge) and the (4) the Anadarko basin. Gatewood (1970) describes the
Oklahoma City structure as a faulted anticlinal fold. The Oklahoma City Field is located
at the southern end of the Nemaha Ridge. The history of the structure includes at least
five stages of structural adjustments, with intervening periods of complete or partial
submergence and fairly continuous deposition (Gatewood 1970). This structure is
illustrated in Figures 6 and 7.
The Anadarko Basin itself is a deep basin containing up to 40,000 feet of
sediment at its axis. The basin is bounded on the south by the Wichita and Amarillo
uplifts, on the east by the Nemaha Uplift, and on the west by the Cimmaron Arch. The
northern shelf of the Basin extends across parts ofwestern Kansas.
The Pennsylvanian Period was an active time in basin history. It was during the
early Pennsylvanian that the Wichita-Amarillo block was uplifted along a series of
WNW- trending reverse faults. The Anadarko Basin began active subsidence during the
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r;'igure 6: Generalized north-south structural cross section through the Anadarko basin
of westem Oklahoma (modified from W. J. Coffman, Reprinted in Petroleum Geology of
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Figure 7: Top: Structural cross section showing Oklahoma City Field
structure. Bottom: Pre-Pennsylvanian subcrop map illustrating erosion
and tnmcation onto the Nemaha Ridge (Gatewood 1969).
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was estimated to receive as much as 18,000 feet of sediment during the Pennsylvanian
(Johnson, 1989). The strata deposited were a mixture of marine and non-marine
sediment, composed of conglomerates, limestones, shales, and sandstones. The total
interval of sediment thickens progressing southward into the deepest part of the basin.
The thickening is illustrated in cross section A-A' (Plate VII). The Desmoinesian rocks
of the Pennsylvanian consist of cyclic marine limestones and shales with some
interbedded sands. The "Cherokee Group" however, has sands that have been interpreted
as channel fill, distributary sands, and bar sands. These units were deposited during
transgressive/regressive sea level change cycles, which occurred throughout the
Desmoinesian.
Source Area
The Prue sandstones of the eastern Anadarko Basin, as seen in core, are fme to
very fme grained, subrounded quartz arenites with abundant muscovite as an accessory
mineral. They originated from fluvial advances coming across the Cherokee Platfonn,
southwest over the Nemaha Ridge and into the Anadarko Basin (Figure 8). The fme-
grained, subrounded nature of the sediment is indicative of long transport or recycled
sedimentary rock. The provenance is most likely the Canadian Shield or Wisconsin
Arch. Weathering bas removed most of the original constituents, and now only quartz
sand, muscovite, and clays remain.
Andrews (1996) constructed a regional isopach map of the interval from the top
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concluded that the Prue's areal distribution was a result of the attitude of the Cherokee
Platfonn and the Nemaha fault zone. Since the Nemaha was a more substantial positive
feature to the north at this time, the Prue sediment was likely redirected toward the south,
around the east side of the Nemaha Ridge. This theory is used to explain the west





Fourteen plates were constructed in order to accurately show the subsurface
geology ofthe study area. These include 6 maps and 8 cross sections. The maps contain
information obtained from 975 electric logs and scout tickets. In areas where Prue
channels, or Prue production, were found, each available well log was analyzed for both
sand content and log character. In areas that did not meet these crite~ an effort was
made to include a well log from each quarter section for proper well control and,
mapping coverage. Each one ofthe maps is described in greater detail in the next section.
Geologic Map Interpretation
Structural Contour Map Top of Oswego Limestone
Structural contour maps were prepared in order to interpret the structural attitudes
of the Prue Sandstone. The first structural contour map was constructed on the top of the
Oswego Limestone. The map (Plate I) indicates that the strike of the Oswego is
northwest-southeast. The dip of the Oswego is to the southwest at an average gradient of
145 feet per mile (2.5 degrees), as measured across the study area. The gradient does
vary in spots from 100 feet per mile to 250 feet per mile in the study area. On the
Oklahoma City High steeper dips are recognized. As discussed previously, difficulties
occur in picking the proper top of the Oswego Limestone due to the presence of a major
22
reef front trending east west through the northern part of the study area. This problem
does not influence regional structural mapping. No specific structural anomalies are
apparent on the Top Oswego structure map other than on the Oklahoma City High.
Structural Contour Map Top ofVerdigris Limestone
The top ofthe Verdigris Limestone was the datum for a second structural contour
map. The map (Plate II) shows the strike of the Verdigris as also being northwest-
southeast. Dip is to the southwest at an average of 190 feet per mile (3.2 degrees), as
measured over the study area. Both the structural contour plates (l and II) indicate an
area of reduction in dip rate trending northwest-southeast from T11NR6W into
TlONR5W and the southern edge of TIONR4W. Immediately southwest of this dip
resumes to average. This feature, showing dip increase, probably reflects a minor hinge-
line of the Anadarko Basin during Prue deposition. In several areas the Verdigris
Limestone has been eroded by Prue incision. In these areas an estimate of the original
top Verdigris Limestone was used. No specific structural anomalies are apparent on the
Top of Verdigris Structure Map except the Oklahoma City High.
Isopach Map Base Oswego/Top Verdigris
Plate III comprises an isopach map of the total Prue Interval. This is the interval
from the base of the Oswego Limestone to the top of the Verdigris Limestone. The
interval shows dramatic change from the north of the study area going to the south.
Isopach values were contoured on 25-foot intervals. Interval thickness values vary from
less than 50 feet in the northeast to more than 200 feet in the southwest. This pattern is
23
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what one would expect, since the study area is positioned along the hingeline of the
Anadarko Basin. The rate of thickening of the isopached interval increases in the far
southwest corner of the study area. This is a further indication of the hingeline effect
discussed above. If the upper surface of an isopach-mapped interval is flattened and set
horizontal, the lower surface represents a "cast" of the surface upon which the rocks of
the mapped interval were deposited (Stirling, 1998). In this way, the interval isopach
approximates the paleotopography of the top Prue surface. In TIlNR3 W surrounding the
Oklahoma City high a markedly thin area exists. This possibly indicates a paleo-high
with non-deposition of sand and shale. It appears that the Prue channel went around this
area to the south. The sharp westward tum of the channel in the northwest comer on
Tl INR3W can be attributed to a paleo-high north of the channel.
Another trend shown on this map is that of the Prue channel. The interval
isopach values seem to increase with an increase in sand thickness, and decrease where
no sand is present in the interval. This effect could be attributed to compaction of shales
within the isopach interval outside of the channel boundaries. The most dramatic
reflection of this is seen directly over the channel as it trends from TIINR3W southwest
into TIONRSW. The secondary channel in TlONR6W trending northwest can also be
seen. Since the Prue channel incised into previously deposited sands and shales, it is
difficult to discern whether a paleovalley existed into which the Prue channel fed.
Isolith Map ofGross Prue Sandstone
Plate VI is a gross isolith map of the Prue Sandstone. The sand value for the
gross isolith map was calculated by placing a 50% line between the shale baseline and the
24
clean limestone/sandstone value on the gamma ray log. This was effective for the
majority of the study area. On the other hand, many wells within the immediate
Oklahoma City Field were drilled beginning in the 1930's. Most of the values used in the
east half of TllNR3W were supplied by Mr. Logsden from his many years of research
into the Prue Sandstone in this area.
The gross isolith map indicates several different types of sandstone bodies
differentiated by well log character. The map is dominated by the lenticular southwest
trending Prue Sandstone channel filL The smaller pods of thin sand development in
T11NR5W and TI1N6W possibly represent minor delta-front sands deposited prior to
the incised-valley fill during a probable highstand delta event, which has been mapped in
TlONR3W, TIONR4W. This highstand delta was sourced from the east and appears to
have prograded from the southeast corner ofTllNR3W, where it has been eroded by the
subsequent incised valley. The maximum thickness ofthese deha sands is thirty feet, and
they seldom appear very clean. Attempted completions of these sands indicate a poor
permeability, water bearing sand.
The incised-valley sandstone mapped in the study area has originated from the
east, as previously discussed. In the southwest comer of TI1NR3W the incised valley
contains up to 88 feet of clean sandstone, and is nearly two miles wide. The sandstone
trends northwest, making a sharp southwest turn in the northwest comer of TllNR3W.
The Prue interval isopach shows a thin in the same area, which may be responsible for
channel direction. The channel takes on a remarkably linear trend in a due southwest
direction for 25 miles; it exits the study area in the southwest corner of T9NR6W.
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Figure 9: Log signatures of the Prue Interval.
that the incised-valley cuts through the Verdigris as far south as Section 29 TlONRSW,
but westward of this point does not incise to closer than 10 feet from the top of the
Verdigris. The map indicates channel boundaries with both solid and wavy lines. The
solid lines indicate the gross clean sand channel boundaries while the wavy lines show
the extent of chaIUlel incision. Where the two overlay, only the gross sand outline is
shown.
Prue Production Map
The production from the Prue Interval is almost entirely from the sandstones
developed within the incised-valley fill. Only minor amounts of production were found
in the delta facies sandstones. Plate XV shows the boundaries of the incised-valley as
mapped on plate IV. This plate was constructed to outline the regional extent of Prue
Sandstone production. The map shows circles around well spots that indicate production
within the Prue interval. This information was obtained from Dwight's production data,
scout tickets, and various operators of waterflood units.
This map also shows the unitized field boundaries of waterfloods within the Prue
Sandstone in the Wheatland Field, TIINR4W. Two of the units operated by Marathon
Petroleum are called the Wheatland Unit and the Will Rogers Unit. In TIINR3W, the
Southwest Oklahoma City Field Unit is also a currently active waterflood. In the
southeast corner of TIINR3W a Cities Service waterflood was initiated in the 1970's
under the original Oklahoma City Field. Due to the unavailability of scout tickets and
production data it is difficult to detennine which wells produced from the Prue Sandstone
within the OKC Field boundaries. Production probably originated from the Prue as early
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as the 1930's in this area. Further information regarding specific production for the
waterfloods can be found in the petroleum geology section.
In the southwest corner ofthe map only scattered production was found from the
Prue as it was mainly conuningJed with other zones.
Description ofCores
Four cores of the Prue Sandstone within the study area were described and
sampled (Figure ]0). Petrologic log data for each of the cores is locat-ed in Appendix B.
The cores were examined for lithology, grain size, sedimentary structures, and detrital
constituents. Electric logs were used in conjunction with the cores in order to link
specific log signatures to depositional facies and enviromnents. Photographs of each core
were taken and can be found in the appendix. It should be noted that several other cores
for this area are available for examination. The cores that where selected however, were
chosen on the basis of location, interval cut, and gamma ray log signatures. A
comprehensive listing for all of Oklahoma cores is available from the Oklahoma
Geological Survey in their "Petroleum Core Catalog". Below is a brief summary of the
petrographic log data More detailed data can be obtained in the Appendix.
Petrocorp Inc. Booth 9D-2, Section 9, T.IIN R.3E
The cored interval is from 6644-6750 feet (Figure II). The Booth core cuts from
the base of the Oswego through the Prue and Verdigris, into the top of the Skinner shale.
The Oswego is a mottled gray microcrystalline limestone, with small amounts of fossil
debris. At the top of the Prue Sandstone is 2 feet of calcareous mudstone. Below this is
lhe top of the Prue Sandstone. The Prue Sandstone is light gray, fme-very fme micaceous
29
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sand, with varying degrees of sorting. The sandstone itself is well sorted, but throughout
the core the abundance of shale partings and clays give the overall sorting a moderate to
poor rating. Keep in mind the overall sorting. including the shale beds make up the
sorting curve shown on the petrologic log for this study. Throughout the Prue section
sedimentary structures are minimal. Varying amounts of thin discontinuous shale
partings dominate the section. The core analysis shows porosity values for the Prue
between 6 and 17 %. The base of the Prue Interval shows an erosional contact with the
Verdigris Limestone. Immediately above the erosional contact at 6738 feet a large
amount of mud rip ups, channel base, or incised-valley wall material, is contained within
the core. This shale content reduces the ganuna ray curve even though the Prue Sand is
actually quite clean. The Verdigris is a mottled gray limestone with dispersed crinoid
fragments. At the base of the Verdigris is a small bed of terrestrial coal, underneath
which is the Skinner shale. The shale is probably marginal marine shale. It is indistinctly
laminated and contains some fossil hash.
Ratliff Exploration Co. Airport Trust D-27-1. Section 27, T.1IN RAW
The Airport Trust D-27-I was cored from 7416-7469 feet, in the Prue Sandstone
(Figure 17). The sandstone is a light gray to brown, moderately-sorted to well-sorted,
tightly silica cemented sandstone. Grain size ranges between fine to very fme for the sand
grains. The bottom half of the core seems to be slightly finer grained than the top.
Muscovite mica is found throughout the core and is very noticeable on parting surfaces.
Shale partings are also found throughout the core in varying abundance ranging from less
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Figure 13: Photograph of Core, Petrocorp Booth 9D-2, Section 9, TllN, R3W,
Interval from 6664-6683 .
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Figure 14: Photograph of Core, Petrocorp Booth 9D-2, Section 9, T1IN, R3W,
Interval from 6684-6703 .
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Figme 15: Photograph of Core, Petrocorp Booth 9D-2, Section 9, TIIN, R3W,
Interval from 6704-6723.





Figure 16: Photograph ofeore, Petrocorp Booth 9D-2, Section 9, TIIN, R3W,
Interval from 6724-6750.
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break up the sand. The sedimentary structures of the sandstone unit include low angle
cross-bedding and thin shale laminations. Porosity measurements are 5-10%, partially
resulting from the high pore-filling cement content.
Ratliff Exploration Co. Airport Trust B-33-1, Section 27, T.IIN RAW
The B-33-1 core is the smallest of the cored intervals. The cored interval in the
Prue Sandstone is 22 feet in thickness from 7464-7486 feet, in the Prue Sandstone. The
gamma ray logs (Figure 20) shows a gamma ray increase intermixed with shale breaks.
Porosity data for this core show porosities in the 8-12% range. The Prue itself is gray,
fme-grained, moderately sorted, micaceous sand. At the top of the cored interval there
are some siderite clasts which are common within the Prue. The rest of the interval
contains some degree of wavy-horizontal shale drapes. These drapes are obvious barriers
to permeability, which degrade the sand from being good reservoir rock. Some of the
shale banding is so fmely and rhyttunically laminated it could be interpreted as tidal.
Some small-scale trough cross bedding is evident in some of the sands. In addition, near
the base ofthe core from 7482-7482.5 is a bed ofblack shale.
Czar Resources Co. Osborne 1-29, Section 29, T.l ON R. 5W
The fmal core to be examined was the Osborne wen. This well is located further
south and west into the basin. It contains the "cleanest" of the sands for the four cores.
The cored interval is from 8615-8667 feet (Figure 22). The interval cuts the Prue, but
does not penetrate the Verdigris Limestone. It had been thought that perhaps this core,
being further into the basin would show a slightly marginal marine influence. This
unfortunately was not clear even after study. The top of the core begins with an
38
Figure 17: Neutron-Density log of the Ratliff
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Figure 20: Neutron-Density log of the Ratliff
Airport Trust B-33-1, Section 27, TIIN, R4W.
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Figure 21: Photograph of Core, Ratliff Airport Trust B-33 -1,





interlaminated siltstone and shale layer with siderite concretions at the base. Below this
the sandstone begins with much the same character as the other cores. Some of the sands
again show small-scale cross beds, and some tabular-planar bedding. The sands are
interbedded by varying amounts of shale beds and stringers that lessen overall sand
quality. Porosity for the Czar Osborne range from 7-10%, however the logs show higher
porosities up to 18% below the core.
Cross Section Interpretations
For the purpose of this study eight Cross Sections were constructed. The
locations of each of these are shown in Figure 25. The first (cross section A~A') is a
regional section extending from the northeast edge of the study area to the southwest
corner. The other seven cross sections are perpendicular to portions of the Prue
Sandstone channels. The datum for all of the sections is the top of the Oswego
Limestone. Solid lines indicate conformable contacts, whereas dashed lines indicate
unconformable contacts.
The Prue Sandstone varies significantly in log character and in thickness between
many of these sections. This is because the cross sections (2~8) extend from one side of
the Prue channel, where sand is minimal or absent, through the channels center, and on to
the other side. This was done in order to show channel geometry and the depth of
incision. All cross section have a vertical scale of 2.5 inches equals 100 feet, and a
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Figure 22: Neutron-Density log of the Czar Osborne 1-29,














Figure 23: Photograph of Core, Czar Osborne 1-29, Section 29, T10N, R5W,
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Figure 24: Photograph of Core, Czar Osborne 1-29, Section 29, TION, R5W,
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Cross Section A-A':
Cross section A-A' (Plate VII) is a regional cross section extending from the
western edge of the Oklahoma City high to the far southwest comer ofthe study area.
This stratigraphic cross section is hung on the Oswego Limestone as the datum, and
shows expansion of the stratigraphic section above and below the Oswego southwestward
into the Anadarko Basin. The base of the Pennsylvanian unconfonnity has been shown.
The onlap of the lowest Pennsylvanian strata onto the Oklahoma City high can be readily
seen on the section. In additio~ the erosion of the underlying pre-Pennsylvanian strata
onto the Oklahoma City high is also illustrated. This is well shown in Gatewood's Pre-
Pennsylvanian subcrop map and pre-Pennsylvanian cross section seen in figure XX and
XX. Wells were selected that show Prue channel deposition while assisting in tying the
other cross section.
Cross Section B-B':
Cross section B-B' (Plate VnI) indicates variance in the Prue Sandstone's channel
incision between four wells at southwest end of the major channel. It should be noted
that the deepest channel incision of the Prue Sandstone is seen in the Red Rock
Exploration, Orr 1-27 well. The Prue Sandstone channel characteristics include a sharp
basal erosional contact into the Prue Shale. The sand has a sharp clean base with a fming
(shaling) upward character as seen on the gamma ray log. This is indicative of channel
deposition. The porosity within the Prue Sand on this cross section ranges from 8-12%
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Cross Section C-C':
Cross section C-C' (Plate IX) is perpendicular to the channel slightly north of
cross section B-B' . The Skaggs Ranch 1, Skaggs Ranch 2, and Leon 2 wells show the
characteristic e-Iog response for the Prue interval, which has not been deeply incised.
Good channel development can be seen in the other three wells in the section. Maximum
Prue Sand development is seen within the Langston 1-13, which has 50 feet of gross
sand, 38 feet of net, with an average of 10% porosity. The McCarthy 2-8 and Skaggs 1-
7 were both completed as gas wells in the Prue Sandstone.
Cross Section D-D':
Cross section D-D' (Plate X) is also perpendicular to the Prue channel in the
central portion ofT10NRSW. This cross section is through the Mustang Oil field and all
wells are productive in the underlying Hunton Formation. Erosion of the Verdigris
Limestone is seen in the Robberson 15-2 and 14-6 wells. This is important because the
Verdigris Limestone is a regional cycle-bounding marker present throughout the study
area. The non-channel wells on this cross section indicate poorly developed Prue sands
occurring near the top of the Prue interval. These were most likely deposited as part a
delta system, which is shown on the gross Prue Sand maps. It is believed that this delta
was deposited prior to the valley incision. Maximum sand is in the Robberson 15-2,
where 60 feet of net and gross sand was deposited. Porosities in this well are between 12
and 14%. This log shows stacked channel sands separated by 15 feet of shale.
so
only two minor sands. Maximum sand thickness of 27 feet net and gross with 10-12%





The recognition and study of incised-valley's has a history dating more than 50
years, although no clear explanation has been presented for the fonnation of the valley
and its subsequent filling. In 1990 Van Wagoner et al, defined incised-valley fills as
entrenched fluvial system that have extended their valleys landward by headwater
migration oferosion into previously unchannelized terrain and basinward by downcutting
into recently deposited marine sediments below, in response to a relative fall in sea level.
In 1994, Zaitlin et al, defined the term "incised valley" as a ''fluvially-eroded, elongate
topographic low that is typically larger than a single channel form, and is characterized
by an abrupt seaward shift of depositional facies across a regionally mappable sequence
houndary at its base. According to Zaitlin et ai, the fill typically begins to accumulate in
the eroded valley during the next base level rise and may contain deposits of the
following highstand and subsequent sea level cycles. The next logical question becomes,
what requirements must be present in order to be classified an "incised-valley"?
In addition to the many defmitions, rough lists of requirements for incised-valley
fill designations have also been published. Dalrymple (1997) constructed a list of
requirements including (1) truncation of regional markers. (2) disconformity surface at
base of a valley associated with a surface of regional extent. (3) landward shift of facies
across the base of a valley. (4) onlap of walls of incision by valley filling rocks, and
fmally, (5) the overall valley is larger than a single channel. (Tillman, and Archer, 1999).
Van Wagoner also constructed a similar list of fundamental characteristics. These
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characteristics for incised-valley fill complexes include: (1) the valley is a negative or
erosional paleogeographic feature, (2) the base of the valley truncates underlying strata,
(3) The base and the walls ofthe incised-valley fill system represent a sequence boundary
that may correlate to a hiatal surface in interfluvial areas, and (4) the base of the valley
fill exhibits a basinward shift in facies, (5) depositional markers within the fill will onlap
onto the valley walls.
There are two major physiographic types of incised-valley .fill systems that
are recognized as being caused due to a lowering of sea level. They are the piedmont
incised-valley system, and the coastal plain incised-valley system (Zaitlin et a1, 1994)
(Figure 26). Piedmont incised-valley systems are elongated fluvial systems that have
their headwaters in a mountain hinterland (Zaitlin et a4 1994). At some point these
systems cross a "fan line", which is a point in the valley where a significant gradient
change occurs. They are commonly longer lived and contain coarser-grained, immature
fluvial sediments then do coastal plain systems (Zaitlin et a4 1994). The coastal plain
systems are confined to the low-gradient coastal plains and do not cross a fall line. These
systems contain finer-grained, more mature sediments eroded and recycled from coastal
plain sediments (Zaitlin et a4 1994). The fill of both types of incised valleys can further
be described as being either compound or simple (Zaitlin et ai, 1994)(Figure 27). A
compound fill results from multiple cycles of incision and deposition resulting from
many changes in sea level and muhiple reoccupations of the same channel system. The









Figure 26: Schmatic view of a coastal zone showing the distinction between piedmont and
coastal plain incised-valley systems (Zaitlin, and others, 1994, p. 51).
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Figure 27: A) Simple incised-valley fill B) Compound incised-valley fill (1,2,
and 3 represent different incised-valley fills) (Zaitlin, and others, 1994, p. 52).
When the sea reaches its lowest level and begins rising, deposition begins in the
flooded estuary. The fact that this may occur graduaHy causes different processes to
predominate different parts of the fluvial system. For this reason Zaitlin et aI, divided the
incised valley system was divided further into three longitudinal segments.
Segment 1 is known as the outer incised-valley. This is the seaward component
of the system and is characterized by backstepping of fluvial and estuarine deposits
overlain by transgressive marine sands and shelf muds (Zaitlin et al, 1994). During the
lowstand phase, sediment from the valley is by-passed to the mouth of the valley where it
is deposited as either a lowstand delta or as prograding shoreline (Zaitlin et a1, 1994).
This segment is the first covered by the sea and therefore contains a transgressive
succession of facies overlain by marine sands and shales (Zaitlin et aI, 1994)
Segment 2 is known as the middle incised.valley. This is located in the middle
reach of the transgressive incised-valley complex and is characterized by a drowned
valley estuarine fill that develops during maximum transgression (Zaitlin et aI, 1994). It
overlies a lowstand to trangressive succession of fluvial to estuarine deposits like those in
segment 1 (Zaitlin, and others, 1994).
Segment 3 is the innermost incised-valley. It lies between the
transgressive marine/estuarine limit and the landward end of incision (Zaitlin et al, 1994).
This segment has a wide variation in length ranging from 10-100's of Kilometers long
(Zaitlin et aI, 1994). The fill of this segment is fluvial and may exhibit a variety of
channel morphologies, some of which are braided, anastomosing, straight and,
meandering (Zaitlin et a1, 1994).
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Zaitlin summarizes this well by saying, "the fill of an incised valley may be
extremely complex, no single facies succession (upward-coarsening, blocky, etc.) occurs
along the entire length of the system.
Channel Sandstones
As stated earlier the depositional environment of the Prue Sandstone has
commonly been called a "Channel Sandstone". In this section, the term channel
sandstone will be defined, and we will look at characteristics and tools that make channel
sands more identifiable in the subsurface. This effort will be made in an order to better
understand and reinforce the facies interpretation of the Prue Sandstone.
A channel sandstone is defmed as a "a sandstone deposited in a stream bed or
other channel eroded into the underlying beds" (Bates and Jackson, 1984). When dealing
with a channel sand in the subsurface a geologist must use many methods to check his
interpretation. Electric logs are an essential tool for determining geometry, aerial extent
and, obviously wireline well log curve shapes (Figure 28). Such logs are also used to
construct maps and make cross sections.
The construction of a structural map made on a marker bed above or below the
sandstone is a useful tool for recognizing paleodrainage patterns within the unit. This
does require a disconformity surface at the base, which has enough topography to show
difference in total isopach thickness. In addition, the construction of an isopach map of
the strata between a marker bed above the channel fill and the base of the channel







F. Flood plain-point bars
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B. Pre-compaetion cut and fitl
D. Concurrent deposition
A. Post-compaction cut and fill
e.Log
G. Strike valley fill
E. Cut and fill cyclic subsidence
C. CUI and fill loading depression
Figure 28: Schematic cross sections of seven types ofchannel
fill (Modified after Busc~ 1985).
recognize channel sands in the subsurface, we must understand their geometry. Channel
sands possess a significant feature which is important when trying to recognize them.
This is their downward thickening relative to one or more time marker beds (Busch and
Link, ]985). Stratigraphic cross sections should be made perpendicular to the lenticular
sand body to show geometry. Hanging these cross sections on the same time marker will
show relative changes in sediment thi.cknesses.
Prue Sandstone
Zaitlin, Dalrymple, and Boyd (1994) define an incised valley system as a
"f1uvially-eroded topographic low that is typically larger than a single channel form, and
is characterized by an abrupt shift of depositional facies across a regionally mappable
sequence boundary at its base. The fill typically begins to accumulate during the next
base-level rise, and may contain deposits of the following highstand and subsequent sea-
level cycles." Portions of the Prue Sandstone within the study area meet the
classification requirements for an incised-valley fill system As stated earlier within the
study area the Prue truncates a regional marker, this being the Verdigris Limestone. The
valley is also a negative, erosional paleogeographic feature. Ibis can be clearly seen
from the numerous cross sections that were constructed across the channel. The Booth
9D-2 core also shows the erosional characteristics within the Pme Interval, because it
contains numerous rip-up mud clasts, which represent older rock. The Prue complex
within the study area is also larger than a single channel, which is seen on both the net
and gross Pme Sandstone plates. Finally the base of the valley is a surface of regional
extent and does not just occur as a local phenomenon.
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The Prue system in the study area shows the characteristics of a coastal plain
simple fill system The sediment present is fme grained and mature, and was deposited
on a low-moderate gradient with the absence of a definitive "fall line". The presence of
stacked sand bodies indicates multiple incisions, but no evidence of sea level changes can




Oil production was first found in the Prue Sandstone within the study area during
the early development of the Oklahoma City Field. This occurred within the incised-
valley complex in thl: portions ofTI1NR3W, principally in sections 25,26,35,36. McGee
and Clawson (1932) discussed the Prue Sand in this area in their paper Geology and
Development of the Oklahoma City Field. This productive area was subsequently
unitized and waterflooded by Cities Service in the early 1970's. Although several Prue
Sands were tested regionally, no further significant production was found until 1982 with
the discovery of the Wheatland Field under the Will Roger Airport in TIINR4W.
After the Wheatland discovery, development attempted to tie the Prue incised-
valley fill back to the Oklahoma City Field and production was eventually put on line
along a 9-mile northeast trend within the complex. Three waterfloods are currently
operating within this area. Sections 28,29,31,32. and 33 ofTIINR4W have been unitized
by Marathon Petroleum as the Wheatland Unit (Plate XV). Prior to unitization in 1989
the unit had cumulative production of 2,274,000 barrels of oil and 11 BCF of gas. Post-
unitization, the field has produced another 953,000 barrels of oil and 1.1 BCF of
additional gas.
In 1993 Marathon unitized parts of section 13, I4,22,23,24,25,26, and 27
T11NR4Was the Will Rogers Unit. Prior to unitization in 1993 this unit had cumulative
production of2,896,000 barrels of oil and 18.7 BCF of gas. Post-unitization the field has
produced an additional 1,432,000 barrels and 1.3 BCF of gas. The Southwest Oklahoma
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City Field was discovered in 1988 and later unitized in 1997. The unit covers portions of
sections 8,9,16,17,18 of llNR3W and has produced 2,776,000 barrels of Oi4 and 17.4
BCF ofgas out ofthe Prue Sandstone.
Between Wheatland and the southwest portion ofTlONRSW minor oil production
from the Prue has been found. During the late 1980's and early 1990's development of a
Mississippian gas field in TIONR6W, T10NRSW, and T9NR5W encountered Prue
Sandstones. Occasionally these were completed and commingled with the Mississippian
production. Southwest of Section 29, TIONRSW all production from the Proe is gas,
with a small amount of oil. Northeast of this area the Prue production is primarily oil
with associated gas. Proe production in the gas producing areas cannot be accurately
determined due to its commingling with multiple zones.
The Proe Sandstones trapping mechanism is a combination of both
regional structure and stratigraphy. Southwest of the Oklahoma City Field the Prue
incised-valley sands are not water bearing. However, on the east downthrown side of the
Oklahoma City fault the Proe incised-valley sand is found wet and non-productive.
There are many stratigraphic traps within the incised-valley due to the lenticular nature of
individual sand members, but each trap is hydrocarbon bearing. Sand/shale ratios vary
drastically within the incised complex. The study found that the porosity increased within
the Prue incised-valley fills from a low of8% in the southwest comer of the study area to
a high of 16% near the Oklahoma City Field. Several minor traps with poor production
are found within the delta associated sands outside of the incised-valley.
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sands accumulated up to 80 feet thick, and have porosities as high as 18%. The porosities
of the Prue increase in an updip direction possibly indicating a higher energy
environment, with less shaley sand. The isopach map from the Base Oswego-Top
Verdigris gives insight into the paleotopography that was present when the Prue channel
was backfilled. In addition this map shows a "drape effect" over the sandstone. This was
interpreted as being caused by differential compaction between the sandstone and shales
within the interval. Another map that was useful in defming the incised channel's areal
extent was the Base Incision-Top Verdigris map. This map was used to show channel
cut, even when the channel was filled with mud.
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Figure 29: Depositional systems tracts-highstand system tract (HST),
lowstand system tract (LST), transgressive system tract (TST), at
maximum progradation of terrigenous clastic systems. Representative
logs illustrate facies within tracts (Brown, and others, 1990, p. 47).
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The Prue's incised valley-fill complex is productive of oil and gas in many fields
within the study area, thus making it a target for continued exploration. The incised
valley fill model documented here could be successfully applied to many of the sandstone
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Figure 30: Schematic diagram illustrating incised valley systems
using Oklahoma stratigraphic nomenclature
(modified after Zaitlin, and others, 1994, p.50).
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API: American Petroleum Institute Number
TD: Total Depth
KB: Kelly Bushing (Datum')
TO: Top Oswego
TOS: Top Oswego (subsea)
BO: Base Oswego
BOS: Base Oswego (subsea)
TV: Top Verdigris
TVS: Top Verdigris (subsea)
ISO: Interval Isopach (Base Oswego-Top Verdigris)
TP: Top Prue
TPS: Top Prue (subsea)
BP: Base ofPrue (only applicable where channel is shown)
CHI: Channel Isopach (Base Channel-Top Verdigris)
SSI: Sandstone Isolith Value
SRI: Shale Isolith Value
GS: Gross Prue Sandstone Value
NT: Net Prue Sandstone Value
DPEN: Depositional Environment Interpretations from Well Log Character
COM: Comments (net/gross sand values-production)
ER: Eroded Unit
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IAPI IHuder InfonMtlon I~al DeamP!lon ro IKB TO IfOS 80 B08 rN ~ 'ISO TP TP5 IHP I"HI 1581 18HI 105 NT DPEN COM
3505121533 1H8mby 1-1 Sec. 1 SEN'M;E 9430 1337 8485 -7148 6498 -7161 8615 -7278 117 B505 -7168 2 115 2 0 8lI'
3505120357 HImes 1-1 Sec. 1 CSW 9025 1300 6518 -7207 8527 -7218 ll648 -7339 121 B540 -7231 4 117 4 0 8lI'
3505120728 Bessie L Hambv ~1 Sec. 1 NI2 SI2 NW SE 9518 1331 6493 -7162 B502 -7171 BB20 -7289 118 6510 -7179 8 112 6 0 8lI'
350512D303 PI..."I. lkl~ 1 Sac. 2 SWSlMllESW 9000 1302 B579 -7277 B5B8 -7286 8710 -7408 122 6599 -7297 2 120 2 0 Bar
350512Q2al IEnaelke 1 Sec. 3 CS'NIIE 10568 1259 85l!ll -7317 B596 -73Z7 8723 -7454 127 8610 -7341 0 127 0 0
3505121711 1Ra1ev4-1 Sec. 4NWSE 9640 1340 8790 -7450 BeOB -74Sll 6912 -7572 104 8815 -7475 2 102 2 0 Bar
3!i05121889 Smfth 4-4 sec. 4 SI2NV\tlE 9695 1348 8788 -7440 8799 -7451 8910 -7~ 111 8811 -7463 2 100 2 0 8lI'
3505121763 SGmueIs4-2 Sac. 4 SEN'MIW 9710 1344 B825 -7481 883lI -7496 B952 -7808 113 8850 -7506 4 100 4 0 8lI'
350512CQ78 Buntlll\l lklft I Sec. 4 Nl2Nl2Nl2SE 95eiO 1316 8760 -7444 enl -7455 Bll90 -7574 119 B788 -7472 0 119 0 0
3!i05121636 Meek 1-5 Sec. 5 SIM<lENE 9850 1346 8B43 -7497 8857 -7511 B9IJ7 -7641 1Xl llBB8 -7522 B940 47 29 101 29 24 Channel
3505122617 Pnna 1-5 Sec. 5 SIM<lESW 9B65 1291 6919 -7628 8930 -7639 llO46 -77s.s 116 8953 -7562 Il98J 86 19 97 19 15 Ch~nel
3505121558 P&r1< 1 Sec. 6 Wf2SENW 10152 1323 9018 -7695 9036 ·7713 9156 .7833 120 9055 -IT32 9122 34 27 93 27 25 Ch~nel
35051225llO [)en's Ra-lct11 Sec. 8 SIM<lESW 10175 1346 \lOOI5 -7749 9100 -7763 9220 -7874 III 9122 -n7B 9190 30 15 96 15 (l EdaeCh. Dirtv
Skacxls 1·7 Sec. 7 SE NWSE W 101SO 1319 !lO79 -77llO !lOB8 -77'f!IJ 9215 -7896 127 9115 -n96 9170 45 Xl 97 30 10 DirtvCh, Diftv
3505121586 MIw10N 1-7 sec. 7 N\II!SINNE 12450 1346 909:2 -774£ 9108 -770l 9220
-787" 112 9118 -lIT2 9148 72 6
.-
104 8 (l Chlll'lr'Hll
3505122635 McCarth",,2..8 Sec. 8 Wf2NESW 9!l9O 1299 6991 -7&12 9001 -7702 9130 -7631 129 9020 -7721 9077 53 33 98 33 16 Chan/lel LOll d Shale
3!i05122579 Mc:C8rthtw 1..8 Sec. 8 CNI2NW lCXXXl 1304 8970 -7666 6981 -7877 9105 -7801 12.. 9005 -7701 9065 40 33 88 32 26 ChlWlt18l
3!i05122549 Skagga1 sec. 8 NWSENE 9!lOO 1264 8911 -7627 6927 -7643 9036 -7751 loe 8931 ·7647 2 105 2 0 Bw
3!i051226e6 Hill 1 Sec. 8 Wf2SWSE 1CXXlO 1292 8993 -7701 9009 -7717 9115 -7623 108 9020 -7728 a 108 0 0
3!i05122087 AC.S. J8(1!lSe1!l'l1-9 Sec. 9 CNESE 9863 1364 8929 -7565 8945 -7561 9057 .7693 112 Il954 .7590 2 110 2 0 Bw
._-
3!i05121846 lSk8aas Ranch 1 Sec. 9 Wf2EnJ'IW 9880 1356 6921 -7565 8926 -7570 9039 -7883 113 ll940 -7564 0 113 0 0
3!i05121655 ISkaooa RIInd1 2 Sec. 9 WJ2NESW 9B82 1380 B980 -7600 89!l4 -7614 9102 -7722 10e 9002 -'7622 0 108 0 0
3505121635 Hill 9-1 Sec. 9 CN'M'IE 9725 1318 81149 -7531 885B -7~ eooe -7648 108 8666 -7548 a 108 0 0
3505121782 Hil/l~1 Sec.l0CNW 9565 1350 8730 -7380 8738 -7388 8llS3 -7f1:13 115 87SO -7400 0 115 0 0
3505120312 Tll(Ty 1~1 Sec. 10 CNE 9:211 1305 8710 -70405 8722 -7"17 BB45 -7540 123 8738 -7433 0 123 0 0
3505122707 Sheltcn 1-11 Sec. 11 S'M'IENE 9427 1313 ll594 -7281 88C2 -7289 8710 -7397 10e 8612 -7299 0 108 0 0
350512CQ33 lCMNIIll Sec. 1I CSENW 9131 1264 B640 -7356 B650 -7386 8771 -70487 121 8002 -7378 0 121 a 0
3505120279 SlubblemlW1 1 Sec. 12 C'NIWESW ~ 1333 B60Il -7275 8618 ore, 8735 -74(12 117 B630 -7297 0 117 0 0
3505120061 Suroeck 1 Sec. 13 CN'M'IWSE 10005 1348 B649 -7301 B65B -7303 8794 -7446 138 8671 -7323 5 133 5 0 Bar
3505120268 Wlhro.v I Sec. 14SI2~E 82040 1363 8773 -7410 8780 -7417 8918 -7555 138 B809 -7446 0 138 0 a
3505121314 WlhrcMl2 Sec. 14 SEN'M'IENE 1C632 1320 8669 -7349 8679 -7359 BB05 -7485 128 8701 -7381 0 126 0 0
3!i05121829 DnIbek 1 Sec. 15 NI2SI'1NW 9825 1332 889B -7564 8005 -7573 9030 -76llB 125 8930 -7598 0 125 0 0
3505120742 Skaaal Ranch 1 S.. 18CNW 1(Jj6Q 1410 9091 -7681 9100 -7890 9228 -7816 128 9112 -7702 0 128 0 0
3505122754 Skeooa Ranch 1-16 S.. 16~W 10302 1367 9CJl2 -7715 9002 -7725 9230 -7863 138 9130 -7763 0 138 0 0
350512270e MorriI1-17 S.. 17 SEN'M;E 10334 135e 9069 -7733 9099 -7743 9229 -7873 130 9130 -lIT4 0 130 0 0
3505122699 Thcrnson 2-17 Sac. 17 S'M'IESW 10300 1295 9al5 -7790 9CIl5 -7rnJ 9228 -7933 133 91 Xl -7835 0 133 0 0
3505122671 Thcrneon 1-17 Sec. 17 Sl2Sl2NW 10350 1296 9CJl2 -7786 eal9 -7793 8216 -7920 127 9120 -7624 0 127 0 0
3505122BB6 HIli Res/tv 1·17 Sec. 17 Wf2NWfNE 10188 1335 9045 -7710 9055 -7720 9175 -7B040 120 9al5 -77'JIJ 0 120 0 0
3505122623 MlI\Ier 1 Sac. 18 NES'M'IE 10500 1342 9177 -7835 9165 -7ll43 11312 -7970 127 9:212 -7870 0 127 0 0
3505122775 Laki'l4-18 Sec. 18 NV'ttESW 10740 1364 9240 -7856 9250 -7886 9391 -«:IJ7 141 Q282 -7698 0 141 0 0
3505122711 PotIer~18 Sec.. 18 Wl2NENW 100450 1356 9165 -7627 9195 -7637 932fJ -7971 134 9205 -78047 13 121 13 0 EdaeCh. Just Outsld"
3505122678 Wlk..,., 1-19 Sec. 19 NES'M'IE 10500 1344 9235 -7691 9241 -7~7 9387 -8043 148 Q282 -7938 0 146 0 0
350512270l Mc:MJnrv 1-20 Sec. 20 N'M'lENE 10370 1334 9078 -7744 9065 -7751 9228 -7894 143 9128 -7764 0 143 0 0
Mc:MJrtrv 2-20 Sec. 20? 10320 1321 9187 -7846 9170 -7649 9314 -7993 1.... 9215 -7894 0 I.... a 0
GeoraI8 1-21 Sec. 21 ? 10550 1354 9095 -7741 9103 -7749 9240 ·7886 137 9135 ·7781 0 137 a a
3505122704 Ba:zh..., E 1 Sac. 21 CE/2INJ 10255 1400 9120 -771" 91Xl -m4 9273 -7867 143 9172 -T7B6 a 143 0 0
3505122739 Merie 1-21 S.. 21 SEN'M;E 10350 1393 9009 -noe 910e -7715 !l2ll9 ·7876 161 91s.s -7762 0 161 0 0
3505122728 McC81h"" 1-22 SllC.22~ESW 10093 1397 9025 -7828 llO3O ·7633 9206 -7BCfil 176 9110 -7713 0 178 0 a Sh<Mw Thicken.
3505121997 Salle 2-22 Sec. 22 SW'lWNE 10022 1353 B982 -7BQll 8968 -7615 9103 -77SO 135 B98B -7635 a 135 0 0
35051208.28 S(lnIgue 1 Sec. 204 EI2EI2tMotlE 9200 1411 B692 -7281 8B92 -7281 8671 -704B0 179 6770 -7359 0 179 0 0
3505120317 8ueh1. Trust 1 Sec. 24 NENES'M'IE 9235 1390 BB90 .73XI 8690 -73XI B8B9 -7"79 179 8788 -7378 0 178 0 0
3505122738 Lois 1-27 Sec. 27 Nw.;ENW 10850 1364 IlO2O -7656 9029 -7e85 9206 -7B404 179 9107 -7743 0 179 0 0 Abnormal Prufl
3505122776 Lois 2-27 Sec. 21 S'M'IESW 10170 1351 9015 -7664 9015 -7664 9206 -7857 193 9110 -7759 0 193 0 0 Abnorm&l Prue
3505122781 Lois 3-27 Sac. 27 S'M<lENE 10140 1365 894B -7583 8948 -7583 9136 -lITl 188 9040 -7675 0 188 0 0 I'b<1OOTlIll Pru8






API IH.der Information ~. O..crlllllon ro KI ITO IT08 80 180:5 IV TV:5 :1:50 rl' rl'll Ifl' ICIIl 1$:51 I:5MI tiS III" OPEII COlI
3505122622 MIlIa'I1 sec. 2B SENWNW 1lXlOO 13n 9130 -n53 9130 -n53 930B -7931 178 9200 -7823 0 178
3505122589 TI'IIld1l'1-211 sec. 2B N'MlESE 10130 1324 9035 -n11 9035 -n11 9228 -7904 193 9120 -7796 0 193 0 0
3505120937 R8dleI1 sec. 29C~ 11123 1380 92llO -7900 9'286 -79al 9480 ~ 174 9360 -79!!0 0 174 0 0
3505122464 C08tIl8elI sec. 29 EnNI2NE 10401 1365 9188 -7823 9200 -7835 9388 .aQ03 166 9270 -7905 0 188 0 0
3505120353 l.IIIhIm 1-31 sec. 31 CSW 11350 1339 9432 -«J93 9432 -«J93 9635 ~ 203 9522 -8183 0 203 0 0
3505121312 Troop (Hill) 1 sec. 34 CSE 12200 1274 8980 -7686 8960 -7886 9182 -7888 202 9055 ·7781 0 202 0 0
Cobrll35-1 sec. 35 7 9500 1275 8ll8O -7005 8ll8O -7005 ooee -7781 196 18965 -7890 0 196 0 0
3505121478 McCa1nelll sec. 35 NENESWSW 9500 1264 8895 -7831 8895 -7831 ooee ·7824 193 8995 -n31 0 193 0 0
3505122785 a_un 1-36 Sec. 36 NWSENW 9500 1275 8ll8O -7005 8ll8O -7505 ooea -n91 196 B!l65 -7890 0 196 0 0
-...J
00
API He.der Informetlon laga' DncrtDtlon TO KB TO TOS BO ~ TV ISO TP TPS BP CHI SSt 'SHI GS NT OPEN COM
3505121671 H1111-1 Sec. , WI2EI2NE 10275 1326 9057 -7731 9077 -7751 91911 122 9094 -7768 9190 9 18 104 18 11 Channel
3505122730 Osborne 1 Sec. 2 CNESW 11020 1293 9272 -7979 9291 -7998 9418 127 9309 -8016 9390 28 13 114 13 3 Edge? IOirty
3505121834 Cembell1-3 Sec 3NESENW 10898 1335 9350 -8015 9357 -8022 9496 139 9400 -8065 0 139 0 0
3505122193 Shook 1-4 Sec. 4 SWNWSE 11310 1337 g,s82 -8145 94g,s -8157 9628 134 9537 -8200 0 134 0 0
3505122117 McCroskey 1 Sec. 5 WI2EI2NW 11459 1350 9565 -8215 9569 -8219 9712 143 9580 -8230 4 139 4 0 Ber
3505122221 Grimes 1-5 Sec.5CNWSE 10375 1352 9583 -8211 9570 -8218 9728 158 9590 -8238 0 158 0 0
3505121858 Memmlmgar 1-8 Sec. 6 SENWSE l1eaO 1326 9687 -8361 9693 -8367 9855 182 9732 -8406 0 162 0 0
3505121977 Fem 1-6 Sec. 6 WI2EJ2NW 11437 1297 9646 -8349 ~ -8356 9818 165 9690 -8393 0 185 0 0
3505121747 McMurtry 1-7 Sec. 7 CNW 10450 1315 9792 -8477 9600 -8485 9955 155 9830 -8515 4 151 4 0 Bar
3505121594 Grimes 1-7 Sec. 7 Wf2SE 10505 1339 9818 -8479 9825 -8-488 9970 '145 9850 -8511 0 145 0 0
3505121504 Henderson 8-1 Sec. 8 CSW 0500 1374 9780 -8406 9787 -8413 9930 143 9810 -8436 4 139 4 0 Ber
3505122143 Vandamenl A Mary 1-9A Sec 9 NWSENW 11612 1365 9600 -8235 9608 -8243 9748 140 9645 -8280 0 140 0 0
3505120683 Vandemenll SeC. 10 NENESWNE 11267 1343 9420 -8077 9428 -8085 9565 137 9455 -8112 0 137 0 0
3505121879 leon 1-11 Sec. 11 NI2S12NW 10700 1307 9315 -a008 9321 -8014 9450 129 9342 -8035 4 125 4 0 Ber
3505122720 leon 2 Sec. 11 NI2SWSE 11100 1329 9290 -7961 92911 -7970 9409 110 9310 -7981 0 110 0 0
3505121644 Osborne 1-12 Sec. 12 SWNENE 10400 1365 9181 -7816 9193 -7828 9313 120 9210 -7845 9285 28 20 100 20 10 Edge Ch.
3505122716 Chisolm Trail Sec 13 SWNWSE 10575 1376 9325 -7949 9334 -7958 9479 145 9368 -7992 9435 44 43 102 43 29 Channel!
3505122674 langston 1-13 Sec. 13 CNENE 10606 1398 9271 -7873 9279 -7881 9416 137 9302 -7904 9365 31 50 87 50 38 Chennel!
3505122769 Van Ovck 1-14 Sec. 14 NWSENW 11048 1336 9370 -8034 9380 -8044 9510 130 9405 -8069 4 126 4 0 Ber
3505122881 Cambell 1 Sec. 15 El2WI2NE 11375 1387 9496 -8129 9504 -8137 9632 128 9525 -8158 0 128 0 0
3505121426 Stenley 17·1 Sec. 17CNW 10525 1376 9817 -8441 9824 -8448 9990 166 1376 0 166 0 0
3505121791 Stanley 2 Sec. 17 SJ2NESW 10503 1358 9810 -8454 9818 -8482 9979 161 9850 -8494 0 161 0 0
3505122173 Stanley 17-3 Sec. 17 W12E12SE 10500 1335 9746 -8411 9754 -8419 9900 146 9788 -8453 0 146 0 0
3505121249 LonQ 18-1 Sec. 18 CNE/4 13215 1322 9830 -8508 9836 -8614 91177 141 9850 -8528 0 141 0 0
3505121852 Stanley 1-20 see. 20 CEI2NW 10650 1322 9804 -8482 9811 -8469 9972 181 9840 -8518 0 181 0 0
3505122136 Umbech 1-21 Sec. 21 NESWSW 11500 1304 9742 -8438 9748 -8-444 9924 178 9805 -8501 16 180 16 8
3505121030 Umbach 1-21 Sec. 21 CNW 11830 1322 9731 -8409 9737 -8415 9900 163 9791 -3469 0 163 0 0
3505121081 GarT811 1-23 Sec. 23 SI2SI2N12SW 12222 1347 9536 ~189 9540 ~193 9705 185 9580 -8233 9630 75 15 150 16 10 Edge h?
350512.2780 Georgie lee 1-23 Sec. 23 Nl2S12NE 11152 1357 9396 -8039 9403 -8046 95M 155 9440 -8083 9520 38 123 132 20 20 Channel
3505122746 Bante 1-24 Sec. 24 Sf2NWNW 11087 1380 9386 -8028 9390 -8030 9542 152 9438 -8076 9478 54 31 121 31 8 Chamel
J.B. Hambleton 1 Sec. 26 CNESW 10440 1330 9592 ~282 9592 -8262 9770 178 9645 -8315 0 178 0 0
3505121276 Orr 1·27 Sec. 27 SI2S12N12SE 11810 1325 9631 -8306 9638 ~313 9830 192 9687 -8~ 9788 82 37 155 37 24 Chennel
3505122897 GerT8t 1 Sec. 27 NESWSE 11825 1322 9821 -82911 9827 -8305 9815 188 9675 -8353 9730 65 19 189 19 4 Channel
3505122088 Coriey 1·28 Sec. 28 NESWNW 10570 1297 9791 -8494 9797 -8500 9981 164 9845 ~548 9922 59 24 180 24 18 Chamel {jOOO eros on
3505121564 Cur1ls 1-29 sec. 29 NENESW 10700 1300 980 -8570 9880 -8580 10083 203 994 -8647 10003 80 18 185 18 8 Channel
3605121073 CUlbertson 1 Sec. 31 CNE 12095 1221 10002 -8781 10010 -8789 10203 193 10085 1-8864 18 175 18 14 Channel
3505121319 Roeder 1-32 Sec. 32 cse 11000 1278 9991 -8715 10001 -8725 10194 193 10065 ~789 10092 102 18 115 18 8 Chamel
3505122522 Clar1t 1 Sec. 33 CE/2SE 10570 1237 9798 -8581 9807 -8570 9980 173 9880 -8623 0 173 0 0
3505121497 MoKlnney 1-.33 Sec. 33 NWSESW 10680 1239 9869 -8630 9876 -8636 10051 118 9916 -8676 0 178 0 0
-..l
..0
APt Helder Info",..llon Lea.1 DtscrtDllon TO 1<8 TO TOS Be I80S TV TVS ISO TP BP CHI SSI SHI GS NT OPEN ICOM
Teme", lee 1·1 Sec. 1 NESE 7782 1318 6664 -5348 6692 -5374 6775 -5457 83 6700 83 0 0
Jones 1 Sec. 1 SENESW 8781 1291 6720 -5429 6762 -5471 6858 -6567 96 6772 10 96 0 0
Johnston·Repegle 1 Sec. 2 SESE 8415 1301 6750 -5449 8778 -5477 6884 -5563 88 6788 10 86 0 0
Pele' 3B~ Sec. 3 NE 7842 1387 4 ? Bar No TVO Loa
Ashby 1 Sec. 4 SWSW 8701 1279 7028 ·5749 7052 -5773 7160 -5881 106 7065 110 98 10 ? Ber
Kina's Park lA Sec, 5 SESW 8278 1295 7636 -83041 7678 -8383 7778 -e463 100 7694 10 100 0 0
3502721231 KIng's Plrl< 1 SeC. 5 SENWNE (BHL) 9174 1300 6990 -5690 7030 -5730 7130 -5830 100 7050
1
18 82 18 12 Ber
Goldmln 1.0 Sec. 8 ESWSW ~2 1258 7078 -5822 7210 -5954 7300 .0044 90 7222 14 76 14 ? Bel
Greenbrtlr 1 Sec. 7 SWNWSE 7820 1247 7237 -5990 7259 .0012 7350 -6103 91 7274
1
18 73 18 ? Bar
Berton 1 Sec.7Wf2NW 7515 1254 7220 -5966 72<43 -5989 7336 ~082 93 7254 76 17 ? Bar
Klnklde 1 ISec. 7 NWNE 7445 1255 7170 -5915 7190 -5935 7287 ~032 97 7205 1:> 82 15 ? Ber
Sloat 1 Sec. 8 SENWNE 7972 1248 7060 -5612 7081 -5833 7180 -5932 99 7100 '20 79 20 ? BIr
Blrton 1 Sec. 9 NESWNW 8053 1261 7060 -5799 7078 -5617 7170 -59Oll 92 7193 :1:> 77 15 ? Ber
Odom 1 Sec.9CSWSE 7595 1258 7091 -5835 7112 -5856 7205 -5949 93 7138 '7 88 7 ? Ber
NIII 1 Sec. 12 SWSW 7700 1259 6882 -5623 6900 -5641 6990 -5731 90 6907 8 82 8 ? Bal
Kuchynka 1 Sec. 12 SE 8165 1245 6859 -5614 6890 -5845 8989 -5724 79 6895 5 74 5 ? BIr
F. JoneS 1 Sec. 12 NESENE 7150 1282 6670 -5388 6688 -5406 6765 -5483 77 6895 8 69 8 ? Bar
Shroyer 1 Sec. 13 CNENW 7551 1225 8940 -5715 6958 ·5733 7068 -5843 110 6968 10 100 10 ? Bar
Steinmeyer 1 Sec. 13 CNWSW 7770 1225 7065 -5640 7084 -5659 7200 -5975 116 7090 108 8 ? Bar
Stelnmeyer 1 Sec. 13 NWNE 7545 1222 6942 -5720 6960 -5738 7066 ·5844 106 6968 8 96 8 ? Bar
Miller 3 Sec. 13 CNWNW 7550 1255 6968 -5713 6985 -5730 7067 -5632 102 6993 9 83 9 ? Bar
Wingo 1 Sec, 13 SWSW 7920 1254 7165 -5911 7182 -5928 7298 ~4 116 7190 8 108 8 ? Ber
Floyd Tumar 1 Sec. 14 CNENE 7547 1271 7010 -5739 7027 -5756 7120 -5849 93 7035 I 86 7 ? Blr
Welker 1 SeC. 14 CSESE 7900 1247 7166 -5919 7183 -5936 7298 ~51 115 7192 4 111 4 ? Bar
N11I2-A Sec. 14 CNENW 7525 1269 7017 -5748 7035 -5766 7136 -5867 101 7045 6 95 6 ? Blr
MOOAI Townsite Unit 2 Sec. 14 SWSWSWNE 7965 1269 7260 -5991 7280 ~11 7401 -8132 121 7291 4 117 4 ? BIr
C.F. Maedors 1 Sec.15 SWSW 7950 1241 7260 .e019 7280 ~039 7393 .e152 113 7290 16 97 16 ? Bar
B.G. Hume 1 Sec. 15 NESE 7750 1240 7142 -5902 7180 -5920 7288 .ea28 108 7170 103 5 ? Bar
Meadors Estlte 5 Sec. 15 CSENW 7705 1256 7139 -5883 7180 -5~ 7260 ~04 100 7170 100 0 0
G.H. Jemes 1 :Sec. 15 CSWNE 7693 1252 7115 -5863 7131 -5879 7238 ·5986 107 7140 107 0 0
W.P. LlndSlY 1 Sec. 16 CNESE 7790 1247 7211 ·5964 723 -5984 7341 .0094 110 7241 I~ 98 12 ? Bar
Mc. Lennon B-1 Sec. 16 CSESW 7950 1233 7289 .0056 73<18 $75 7412 .e179 104 7325 98 8 ? Bar
Godwin 1 Sec. IS NWNE 7635 1247 7132 -5885 7152 -5905 7257 ~10 105 7166 ,12 93 12 ? Bar
Raoo-Osbome 1 Sec. 18 SENW 7740 1240 7171 ·5931 7192 -5952 72~ ~054 102 7208 95 7 ? Ber
OSbome A-1 Sec. 17 SWNW 7875 1222 7263 ~041 7285 -8063 7387 ~185 102 310 5 97 5 ? Ber
Dleckmln 1 Sec. 17 CSWNE 7780 1228 7210 -5984 7230 -8004 7328 -8102 98 7247 4 94 4 ? Bar
Mlbry 1 Sec. 17 CNWSW 7801 1210 7270 -8060 7290 -8080 7~ ~179 99 7305 99 0 0
Mc. Lennon 1 Sec. 17 CSWSE 7870 1221 7280 ~59 7300 ~79 7402 -8181 102 7310 0 102 0 0
3502720169 Grove 1 Sec. 18 CNWSE ~76 1232 7330 ~98 7350 -8118 7453 ~221 103 7362 5 95 8 ? Ber
Kelly 1 Sec. 18 CSENE 7600 1201 7258 .0057 7278 .ea77 7380 ~179 102 7300 8 94 8 ? Bar
E.A. LeSlie 3 Sec. 16 CNWSW 7930 1227 7371 -8144 7390 -8183 7490 -8263 100 7407 10 90 10 ? BII
Rose Sudlk 1 Sec. 18 CSWNW 7945 1232 7360 -8128 7380 ~148 7483 -8251 103 7398 10 93 10 ? Blr
Clesar 4 Sec. 19 CSESW 8190 1204 7486 ~284 750-' -8297 7610 -e406 109 7510 ~u 89 20 ? Ber
Kysela3 Sec. 19 SWNE 8000 1228 7398 ~170 7411 -8183 7517 .e289 106 7425 2 94 12 ? Bar
Tholmtr2 ec. 20 SWSESW 8105 1208 7421 -6213 7440 ~232 7547 -8339 107 7450 99 8 ? BIr
Flrry 1 Sec. 20 CNWNW 7894 1193 7310 ~117 7327 ~134 7428 .e235 101 73040 93 8 ? Bar
O.A. Nash Sec. 21 CSWNW 9252 1206 7318 -8112 7338 -8132 7440 -8234 102 7350 8 96 8 ? Btr
Hemson·Mlller 2 Sec. 21 CSENE 8750 1233 7308 .ea75 7326 -a095 7440 .0207 112 7340 13 99 13 ? BIr
Hoover 3 Sec. 21 CSESE 8100 1225 7383 -8158 7400 ~175 7510 ~285 110 7412 8 102 8 ? Ber
3502720109 Mosteller 1 Soc. 21 NWNWSW 7975 1208 73041 -8133 7360 ~152 7465 .0257 105 7370 0 105 0 0
C.P. D~..en 1..... Sec. 22 CNWNE 6670 1234 7212 -5978 7232 ·5998 73040 ~106 108 7241 u 108 0 0
W.B. Bumettl Sec. 22 CSWSE 6100 1225 73040 ~115 7358 ~133 7486 -8243 110 7'JI!J7 0 110 0 0
00
<=:
API Header Information LegalDetertpllon TO K8 TO TOS BO 80S TV TVS ISO TP BP CHI 51 SHt GS NT OPEN COM
Janko 1 Sec. 22 CNWSW 8010 1226 7310 ~084 7330 ~104 7440 ~214 110 7343 103 7 7 Bar
3502720738 Berco 1-23 Sec. 23 SENWNWSW 8050 1216 7290 ~074 7310 .0094 7418 ~202 108 7317 108 0 0
ur1ls BelTY 1 Sec. 23 CNWNW 7865 1237 7198 -5961 7218 -5981 7328 ~091 110 7228
"0 0 0
Klnblade 1 Sec. 23 NESE 8130 1233 7291 ~058 7308 ~075 7424 ~191 118 7320 II 108 8 ? Bar
Coline 1 Sec. 23 CSE NE 8089 1228 7245 ~17 7260 ~032 7373 .0145 113 7270 0 113 0 7
Liberty Net Bk. Tr. I Sec. 24 CSWNW 1750 1220 7240 ~020 7255 ~35 7372 1~152 117 7285 2 115 2 7 Bar
3502720667 January 1 Sec. 24 CNWSE 8250 1225 7271 .ao48 7290 ~085 7401 .e176 111 7296 10 III 0 0
3502720874 Jury 1 Sec. 25 Er.2NENE 8340 1206 7310 ~104 7331 -6125 7445 -6239 114 7335 IV 114 0 0
Tumer2 Sec. 26 SESENW 7945 1213 7338 .e125 7358 ~145 7470 .e257 112 365 10 112 0 0
3502720201 S. Moore Unit 10-1 Sec. 26 CSWNESE 7900 1211 7YJ7 ~ 7323 .e112 7431 -6220 108 7332 10 108 0 0
Steffans Unit 1 Sec. 26 NE1/4 8200 1241 7471 ~2YJ 7495 ~254 7617 ~376 122 7501 10 122 0 0
Westermier I Sec. 26 NESWSW 9630 1200 7332 ~132 7348 -6146 7480 .e280 132 7355 10 132 0 0
TumerA-l Sec. 27 NESWSW 8200 1204 7428 ~224 7440 ~36 7551 .e347 111 7446 '0 III 0 0
Molimen 2-A Sec. 27 NENESE 8874 1209 7340 -6131 7357 ~148 7470 .e261 113 7387 113 0 0
3502720755 Frths 1 Sec. 27 SJ2SWNWNE 7960 1221 7400 ~179 7418 ~197 7532 -6311 114 7423 14 110 4 7 Ber
3502720699 Davenport 1 Sec. 28 CNESWSE 9100 1225 7460 .e235 7474 .e249 7581 .e356 107 74BO 10 107 0 0
3502720529 FUlkerson 1 Sec. 28 CSW 9062 1233 7500 ~267 7515 -6282 7621 ~36B 106 7522 i8 9B 8 ? Bar
3502735455 W.F. Tubbs 6 Sec. 29 CNWSE 9565 1215 7452 .e237 7488 .e253 7570 ~355 102 7473 102 0 0
3502720141 Tur1l1·29 Sec. 29 SI2NWNENE 9635 1202 740B .e206 7424 .e222 7528 -6326 104 7430 'B 96 8 7 Bar
3502720511 Dlvill Sac. 30 SENENW B750 1190 7488 .e298 7501 .e311 7813 .e423 112 7510 5 106 6 ? Bar
3502720297 Peggy 1 Sec. 30 SWNENESW 9735 1189 7470 ~301 7494 -6325 7590 ~21 96 7495 '2 94 2 ? Bar
3502735466 Stoltl4 Sec. 30 CNESE 9486 1173 7435 .e2lS2 7450 .0217 7556 ~383 '06 7460 106 0 0
3502720420 Ward31-A Sec. 31 NWSESW 6220 1160 7572 ~12 7584 .e424 7682 -6522 98 7588 '6 92 8 ? Bar
3502720559 ward 31-8 Sec. 31 CNESESE 8290 1160 7560 .e4oo 7564 ~04 7670 -6510 106 7582 12 104 2 ? Bar
Hardin 1 Sac. 31 CSWNE 6203 "82 7540 .e378 7551 -6389 7868 ~506 117 7561 '8 III 8 ? Bar
3502720602 Dorothy 1 Sec. 32 SWNE 9700 1174 7503 ~329 7513 ~339 7618 .e444 105 7520 105 0 0
3502720549 B-F 1 Sec. 32 SI2SENW 9700 1163 7508 ~345 7520 ~357 7e18 .e456 98 7630 ,8 90 8 7 Bar
3502720474 Tlneka I Sec. 32 SESE 9750 1162 7632 -6370 7542 ~380 7640 ~78 98 7550 10 98 0 0
3502720282 Fretwell 1 Sec. 33 CSESW 9416 1220 7576 -6358 7586 -6368 7692 ~472 104 7800 104 0 0
3502720527 Tubbs 1 Sec. 33 CSWNW 9013 1225 7539 ~314 7549 .e324 7654 .e429 105 7555 105 0 0
3502720320 Cesldy 1 Sec. 33 CSENE 9240 1217 7519 -6302 531 ~314 7635 1.e418 104 7538 104 0 0
3502720480 Turner 1 Sec. 34 CNESWNW 9078 1220 7502 ~82 7516 -6298 7621 ~1 103 7540 101 2 ? Bar
3502720707 Richardson 1 Sac. 34 CSI2SENE 8405 1185 7438 ~253 7451 ~266 7555 -6370 104 7471 104 0 0
3502720747 PaYI'I82 Sec. 34 NI2NESESW 8195 1210 7523 -8313 7535 -8325 7638 ~28 103 7357 103 0 0
3502720729 indian Hills 2 Sac. 34 CNESWSE 8156 1207 7511 -8304 7530 -6323 7634 .e427 104 7550 102 2 ? Bar
3502720720 MorlOW 1 Sec. 35 NI2SESWSE 8180 1170 7482 1-62V2 7480 -6310 7595 ~25 115 7600 115 0 0
3502720647 T&ITY 1 Sec. 35 NI2SESENW 8823 1192 7413 ~221 7430 -6238 '7540 ~348 110 7438 110 0 0
3502720561 !dell 1 Sec. 35 CNWSW 8150 1162 7437 ~255 7450 -6268 7560 -6378 110 7475 108 2 ? Bar
3502721021 SO. Moore 1 Sac. 35 SESWNE 8350 1193 7410 -8217 7421 -6228 7638 ~345 17 7432 117 0 0
3502720763 Bigelow 1 sec. 38 SENWSENE 8074 1216 73e6 .e150 7310 .e164 7508 -e2g2 128 7418 0 128 0 0
13502720436 January 1-36 Sec. 38 CSwsw 9650 1173 7495 -8322 7518 -6345 7638 ~65 120 7638 V 120 0 0
J.H. Smith 4 Sec:. 36 SESESe 8100 1216 7390 -8174 7415 -6199 7540 .e324 126 7422 2 123 2 ? Bar
00
- ---
API Head.r Infom.tlon ~81 DHcrtDllon TO 1<9 TO T05 90 I~ TV TVS ISO TP BP CHI 851 SHI GS NT OPEN COM
3502720542 Goldman 1-1 Sec, 1 CSESE 8195 1287 7227 -5940 7268 -5981 7350 .0063 82 7274 112 70 12 12 Bar
Shepard 1 Sec, 1 CSWSW 7865 1266 7290 -M24 7325 ~059 7414 ~148 89 7340 11:> 74 15 12 Bar
3502720829 Airport Trust 2-1 Sec. 2 El2NESE 8523 1275 7304 .e<>29 7348 -M73 7438 ~163 90 7364 85 5 5 Bar
3502720497 WIlIRoge~3-1 Sec. 3 CNWSW 8820 1254 7465 ~211 7508 ~254 7592 ~38 84 7514 64 a a
3502720774 Roztocll4 Sec. 4 CNI2SWNE 9500 1275 7494 ~219 7540 .0265 7818 .0341 76 ND 0 76 a 0
3502720607 Moravia B-1 Sec. 4 NESWNENW 8300 1232 7500 .0266 7556 ~324 7651 ~19 95 7564 5 90 5 5 Bar
Joe Roztocll-B Sec. 4 CSESE 6330 1251 7518 .0267 7560 ~309 7660 ~409 100 7580 10 90 10 4 Ber
Mary Sudlk 1 Sec.4CSESW 8022 1245 7542 -6297 7590 -6345 7672 -8427 82 7808 IU 82 0 0
Novatnv 2 Sec,5SWSE 8175 1257 7810 ~353 7660 -6403 7745 -8486 85 7660 1U 75 10 8 Ber
CaJtwrighl2 Sec.5NESW 8150 1275 7850 -6375 7700 -6425 7805 -6530 105 7705 97 8 4 Bar
3502720694 Holland 2 Sec. 5 El2SWNENW 8386 1279 7820 -6341 7878 -6399 7791 -6512 113 7704 111 2 0 Bar
3202720608 Morava A-I Sec, 5 NI2SI2NWNE 8270 1273 7567 ~294 7622 ~349 7728 -8455 108 7626 106 a a
3502720884 Penick 1 Sec. 6 CNESW 8614 1386 7867 -6499 7918 -6548 8053 -U85 137 7924 7982 71 22 115 22 14 Channel
3502720756 Gi1l88-1 Sec, 6 CSENENW 8610 1332 7738 -8408 7820 -6486 7959 -6627 139 7846 7897 82 4:> 94 45 45 Channel
Pennlck C-6-1 Sec,6CNWSW 8666 1359 7890 -6531 7940 -6581 6076 -6719 138 7960 8006 72 2" 114 24 24 Channel
3502720702 MUVlV 6-1 Sec. 8 WI2EI2NENE 8500 1302 7692 -ll39O 7746 -6444 7888 -6586 142 7758 7812 78 52 90 52 52 Channel
3502720898 Pennick A-8-1 Sec,6CNWNW 8866 1368 7878 ~510 7934 -6566 8075 -ll707 141 7966 8025 50 45 96 45 45 Channel
3502720805 Da~17-1 Sec. 7 SWSW 9397 1327 8012 -6685 8044 -6717 8130 ~803 86 8058 84 4 4 Edge Ch
3502720788 Caldwell I Sec. 7 NENW 8815 1311 7882 -6571 7927 -6618 8030 -6719 103 7952 103 0 0
3502720663 Straka 1 Sec 7 CNESE 8706 1281 7842 -6581 7878 -6597 7976 -6695 98 7884 7908 88 91 7 a Channel
J.A. Vande/Old Sec. 8 CSWNE 8215 1232 7892 -6480 7735 -6503 7842 -6610 107 7745 I:> 92 15 14 Bar
K, Roztocll Sec.8CSESE 8560 1250 7705 -6455 7755 -6505 7880 -6610 105 7777 lU 95 10 8 Bar
George LaMona 3 Sec, 8 SWSWSW 8714 1280 7848 -6568 7881 -6601 7992 -ll712 111 7914 105 8 0 Bar
Drabek 2 Sec.llNENW 8350 1254 7872 -8418 7734 -6480 7811 -6557 77 7740 0 77 0 0
Willlamaon4 Sec, 9 NESE 8036 1236 7560 -6324 7810 -6374 7718 -6462 lOB 7630 12 96 12 II Bar
Vand.tord 2 Sec;. 9 NWSW 8150 1216 7820 -6404 7870 -6454 7777 -6581 107 7694 2 lOS 2 2 Bar
Roztocil l-A Sec.9CSWNE 8075 1242 7550 -6308 7805 -6363 7709 -6467 104 7825 4 100 4 4 Bar
Zubllne 1 Sec.9CNENW 8110 1228 7540 -6314 7595 ~69 7701 -6475 106 7820 10 96 10 7 Bar
3502720800 Airport Truat 10-1 Sec 10 NWNWSESE 8638 1148 7463 -6315 7498 -6350 598 -6450 100 7504 0 100 0 0
Kellv2 Sec. 10 SESE 8131 1246 7475 -6229 7528 -6282 7838 ~92 110 7542 HI 94 111 6 Bar
SlrlIka B-1 Sec. 10 CSWsW 7953 1215 7468 -ll253 7518 ~303 7628 ~11 lOB 7545 10 98 10 8 Bar
Wilson 2 sec. 10 SESW 8101 1213 7500 ~287 7548 -6335 1657 -6444 109 7569 ~o 89 20 0 Bar
Wililamson I Sec 11 CSWSW 8000 1247 7455 -6208 7500 -6253 7610 -6363 110 7525 14 96 14 10 Bar
3502720512 Wiil Roge~ 11-1 Sec, 11 CNWNW 8556 1266 740S -6137 7440 -e172 75-40 -6272 100 7451 10 90 10 8 Bar
Ea~ywine 1 Sec, 12 SWsW 6122 1254 7400 -6146 7431 -6177 7531 ~277 100 7445 14 88 14 12 Bar
3502720901 Wheatland Unit 3-3 sec. 12 NENENW 7770 1285 7368 -6103 7400 -6135 7486 -ll221 86 7410 8 80 8 8 Bar
Trust 1 Sec, 12 NWSWSE 7850 1260 7275 -6015 7326 .0068 7413 -6153 87 7337 10 77 10 8 Bar
Slier 1 Sec, 13 CSENW 7892 1231 7400 -6169 7"28 -6197 7522 -6291 94 7..38 82 12 6 Bar
Straka I Sec, 13 CSEsW 8110 1232 7530 -6296 7550 -6318 7658 -6426 108 7566 0 98 10 a Bar
Joe Straka 2 Sec 13CSWSW 8036 1236 7488 -6232 7490 -6254 7588 -6352 98 7510 98 0 0
Tom Gatea2 Sec. 13 NWSE 8040 1235 7413 -llH8 7438 -6203 7540 -6305 102 7456 10 92 10 8 Bar
Straka A-I Sec 14 CSESE 6090 1229 7485 -6258 7508 -6279 7807 -6378 99 751T 12 87 12 8 Ber
A, MajeM Sec. 14 CsENW 8052 1239 7498 -6259 7518 -6279 7625 -6386 107 7540 10 97 10 0 Ber
Straka A-3 Sec. 14 NENE 7901 1245 7445 -6200 7470 -6225 7566 -6321 96 7490 1U 86 10 8 Bar
J,C, Maruaka 4 Sec. 15 CNESW 8095 1231 7800 -6369 7620 ~89 7730 -6499 110 7835 7872 58 18 92 18 12 Channel?
Ada Draka 1 Sec 15 CSWSE 8010 1225 7592 -6367 7818 -6391 7724 -6499 108 7830 78SS 89 18 92 16 12 Channel?
3502735578 Williamson Hei~ 1 Sac. 15 CsWNW 8050 1208 7590 -ll382 7620 -6412 7728 -ll520 108 7830 7680 48 ;LU 88 20 20 Channel?
Love 1 Sec 15 CSWNE 8104 1238 7578 ~340 7600 -6362 7708 -6470 lOB 7818 7640 88 18 90 18 4 Channel?
W.L. Cox I Sec. 16SWNW 8375 1261 7755 -6494 7786 -6527 7888 -6827 100 7800 100 0 0
J.L. Maruska A·l Sec. 18 CSWSE 8298 1206 7671 -6465 7695 -6489 7802 .e596 107 7710 ti 91 111 12 Channel?
Johnston I-A Sec 18CSWNE 8275 1231 7660 -{l.«9 7707 -8478 7815 -658" 108 7722 98 10 2 Bar
E,O. Rowland 2 Sec, 17 CNESE 8367 1255 7790 -$535 7815 -6560 7918 -6663 103 7830 95 8 0 Bar
00
tJ
API H.ader Information Legal DetICrlDllon TO KB TO TOS eo 80S TV TVS IS(f fP BP CHI 551 5HI GS NT OPEN ICOM
Antone Maruska 1 Sec 16 CSWSW 8358 1252 7756 .e504 7780 -6528 7888 .oe36 106 7792 7620 66 1 20 88 20 10 Channel?
Reed 1 Sec. 17 CNENW 6361 1289 7841 06552 7670 -6561 7979 -MOO 109 7690 111 91 16 8 Ber
Rempe Eatate 1 Sec.n NENE 8280 1250 7756 .e506 7763 -6533 7891 .oe41 106 7600 100 8 2 Bar
3502720875 Gavin 18-1 Sec. 16 EI2NENE 8600 1295 7892 -6597 7920 .elI25 8029 -8734 109 7945 11:l 97 12 10 Ber
3506721170 Greer Allan 1-19 Sec. 19 SWSWSW 9528 1199 8009 .elI70 8088 .elI87 8200 -7001 114 8100 1° 114 0 0
3506720303 Urschel 1 Sec. 19 NWSENW 8750 1100 71182 .e792 8006 -6818 8119 .e929 111 8020 10 111 0 0
SprsQue Hall'll 1 Sec. 21 CNWNW 8335 1223 7762 1-&39 7780 -6557 7893 .oe70 113 7800
1
10 103 10 0 Bar
Rowland 1 Sec. 21 CNWNE 8300 1213 7 03 -s49O 7728 -6513 7831 .oe18 105 7741 1U 95 10 6 Ber
Rowlend 2-A Sec. 21 CSESE 8340 1175 7706 .as33 7730 -6555 7830 .u55 100 7740 1:> 85 15 0 Ba,
Nelly A Frye 1 Sec. 22 CSWNE 8475 1195 7597 -6402 7815 -6420 7725 -8530 110 7832 III 112 18 14 Bar KB?
Cestlebury 3 Sec. 22 CNWSW 8280 1181 7662 -6481 7882 -8501 7788 .e607 106 7700 18 00 16 14 Bar
Nora Cas~ebury I Sec. 22 CSENW 6250 1202 7838 -6436 855 -6453 7788 -6564 111 7665 7705 61 130 81 30 25 Channel?
Pean Bowmen A-l Sec. 22 CSESE 6225 1172 7612 -6440 7630 -6458 7731 .as59 101 7840 6 95 6 4 Ba,
Russal BuUar 4 Sec. 23 CSENW 8150 1217 7555 06338 7578 -6361 7680 -6463 102 7600 0 102 0 0
Mildred Olab1d1 3 Sec. 23 CNWNE 8140 1209 7512 .e303 7530 .e321 7635 -6428 105 7545 100 5 0 Bar
Amold Unit 1 Sec. 23 CNWSW 8200 1181 7575 .e394 7595 -6414 7700 .e519 105 7618 4 101 4 0 Bar
R. Traub 2 Sec. 23 CSESE 8150 1170 7635 .a385 7550 .a38O 7655 -6465 105 7565 :> 100 5 0 Bar
E. Smith 2 Sec. 24 CNENE 8014 1227 7426 -6201 7448 -e221 7550 .e323 102 7460 10 112 10 0 Bar
Frank J Kysela 2 Sec. 24 CNESE 6110 1216 7485 06269 7501 06285 7610 .e394 109 7515 15 96 15 5 Bar
L. E. Liston 2 Sec. 24 NWSW 6130 11911 7510 -e311 7528 -6329 7630 -6431 102 7538 1U 112 10 0 Bar
CacH Straka 4 Sec. 24 CSENW 8090 1218 7480 .e262 7497 .e2711 7601 -6383 104 7505 10 94 10 5 Bar
Pean Shrover 2 Sec. 25 CSWNW 8300 1163 7560 .e397 7576 -6413 7880 -6517 104 7565 13 91 13 10 Bar
H,nnon 1 Sec. 25 NESWSE 8425 1156 7603 .e345 7516 .e358 7618 -6460 102 7521 :> 87 15 8 Ber
Noms 1 Sec. 27 CNENE 8272 1169 7836 .e467 7655 .eA88 7757 .e568 102 7665 4 88 14 8 Bar
Franklin I Sec. 28 NENE 8320 1172 7716 .e544 7730 .as58 7835 -eea3 105 7745 0 115 10 8 B8r
3508720834 Griffith 1 Sec. 28 CSWSW 81110 1182 7914 =6732 7930 .e748 8040 -6856 110 17940 104 6 0 Bar
3506720277 Sedla Walta 1 Sec. 30 WI2NESWNW 8830 1198 8110 -6912 8130 ~32 82.42 -704.4 112 8146 112 0 0
3506720279 Jessi' I Sec. 30 SWNWSW 8980 1209 8171 .e962 8188 .e9711 8295 -7088 107 6205 107 0
3508720270 Malone Estate 1 Sec. 31 CNWNE 8975 1294 8220 .e1l26 8230 .e936 8346 -7052 116 82.49 8290 66 !O 96 20 ? Chennal?
3508720931 Sleeper 1 Sec. 32 CWI2NENE 9070 1266 8080 -679.4 807.4 .e808 8180 -e91.4 106 8096 98 6 8 Bar
J.D. Ketner 1 15K. 35 NWSESE 8336 1202 7718 1.as16 7728 .as26 7636 .e63.4 108 7739 100 6 0 Bar
3508720400 Griffith 36-A Sec. 36 SENWSESW 8330 1180 7675 -e515 7887 .e527 776S .elI25 98 7894 94 4 2 Bar






API eHer nfol'mMlon ~sorliiifon TO IKB iTO roo 80 rB08 TV M ISO ITP IBP ICHI 1551 8HI IG8 'NT tOPEN JCOM
3501720231 SI. Ja!Illoh I Sec. 1 SWNWSW !!67l! 1324 79ElO .e656 En38 -6714 8142 -6818 104 llO45 0 104 0 0
3501722lJJ9 Sal81ka 1 Sec. 1 NENESW 9000 1319 7910 -&91 7969 .eeso 0076 -675S 109 7975 0 lal 0 0
Beckw I Sec. I CSW/oNI 8615 1365 7975 -eel0 8040 -ee75 6140 -6775 100 0050 0 100 0 0
350172260B J.-lct1o Hen 2-1 Sec. 1 CSENE esoo 1396 7930 .a532 7990 -6592 6122 -6724 132 BOOS 2 130 2 0 sa-
3501722468 RoIhenberoer 1-1 Sec. 1 CHENE 8B5O 1408 7940 .a532 9000 ~ 8102 -6694 102 8010 0 102 0 0
3501722775 Wl~lIk... Prl Sec. 1 NESESE 6758 1322 7880 -6568 7936 -ee14 0072 -67&l 136 794B BOOB 54 25 111 25 25 Chennel
3501720190 Wills I Sec. I NESWSE 8700 1352 0060 -67ee 6120 -6758 ~ -6873 105 6130 0 105 0 0
3501720176 IlrIecce 1 Sec. 1 CSIM'lE B65S 1350 llO28 -ee76 . 8100 -6750 6790 -7440 6BO Bll0 0 90 0 0
Breshen2 Sec. 2 SWolENW 6700 1372 B055 -eB83 6122 -6750 8212 -6840 BO 6130 0 BO 0 0
3501720183 BreshM'w 1 Sec. 2 NESW B744 1365 ares -6720 B1&l -67BS 8248 -6883 9B B180 0 9B 0 0
35017202~ Breen--. 2 Sec. 2 El2SWSWSW 8825 1326 OOBO -6754 81&l -6824 8259 .$33 109 8170 0 109 0 0
3501720197 Bresn-1 Sec. 2 CSWolW 9536 1344 B055 -6721 B130 -6788 8225 -6B81 95 B145 8 B9 6 0 sa-
3501720207 St8Ylll'lS R 1 Sec. 3 CNENE 8799 1392 8118 -6728 Bl112 .eeoo 8200 -eeea 88 8205 0 88 0 0
3501720224 Smith 1-3 Sec. 3 S'M-IE 8810 1348 llO95 ~47 8163 -eelS 8263 -6915 100 8180 0 100 0 0
3501720208 RobbersOn 3-1 Sec. 3 NENENW llBEi6 1385 llOBO -6705 Bl55 -8770 8250 -eaes 95 B170 0 95 0 0
3501720252 Robbersal 3-2 Sec. 3CSWSE BBI50 1322 8115 -8793 B175 -6853 82BO -89B8 115 B1BS 0 115 0 0
3501720217 R W. Rcbtna1 1-3 Sec. 3 IENESE BOO3 1373 B1&l -8m 8200 -6827 B3CXl -<1927 100 8210 0 100 0 0
3501722401 M!wllluS11 Sec. 4 CSWSWolE ll9ll2 1337 6182 -eB45 8248 <1911 B365 -7028 117 82B8 10 107 10 0 a.
350172O2llO H8r11n 4-1 Sec.4 IENESE 19l5 1318 8160 ~ 8230 <1912 B335 -7017 105 8236 4 101 4 4 ea-
Thelmer 1 Sec. 8 CSWolW 10208 1289 8355 -7088 8440 -7151 B550 -7261 110 B455 0 110 0 0
3501722561 DlImlw MIn 1-7 Sec. 7 NWSWSW 9443 1249 8498 -7247 8580 -7311 81163 -7414 103 B582 2 101 2 0 a.
3501721018 DlImlw MIn 1-7 Sec. 7 Wf2WI2EJ2SW 9425 1272 8465 -7193 B530 -7258 8B32 -7360 102 B540 0 102 0 0
~ -
3501720428 RobbersOn 9-1 Sec. 9 NENENE 88119 1277 B170 -8ll93 8240 .0063 B350 -7073 110 B250 6 104 8 B h'na'Ch.?
3501722549 MelIklIl Sec. 9 NESWSESW 8920 1253 8200 ·7027 B330 -7077 8420 -7167 BO B340 0 BO 0 0
3501722611 RobbersOn 9-1 Sec. 9 Sl2SESENE !lB85 1282 8200 -691B 8256 -6974 8369 -7ee7 113 8272 B300 69 18 97 16 16 EdaeCh.?
3501722533 ""chell 1 Sec. 9 NENESE 9321 1282 821B -8934 8270 -89BB B36e -7al6 9B B2B6 0 98 0 0
3501720228 Rollbersal 1~1 Sec. 10 NENENE 8B5O 1320 8120 -8BOO Bl80 -8BllO B2B6 ~ lee 6195 0 lee 0 0
3501n!J427 Rollbersal 1~7 Sec. 10 NESWolE 8814 1298 8135 ~7 8200 .e9Q2 B305 -700? 105 8210 0 105 0 0
3501720272 Rollbersall~2 Sec. 10 NENESE 6815 1296 B120 -6824 Bl80 -6884 8290 .e9B4 110 8195 4 lee 0 0 a.
3501720247 RobbersOn Rend110-3 Sec. 10 NENENW 8904 1334 B170 -8B36 8230 -689ll B348 -7012 118 8250 0 116 0 0
3501720284 Robbersa11~ Sec. 10 NENESW llll20 1305 Bl90 -eaes 8280 -6955 B365 -7080 105 8272 6 99 B 6 Bar
3501720240 ,Jenk)"ls 2 Sec. 11 CS'M-IE 6825 1335 B120 -8785 BI80 -6B45 B300 .e965 120 Bl90 6 114 6 8 ea-
3501720229 Robberson 1-11 Sec. 11 NeNW Bl!OB 1332 8100 -67B8 81BS ~ 82llO .e928 95 0 95 0 0
35017203B5 Rollbersal S-11 Sec. 11 SWSVoISE B830 1269 8100 ~1 8150 -6llI!l 8200 -7021 140 B1BB 8210 80 22 liB 22 22 Chflflnel
3501720285 Robberkr12-11 Sec. 11 C'W2t£SW 8870 1328 Bl80 .e834 8215 -688B B340 -7014 125 8230 4 121 4 0 B..
3501~ Rollbersal 4-11 Sec. 11 W1£J2SWSW 8B15 1317 B158 -6851 B220 -6903 B345 -7028 125 8230 B2llO BS 12 113 12 12 Channel
3501722804 WIIst 1-12 Sec. 12 SWolESW 9400 1334 8J8O -6746 8121 -6787 8240 .e906 119 8140 8170 70 13 103 13 13 Channel
3501720201 s..az.,e WllSt , ·12 Sec. 12 SWolESWSW 8819 1322 B10S -6783 B180 -8B36 8275 -8953 lIS Bl70 B220 55 16 97 lB 10 Chlnlel
3501722f1Y5 v.n TuvIfl12-1 see. 12 CSIMlE B9B5 1341 798B -eB47 8043 -8702 8182 -6821 119 llO57 8100 62 30 BB 30 30 Chflflnel
350172231l2 Lola I Sec. 12 NENENE 8758 1295 7lIB5 .asllO 71128 -6633 8OS3 .e756 125 79llO 7BB8 65 18 109 18 18 Ch.......
Juliette 1 Sec. 12 185O'FS BBO'Fv.t. &4llO 1298 e546 ·7258 86111 ·7330 B738 -7450 120 ll625 8875 63 B 112 8 2
350172265l1 lAst FrtrltJer ..... I2·1 Sec. 12NWSE 1367 B040 -eB73 I!D!!f1 .e72O 8200 -6833 113 Bloo B150 &l 2 III 2 0 Chflflnel
350172CJ3J!IJ Suzzare~1~1 Sec. 13 SWSIM'lW eeoo 1249 80Bll -8811 11110 .eee1 B220 -8971 110 B125 8180 eo 10 100 10 10 Channel
3501nJ:1R2 s.nz- WIet 13-2 Sec. 13 W2tN'iSW B790 1190 12 B Char1neI NolW Loa
3501721383 Susla WIIst I~I see. 13 S/2SI2NESW ll435 1193 8020 -6B27 llOB8 -6875 6175 -8982 107 8J8O 8110 55 8 101 6 4 Ch.,neI?
3501722514 l.-t FralIler 2 see. 13 CNWtNINE ;'70 1279 8041 .e7B2 lDIS -8808 ER ER ER llO95 8118 18 18 18 Chsnnel
3501720407 Rcbbereon 14-5 see. 14 NESIM'lW 8BOS 1311 BIBS ~74 8240 -6929 ER ER ER 45 45 45 Channel
3501720338 Rollbersal 14-2 see. 14 CNeSE ll831 1194 llO&l -6B58 llOIli5 .sen 8205 -7011 110 8'10 B140 BS 0 110 0 0
3501720370 Rol>berson 14-4 Sec. 14 NENESW 8B42 lIes 8050 -66B5 Bloo -8915 B230 -7045 130 Bl10 B225 5 30 100 30 30 Char1neI
3501720395 Rollbersal 14-8 see. 14 SWSWE. 1193 8045 -e852 OOBO ~7 ER ER ER BlOO 8204 33 33 33 ChIm4ll
3501720298 Robberson 15-3 see. 15 NENENW 9010 1298 B230 -6832 82llO -8982 B398 ·7100 lIB B295 8325 73 4 114 4 4 Channel?
35017204S2 Rollbersal 1S-4 see. 15 CNENESW 8B5O 1200 1l1BS .e965 8240 -7040 8372 ·7172 132 B255 B340 32 15 117 15 IS Channel
350172O3ll1 Robberson RAr1ctl 1S-2 Sec. 15 CNENESE 8B4O 1205 8130 .e925 B175 -6970 B330 ·7125 155 BIBS 8320 10 62 93 82 82 Channel
3ro1720291 ROOber8on 1~1 see. 15 NENENE llIlCl) 1278 8155 .esTIl 8210 .eEl34 8322 -7048 112 8225 8250 72 10 102 10 10 IW
350172287B Rcbbereon 1S-S see. 15 SEN'M-IE ll38ll 1287 62112 $35 82llO .e993 8378 -7111 118 82llO B305 73 2 118 2 0 ChIm4ll
~
~IV'" ....
AP Mar Infomwtlon .ltIIal uescnpnon ro IK8 TO ITOS 80 80S TV .TV5_ IISO ITP 18P ICHI ISSI 18MI IG8 IN' Illl'1:1I ICQIIII
3501722638 I'bMIn 1-16 Sec. 16 CSESE 9200 1215 B:163 -7048 8290 -7r1T5 8424 -TJfJ9 134 B300 8390 34 16 116 16 16 ChIrn1el
3501722510 JOIrmNl Sec. 16 CSENW 9174 1256 8310 -7052 8355 -7007 8456 -7196 101 83ElO 0 101 0 0
35017'20365 IRaymond PllYflll1 Sec. 16 NENESW 96:38 1251 8332 -7081 8390 -7139 8500 -7249 110 8400 0 110 0 0
3501722562 Pgynel Sec. 16SESW 9230 1212 6307 -7005 8370 -7158 8496 .72&1 126 8378 8480 36 5 121 5 0 Chamel35017225fJ7 W&IIIs 1 Sec.16~E 9020 1264 6275 -7011 8320 .708j 6416 -7154 96 8330 2 95 2 0 Ba-
3505121621 t.t::NllIf~17 sec. 17SWSW 92tlO 1210 6445 -7235 ll4lK) -7270 6580 -7370 100 8488 8540 40 5 95 5 5
3501722891 pgyne 1-17 Sec. 17 Nl2SWSE 9147 1222 6455 -7233 6«l8 -7246 8604 -7382 136 8500 6570 34 0 136 0 0 Channel3501722e83 OeoDI1l817-1 Sec. 17 S'M'lE 9130 1292 6416 -7124 64Eli2 -7170 65e8 -7776 106 6472 6510 58 6 100 6 0 Channel
3505121620 \Mddund 1·16 Sec. 16 W2SESW ~ 1220 8530 -7310 6589 -7349 6668 -7468 119 6580 ll650 38 0 119 0 0
3505121565 Hlrdeaty 1-16 Sec. 16 El2SWSE 9452 1216 &t9O -77T2 6528 -7310 ll650 -7432 122 8540 B!i9O eo II 114 6 Channel
IIraJm 1-16 Sec. 18 SWSWSW 94IlO 1220 8585 ·7366 8623 -7403 fJ746 -7526 123 ll835 fJ730 16 72 47 47 42 Channel
3505122524 Darrow 1-18 sec. 18 NIMIESW 9539 1217 2 0 0Irtv No 1VD l.oD
3501722906 LVdI8 1-18 Sec. 18 SEH'MIE 9395 1290 9500 -7210 6555 -7265 8663 -7373 106 8570 6 102 6 0 Ba-
3505121494 t.t::NllIfl sec. 19 SENE 9545 1215 853ll -7324 8589 -7354 8703 -7486 134 eseo 1m) 13 10 124 10 10 Chen"3505121622 MctleIIl9-.cA Sec. 19 S/2NESW 9556 1223 8612 ·7389 8642 -7419 6775 -7552 133 8655 fJ740 35 2 131 2 2 Channel
3505121662 Hanln 2-19 Sec. 19 SENWSE 11559 1221 8582 ·7361 8610 -7389 8740 -7519 130 8620 8695 45 0 130 0 0
3505121632 r..t:NeIf >19 sec 19 NE SIfII/ofW 9545 1224 8610 -7386 8640 -7416 8757
-7533 117 86eO 8740 17 19 98 19 12 Channel
3505121521 Hanln 1 Sec. 19 S'N3E 9817 1224 6618 -7394 8643 -7419 8762 -7556 139 8655 8740 42 5 134 5 5 Channel
3505121583 MctleIIl-2O Sec, 20 S'M'IE 9326 1208 6414 -7206 6442 -7236 8578 .7372 136 6454 6555 13 13 123 13 10 Channel
3505121601 8aY~1 Sec. 20 NESWSE 1214 64eo -7266 8503 -7289 6655 -7441 152 8613 6645 10 15 137 15 6 Channel
3505121566 t.t::NllIf2-20 Sec. 20 Wl2SENW 9400 1212 ll483 -7251 849B ·7264 8623 -7411 127 6502 6580 ~ 24 103 24 6 Channel
3505121576 Str8ber 1-20 Sec. 20 SESWSW 9838 1~ BfI04 -7345 8B:lO -7371 8771 -7512 141 663B 8735 36 14 127 14 14 Channel
3501721265 PByn91-21 Sec. 21 CSI2NE !llD) 1200 8290 ·7\1iJO 8345 -7145 6490 ·7290 145 8355 64eo 30 30 115 30 22 Channel
3501723024 P1IYTlll1-21B Sec. 21 S!2MNI'N/ 9153 1212 8331 -7119 8386 -7176 ER ER ER 8400 46 46 46 Channel
3505121785 Goad 1-21 Sec.21P-N/SESW 9275 1288 645ll -7171 8520 -7232 8672 -7364 152 8540 8640 32 58 96 56 56 Ch8Vlel
3505121901 RJvef 1-21 Sec, 21 Nl2SWSE 9262 1299 64Eli2 -7183 8519 -7220 eese -7369 149 8539 883B 30 56 93 56 56 ChJrlnel
350512Oll98 Hill B-1 Sec. 221170FSL l12OF"M. 9200 1261 B296 -7037 8360 -7099 6470 -7200 110 8370 4 108 4 0 e.
3505120435 DlITow 1-18 Sec. 23 NENESE 6918 1195 61<40 ~ 8190 -S995 8312 -7117 122 B200 0 122 0 0
350512OEO Scnroeder 1-23 Sec. 23 EI2EI2NE 8650 1194 eoB2 -ea98 8145 .e951 B260 -7006 115 6155 10 105 10 0 e.
3505120900 Hill Col Sec. 23 CSWSW 9000 1218 B230 -7012 8290 -7072 6406 .7190 118 B300 8316 92 6 112 6 2 Ba-
3!i()5120416 Lois Ilnderaon ""2 Sec, 24 Wl2SESE 6850 1195 W35 ~ lnlO .ee95 8210 -7015 120 8105 4 116 4 4 Ba-
3505120361 VIIald<rl 1 Sec. 24 CSW 9155 1202 8106 .e906 8185 .e983 8264 -7002 113 8177 8 107 6 2 Ba-
3505120426 V'.I:lod. CorD 1 Sec. 24 SI'2SJ1NIMfN 8694 1195 11065 -S87O 8120 -«125 8235 -7040 115 8130 4 111 4 0 e.
3505120428 Woods 2-24 Sec. 24 S'M'Mf'lE 81118 1168 1Il15
-6!IIT eooo «rT2 81 III ~ 120 1!XJT5 0 120 0 0
3505121114 WIlshbum 1-25 Sec. 25 CNENENW 8933 1202 8122 ~ 6176 oW76 6297 -7095 119 8190 B220 77 2 117 2 2 e.
3505120«2 McClendon 2 Sec. 25 CSENE 8910 1202 6111 -Sl109 6175 .e973 6211l -7078 105 6185 0 105 0 0
3505120383 HocMlr 1 Sec. 26 CNENE 9235 1215 6178
-8983 6240 -7025 8352 -7137 112 6255 0 112 0 0
TllIldlll'l Sec. 26 Wl2EJ2S'N3W 11303 1225 828ll -7083 8365 -71<40 6470 -7245 105 8315 0 105 0 0
3505120311 t.'IIIllI'1 Sec. 27 Nl2S12tESW 9687 1275 8418 ·71~ 6495 -7220 8818 -7343 123 8505 0 123 0 0
3505121755 Be HocMlr HIIi"s 1-28 Sec.26C~ ~ 1298 8516 -7218 8S75 -7277 8710 -7412 135 85116 45 90 45 45 C/Wlnel
3505122226 Tl1lldlll'l-26 Sec. 26CSW gei04 1309 8625 -7316 87CXl -7391 6810 -7501 110 8712 6 104 6 0 Ba-
3505120949 Tl1lldlll'Unll Sec. 26 S'N3\1\otolENE 9000 1276 645Il -7183 8525 -7249 883B -7362 113 8543 0 113 0 0
3505122156 Pittenrioge 1-26 Sec. 26 CS'N3E 9400 1303 eeos -7XQ. 8B26 -7323 87<40 -7437 114 6646 0 114 0 0
3505120761 Osllo'ne 1 Sec. 29 CNE 9BOO 1229 lli505 -7276 6565 -7336 8710 -7481 145 8575 eeeo 30 50 95 50 50 Chlrlnel
3505121297 ez. Olbome 1-29 Sec. 29 CNESWE 9050 1235 /,l57O -7335 8582 -7347 8735 -7500 153 8605 tm:lS 30 61 92 61 81 Ch.,.,.,
3505122338 Olbane 3 Sec. 29 W2SESE 9472 1267 IlBI!6 -7399 ll6llO -7423 8804 -7537 114 8705 fJ730 74 20 94 20 20 Cha1neI
3505121717 Olbcm2 Sec. 29 SEtMNW 9566 1301 ll883 -7382 87118 -7<407 8854 -7553 146 8716 8lIllI «l 20 126 20 16 CIwlnel
3505122396 Osbo'n 4 Sec. 29 NIM'lESE 9508 1268 6820 -7354 86045 -7379 8750 .7464 105 6655 0 95 0 0
3505121622 tWlln 2-30 Sec. Xl EJ2NWSE ll657 1289 B750 .7491 8783 .7514 llIm -7681 147 8798 8698 32 10 137 10 ?
3505121552 ~In 1-30 Sec. 30 NIMIE 9730 1255 8673 -7418 8702 -71,47 8844 -7569 142 8709 8805 39 4 138 4 0 M.Jd
3505121543 WIser 1-31 Sec. 31 CNE llllllO 1289 /Jl50 -7461 ~ ·7516 8950 -7681 145 8815 lI8ll6 62 4 1<40 4 0
35051222~ P.-11>m 1 Sec. 32 SENENE 9582 1295 llIlll8 -7373 8728 -7~ 8850 -7555 122 8746 87lIl 70 26 98 26 26 C/Ia-lnel
3505121&50 1-3:2 Sec. 32 WlSW 9880 1272 ~ -7522 8816 -7544 8942 -7670 126 81m lII65 77 6 120 6 0 e.
3505121629 Rook 1-3:2 sec. 32 Sf1NV'MoN ll830 1260 87<40 -7460 B7eO -7500 8886 -7628 128 8767 8854 34 29 101 29 19 Chlrlnel





API IHM".r IMOnNluon ~oe.clll1t1on ITtl KB ;TO TOS IBO IB08 rv rv8 .180 ITP 18P ICHI 1881 ISHI 108 INT IOP~" IAlM
3505122013 Kellv 33-1 See. 33 S\M>IESE ll533 1330 1!696 -7368 8714 -7384 8824 -7494 110 8720 0 101!1 0 0
35051Z2Oll6 w.mer1-33 Sec. 33 Sf2N'M\IE 9!i5O 1269 ll610 -7341 l!63O -7361 8749 -74llO 119 B640 6 113 6 0 8Ilr
3505120323 L R. Hl,ltc:hnllOO 1 Sec. 33 SWSWNENE 9100 1305 8570 -7265 l!62O -7315 8745 -7440 125 ll650 6 119 6 6 a.
3505120874 $heN 1 Sec. 33 Nl2tM'SESE 9150 1329 8640 -7311 6705 -7376 8810 ·7461 105 8710 0 105 0 0
3505122122 L8OlY\lI 1-33 see. 33 Sl2NENW 9550 1328 6B65 -7337 8723 -7395 6642 -7514 119 8738 6770 72 4 115 4 4 CIurlnaI
35051228119 G1b11ll1-34 Sec. 34 Wf2f:J2SW 9410 12e9 6553 -7284 8570 -7'.JJl ea7S -7401!1 105 8576 0 105 0 0
3505120291 ~1 Sec. 34 CNWSE ll(m 12l'l7 8450 -7103 8520 -7253 9B4O -7373 120 e540 0 120 0 0
3505120322 CaT 1 Sec. 35 SWS\M>IESW 8916 12&3 8410 -7147 8480 -7217 8590 -7m 110 8495 5 105 5 5 a.
3505122317 McFII'Wld 1-36 Sec. 36 SWNESW 9185 1311 8400 -701!19 8412 -1101 8521 -7210 109 8420 4 105 4 0 a..
3505120779 'Mntel'S Est8t1l 1 Sec. 38 NESWSW 6llOO 1297 8355 -1058 8420 -7123 8555 -7258 135 ll43ll 0 135 0 0




API IH__ 'nformatlon Legal Dnol1pUOn TO ItB TO TOll IBO ~ "TV l'VS" 1180 TI' BI' CHI 111111 IIIHI lUll ,N1 IDI'EN ICOM
35017Zlll21 DIMe I-I Sec. 1 NENESYt'SW 9450 1278 &l65 -7187 85(2 -7264 ll642 -7364 100 8568 0 100 0 0
3501722326 ButtQ'l 1 Sec. 2 CW/2 9650 1312 ~1 -7739 8652 -7340 8752 -7440 100 8675 0 100 0 0
3501722393 WlIlthef 1 Sec. 3 CSWllENE Il600 1284 85o'll -7265 8ll5O -73e6 1J1&) -7.ell 100 8670 0 100 0 0
35017'229S5 Erb.-1 Sec. 3 El2Wl2SE 9820 1200 ll!Il8 -7348 8996 -7438 8796 -7536 100 8715 0 100 0 0
3501722557 ~1~ See. 4 CSE 9615 1255 eeeo -7425 8n5 -7520 8eEl2 -:'f827 107 8793 0 107 0 0
3501723249 eTrustl~ Sec. 4 SENWSW 10050 12.56 8718 -7'162 8823 -7flf7 BllXl -7874 107 8840 6 101 6 e Illlr
3501723122 2~ Sec. 8 IESIIIISE 10580 1274 8950 -7878 llOOO -T7f!1j 9178 -7904 118 9071 3 115 3 3 a.
3&)17ZlO77 Me MIhan 1~ Sec. 8 NESYVSW 10640 1247 8985 -7738 9100 -7853 9210 -7963 110 9105 0 110 0 0
3&)1722983 certlw1v 1-6 Sec. 8SENW 10520 1278 8950 -7874 9068 -7792 9170 -7894 lC1l llO85 4 9B 4 0 a.
35051Z1Q;i2 8raJm 3-7 Sec. 7 SE 1C165O 1252 9050 -7798 9148 ·7006 92BO .«XJB 112 9174 9230 30 20 92 20 10 Chlw1nel
3505122D52 Braum 2-7 Sec.7SW lC1650 1242 9070 -7828 91ee .79:26 9281 -6039 113 9196 92SO 31 18 95 18 13 Cha-lnel
3&)1723100 ll<aum 1-7 Sec. 7 Nl2SI2NE 10550 1247 lllIlO ·7743 WIll -7841 9218 ·7971 130 9131 9186 30 30 100 30 20 OlIw1nel
3505121817 McMot18n 1-7 Sec. 7 S/2NI2.tlN 10!lB0 1247 9010 -7783 9120 ·7873 9250 .am 130 9165 53 78 53 30 Channel
3501723251 Braum 1-6 Sec. e NWSENE 10375 1257 1lB81 -7624 B865 -77\13 9094 -7F137 129 6f115 20 109 20 14 OlIw1nel
3505122344 ll<aum 3-8 Sec. 8 $WIIESW 10500 1240 8gell -7748 9065 ·7825 9202 -7962 137 12 125 12 9 Channel
3501T22t1IfT GI1Ierl~ Sec. 6eSE 10400 1238 ll940 -77r:t2 9018 -7700 9158 -1m 140 902B 9103 56 15 125 15 10 Ch8'1neI
3501722766 ~1-e Sec. 9CSE 999J 1236 ffT'i1l -7~ 6670 -7FJ34 9008 -7772 136 6880 5 132 5 5 Illlr
3501722494 HIlIIll-10 Sec. 10CNE 9562 1247 6657 -7410 8740 ·7493 8844 -75r17 104 6758 0 104 0 0
3501723032 Hall 2-10 Sec. 10 SWESE 9766 1234 8721 -7487 8790 -7558 8917 -7583 127 8810 8 119 8 0 DIrtv
35017231 BIl Braum 1-10 Sec.l0CSW 9!lOO 1244 8750 -7506 8820 -7578 8950 -7700 130 ll630 10 120 10 8
35017231W Rooenl-1OA Sec. 10 NI2SI2NW 96lIl 1253 8711 -7ot5B 8790 -7537 BIlll -7858 121 8795 25 95 26 12 ChlwmeI
3501720212 Hunt 1-11 Sec. 1I EI2EI'Z'N2NE. 9700 1295 6605 -7310 887S .73lIl 8792 -7497 117 ll69B 0 117 0 0
3501722884 G8IT 1-11 Sec. 11 NESW 95B5 1224 862ll -7404 eeeo -7.ell ll630 -7eOB 140 8710 8748 82 22 118 22 10 CIwlnel
35017227B1l GlwT 11-2 E Sec. 11 CSE 95Illl 1222 ll601 -7379 6670 ·7448 8794 -7572 124 8881 12 112 12 12 Channel
3501~ ~1-11 Sec. 11 EJ2SINNW 95116 1247 ll641 -7394 8715 ·7488 ll630 -75F13 115 8730 4 111 4 0
3501722674 ReImeR 1-12 Sec. 12 SESE 9439 1223 847'3 -72&J 6538 -7315 8651 -742ll 113 6549 8824 27 14 99 14 14 OlIw1nll1
3501722522 Jullelte 1 Sec. 12 CSENII'MoN 9460 1288 ll545 -7257 llIl18 -7330 8737 -7449 119 6620 llIl75 52 4 115 4 2 a..EdofI?
3501722715 _,-,2 Sec. 12 NE5YVSW 9532 1223 8581 ·7336 8828 ·7405 87&) ·7527 122 llIl40 12 110 12 12
3501722635 CurWloo 12·1 Sec. . f2 CSIMIE 9405 1267 8501 -7234 8570 ·7'm 8681 -7414 111 6590 4 107 4 4
3501722677
_'-1:3 Sec. 13 CSVvtolE 953B 1218 8568 -7340 8812 -7394 87:38 -7520 126 B822 22 104 22 12 Chlw1nll1
35017226al B8I!Isetl2 Sec. 13 etrNNI 955B 1222 llIlO1 -7379 0061 -70il 87B1l -7flf7 128 B865 8720 89 33 95 33 33 a..,nel
3&)11'22e68 fWdeIlv2 Sec. 13NWSW !1703 1224 ll647 -7423 8700 -7476 8824 -7800 124 8700 25 99 25 25 Cha-lnel
3505121878 II<aum 1-13 Sec. 13 W25ESE !l5J5 1225 llIlO1 -7375 6645 -7420 8750 -7525 105 llIl50 8718 32 30 75 30 26 Ch.,nel
3501722848 GIn" 1-14 Sec. 14 CNE 9651 1232 8B:36 -7404 llIl95 ·7483 8821 -7589 126 B89El 87eQ 81 27 IIll 27 27 Ctwlnel
3501723035 GlwT 2-14 Sec. 1-4 CNENW 9llOO 1230 llIl85 -7456 1J151 ·7521 llIl73 -7843 122 8752 llB20 S3 23 99 23 23 ChIn'Mlf
3501722844 Tumev 1-15 Sec. 15 CNE 9908 1229 87B2 ·7533 ll630 ·7eQl 8951 -7722 121 ll636 6660 71 24 97 24 24 OlIw1nll1
3501723008 ITlJmfIV 2-15 Sec. 15CNW 10142 1229 llIllJl ·7579 8873 ·7844 9007 -me 134 8882 8940 87 38 9B 38 38 a..,nllI
3505121870 Tumev~115 Sec. 15 CSE 10100 1241 Il13O ·75Bll llIl95 -78S4 9010 -77Bll 115 8911 8940 70 115 100 15 115 0l0InnllI
3505121871 Tu~4-15 Sec. 15 S/2SI2SW Il1200 1241 ll6F13 -7842 8liI45 -7704 9OB3 -7822 118 Bll80 9010 153 18 100 18 10 CIw1neI
3501722907 Bond 1-18 Sec. 16 CNI2 lr:t220 1239 Bll15 -7878 esee ·n49 9108 -7887 118 1lO12 9070 38 18 100 18 18 et-VlllI
3501722979 ~1-17 Sec. 17 W2EI2NE 10450 1232 lllIlO -7758 9068 -7838 92fE -7974 136 9104 9165 41 14 124 14 Cl
3505122001 8raJm 1-17 Sec. 17 El2'N2SE 10585 1245 llO6O -7835 9153 -79OCl 92IlO .8Q45 137 9187 9248 42 11 126 11 4
35015122481 Braum 2-17 Sec. 17 SESENW 10500 1236 9073 -7835 9152 -7914 9281 -6043 129 9178 11248 33 12 117 12 9
3505121825 E1""-18 Sec. 18 Wl2fJ2SW 12765 1254 9191 -7W1 92IlO -6036 9400 -61048 110 Il:lOO 9325 75 2 108 2 0
3505121573 ..." 1 Sec. 18 NE5WoE 107&) 1251 9100 -7&49 9190 ·7Q39 ~- ~T 118 9205 9245 83 11 107 11 11
3505121827 MJn-av 1-18 Sec. 16 NESENW 10700 12&J 9105 -7856 9195 ·7945 9315 -«l65 120 9215 9245 70 12 1\13 12 8
3505121828 Rebecall-18 Sec. 18CSE 10680 1249 9175 -79:/.6 Q2lI) .(1)11 Q38) -6131 120 9271 9305 75 4 118 4 0
3505122042 5t_3 Sec. 19 SJ2SI'2HN 11380 1310 9321 -«111 fDIf -«JT7 9510 -6200 123 9415 0 123 0 0
Stermer 1 Sec. 19 CSWSE5E 102S0 1266 9319 -awl Q38) -6092 94llIl -6200 1\13 9390 0 108 0 0
35051217153 P8lOlon 1-20 1Sec. 20CSE 10725 1324 9241 -7917 92Q2 -7988 9403 -8)79 111 9310 2 109 2 0
3505121623 Tracv 1-20 Sec. 20 SVvtolESW 10770 1284 !1255 -7971 ~ .aJ25 9430 -6148 121 ll339 4 117 4 2
3505120148 Tumerl Sec. 20CSW Il900 1267 !I2B3 -7978 9340 .6Q53 9440 ~153 100 ll352 0 100 0 0
3505121F137 \MIlan 1-20 Sec. 20 CNE 1r:J300 1295 9171 -787!l 9231 -7ll38 9356 .«l6Q 124 ll255 14 110 14 e
-
3505120443 Turner U'lIl Sec. 20 CPffl 9810 1288 9218 -7Q'30 9295 $X11 9410 -6122 115 ll302 0 lIS 0 0







IAPI ,Header nfOnNtIon ILegal Dnol1Dt1on (B [TO ITOS 110 1808 rv rvs Tflf rp lilt' ;"1 11I81 11IHI 101lN' DPEN ICOM
3505121982 Lena 1-21 Sec. 21 Sl2NWSE 10550 1313 9135 -7822 9190 -7fIT7 9303 -7990 113 9212 6 107 6 0 Chwmel Ed.
3505121985 Bond 1-21 Sec. 21 GI'fW 10525 1297 ~ -7lKll 9155 -7858 9265 -7968 110 9172 2 lOB 2 0
35051 'Z2!:1r7 Georai8 2-21 Sec. 21 CNE 10397 1279 902Il -7749 llOll5 -7616 9210 -7931 115 9111 5 110 5 4
3505122069 Slout 2-12 Sec. 12 SENWSE 10311) 12llO 8S81 -7701 902ll -7711l!J 9140 -7ll5O 114 9050 5 109 5 5
3505121592 0''''' 1 Sec. 12 Sl2tNlSE 10180 1251 8970 -7719 9015 -7764 9129 -7878 114 9035 2 112 2 2
3505121983 Hardest 1-22 Sec. 22 SfZNI2SW 10350 12llO 9031 -7751 9075 -7795 9193 -7913 116 9102 0 118 0 0
3505121780 Stout 1..22 sec. 22 SENVINW 10425 1257 8951 -7S94 900B -7749 9132 -7875 126 9031 12 114 12 10
3505121511l!J Thelma 1-23 sec. 23SmE 91169 1231 6793 -7562 ll640 -7809 8951 -7720 111 6655 0 11 0 0
3505122509 Br8um 1 sec. 23 SfZNI2SE llll61 1231 llll<I8 -7817 88llll -7651 8992 -7781 104 8901 6 98 6 6
3505121994 f.t:NlIII 6-24 Sec. 24CNESE 9600 1223 8675 -7452 6706 -7483 Il632 -7809 126 6720 20 106 20 12 CIwlneI
3505122446 Skaoos 1 sec. 24 Sl2NESW 9670 1229 6780 -7531 87lli5 -7se6 61¥J7 -7llB6 102 PRJ7 4 98 4 4
3505121536 H8rdeotv 1-24 Sec. 24 SEtl'MNV 9790 1232 6706 -7478 6755 -7523 88llll -7834 111 6765 0 111 0 0
3505122372 Braum 1 Sec. 24 CNESE 9663 1223 eeeo -71JT 8700 -7477 6795 -7572 95 8710 4 91 4 0
3505121577 Ja<;l<8all Sec. 25 SIM'IESW 10066 1290 6901 -7611 8931 -7841 9062 -7792 151 B932 6 145 6 6
3505122479 McCa-thv 1 Sec. 25 SmEI'fW 9669 1264 llll49 -7585 lllI80 -7618 9010 ,77416 130 ll900 11 119 11 11
3505122563 Streber 1 sec. 26 NWSENE 1262 ll940 ee10 1030 8945 995 9072 6BB 127 8963 4 127 4 4
3505121llll6 Bch_l sec. 26 CSI2MN 10350 1301 9030 -7729 9087 -7786 ll200 -7899 133 9075 5 128 5 5
3505121728 Fra'lk Bennet1 1-26 Sec. 26 S/2NI2SW 10400 1308 00T8 -7770 9165 -7651 9258 -7950 93 9135 0 93 0 0
3505121967 IJoy Hlrdestv 1-27 Sac. 27 NWSEI'fW 10350 1255 9078 -7823 9111 -7858 9225 -7970 114 9133 0 114 0 0
35051Z2O!l3 FrlI<\k Bennett 2-26 sec. 2B SENWSE 10400 1267 ll98ll -7893 ll993 -7726 9130 -7863 137 9015 4 13<1 4 4
3505122C65 Bennett 2-27 Sec. 27 !'lI2SI2NE 10500 1304 9075 -7771 9118 -7812 923B -7934 122 91304 4 116 4 4
35051216B!l Bennett 1-27 sec. 27 CSW 1042S 12119 9121 -7652 9180 -7891 9300 -8031 1040 9189 4 136 4 4
350512208B \Iauahn 1-27 Sec. 27 SENWSE 10400 1312 9110 -7798 9145 -7833 9280 -7tl88 135 9162 0 135 0 0
3505121722 MIrv />nne 1-28 sec. 28 CHiN 1CJl45 1314 9220 -7906 9285 -7951 9376 -lKl64 113 9262 0 113 0 0
3505121571 McNeIl 1-28 Sec. 26CSW 10750 1329 9285 -7936 9::lO6 -7979 9441 -a112 133 9335 0 133 0 0
3505122346 f.t:NlIII 2-28 Sec. 28 CSE 107tX1 1319 9215 -7896 9250 -7931 9385 -aoe6 135 92lKl 0 135 0 0 -
35051223~ Turner 1-26 Sec. 28CNE 106llll 1307 9168 -7861 ll20B -7901 9318 -8011 110 9230 0 110 0 0
3505122099 Bennell-29 Sec. 29 CSWSW 11433 1322 9405 .«JB3 9445 -a123 9562 ~ 137 94S5 0 137 0 0
3505121727 HlI"deItY 2 Sec. 29 S/2NI2SE 10709 1321 9332 -8011 9375 -80604 9475 -a154 100 9378 10 90 10 6
Hlrd"'" A-l sec. 29 CNESW 9lI23 1324 93S5 -ao31 93119 -«175 9515 -a191 116 9420 0 116 0 0
3505122044 Reneaa-3-:ll Sec. 30 SWNESW 110400 1324 lMe6 -a141 9508 -a164 9845 -8321 122 Q520 15 107 15 0
3505122017 Reneaa' 2-:ll Sec. 30CHW 11401 1326 9421 -aoes 9465 -a139 9581 -a255 118 9490 5 111 5 1
3505121953 Ssndra 1-31 Sec. 31 W2.E/2f«II 11286 9515 ~15 9565 ~ 9703 -a703 148 9565 0 148 0 0
3505121165 _1-32 Sec. 32 CNE 1326 f1Jfil7 -ao!lll 9ClI -a110 ~ -avO 180 9450 4 158 4 0
3505120046 Reneaa' A 1-32 Sec. 32 CI'fW 10080 1344 94eO -a118 9500 -a158 98&1 .8:lJ8 150 9520 5 145 5 0 Poor Loa
3505122180 FIorenoe 1.32 Sec. 32CSW 11226 1326 gIS7 -a171 9533 -a207 9B55 -a329 122 9545 2 120 2 0
3505121710 MllvBelle 1-33 Sec. 33CHW 10982 1324 9327 -8Oll3 93Il8 -8044 9519 -a196 151 90400 0 151 0 0
3505122514 1·33 Sec. 33 Nl2Sl2SW 107llll 1326 9412 .8J!lll 9442 ~118 9610 -a:284 188 9480 8 162 B 6
3505121599 l.-.an 1-33 Sec. 33CNE 10680 1320 9271 -79151 9302 -7982 9481 -a141 159 Q330 6 151 8 2
3505122886 M:Gee 1-33 sec. 33 cw.1SE 10975 1314 ll299 -7985 Q325 -8011 9450 -a136 125 9345 4 121 4 4
3505121630 c.nbeIl 1-34 Sec. 304 CSW 10893 1322 lI288 -7964 9311 -7969 9451 ~129 1040 9330 4 138 4 0
3505121726 Fred 1-34 Sec. 34 CNW 10600 1:111 ll2ll3 -7'llO2 9231 -7930 93llll .8J!lll 158 9254 0 158 0 0
35051Z!882 CAnbell 3-304 Sec. 34 Sl2W2SE 107tX1 1327 ll225 -7896 B250 -7923 9370 -a043 120 9275 0 120 0 0
3505122881 C8mbel1 2-34 sec. 3<1 NI2SI2NE 10550 1301 ~90 -7889 9217 -7918 93115 -lKl64 148 9245 0 148 0 0







H..dil'lnfonNlIon ILegal Description' - -I~ -lKB -ITO !TOO 190 180S lTV TfVS 1150 111' IB~HfISSI ISHI IGS INf
Ell ISee 1 SI2SENE 17242 If211 '163101-5099 16385 1-5174 16447 1-5238 162 16400 I "--10 182 10 10
OPEN COM
Hamllan 1 ISec, 1 NWNWSE 18570 If222 15972 1-.4750 16015 1-4793 1607S 1-4653 160 16020 I I 10 160 10 10
MCCOnnell ISec, 1 SWNWSW 16426 11222159751-4753 16028 1-4806 IS075 1-4853 \47 16630 I I - 10 141 10 Itl'
PeslhoUsll2- TSec.l NWSWNW 18102 11T86l59fO 1-4724 15970 T-47S4l6018--'~832 148 15975 I I 10 148 10 10
Alexander 1 Isec, 1SENESW 16582 11191 160f2 1-4621 18078 1-4887 16121 1-4930 143 16080 I I 10 143 10 10
Janlvv 1 ISee, nlESENW 16524 11175 18030 1-4855 16068 1-4893 18140 - 1-4965 172 18070 I 110 172 10 10
Wrillht 1 - ISac 2 NENENW ------"6495 11f85 16014 1-4829 18076 1-4891 16120 1-4935 144-,8081 I I 10 144 JO 10
1l1elmer 1 - ISec, 2 SENESE 16610 11215 16000 1-4185 16055 1-4640 16099 1-4884- '44 18060 I I 10 144 16 10




Block 18{101191 ISec 3 SWSWSE - --"16475 11188 16160 1·""972 162211-5033 18271 1-5083 150 18225 I I 10 - 150 10 10
AI'Ilarll4c:2 ISec. 5' NWNWSW(8HLl 17141 IW2 I I I I I -, -----'38 I I I -TO 138 10 10
Mew1-TSec.5 NENENW -16875 11204 18440 1-523ill16503 1-5299 16566 - 1-5362 163' 16515 1 1 ,0 - 163 10 10
Canadian 1-4 ISee. 5 SWSWSW(Sec4 BHL) --.ar6S 11200 18350 1-5150 16400 1-5200 184171 1-5271 171 16410 I I 10 171 10 10
INoNO Log
USF&G 5~' ISac. 5 SWSWSW(BHL) TTt20 (1205 16480 1-52i5 16542-1-5337 18610 1-5405 168 16551 I I 10 168 JO 10





3510921608 TUSF&G 8C-3 ISec. 8 NESWSWIBHLI ~-----rr880 11204 16526 1-5322 16592 1-5388 16672 1-5468 Tao 18604 'l66f1Tl -132 148 ~1321thannel
351OQ2153O IPa"',iftN/~' ISec. 8 EJ2NENWIBHL1- 17190 11205 I I I I I ~ I 178 I I 11 I I 175 175 IChannel
3510921807 fOSF&G8~ Isec 8 SENWSWCBHLl - ""66011204165241-5320 16592 1~88 15672-1-5468 Too 18600 16872 10 162 11$ 162 '62--.channel
3510\121544 IHlaalnBI41 1sec.1l SENESE(BHL) -T1280 11191 I I I I I I 1 I I 14 I I~ 144 1« IChennel
3510921533' TDSF&G7B-4 -- --.sec. fNWSENW 173~ 11225 18662 1.:&437 18730 T-5l;05 16800 ~r-5575 170 16738 I I ,0 170 10 10
3510921546 IGreen 141 ISee. 8 SENWNEIBHLl 16800 11197 I I I I I' I T76 I I --16 I I - 129 129 IChannel
00
00 3510921810 IUSF&G 88-3- - - 1Sec. 8 SESWNWCliHL) - - 17396 n11204 I' 1 1 1 I 1 ~ 173 I 1- If;;!' I 1 140 130 IChannel
3510921530 IOchal41 ~sec. 8 SENENW(BHL) J7190 11204 I - I 1 1 1 1 166 '--1 136 I I 18 10 IChannel Eclae
3510921621 IUSF&G 80-2 Isec. 8 $WNWSEIBHL) 17060 1"198 I I I I -'I - I 175 I ' I 13 I I 135 130 ICh8nnal
3510'92l806- IDSF&G 8C-4 ISec NWSESW(BHL) 17850 11204 164M 1-5282 16556-r~f352 16686 -1-5482 1130- 16574-16685 11 153117--~ 153- IthaMel
3510921657 IUSF&G 80-4 Isac, 8 SESWNE(BHL) 17310 11T99 I I I I 1 I -, ----rte 1 1 11 I 1 m-no- lChannel





3510921579 11I~F&G 9A-2 Isec. II SWNWNEIBHL) 18679 11200 16280 1-5080 16348 1-5146 16416 1-5216 188 18362 16415 11 /48 120 1461.481thannel
3510921476 INalBon 141 ISec. II NENENECBHL1'- 16764 11194-16378T-5164- 18440 1-5246 18520 1-5326 180 -160452 18520 10 166 124 156 158--.etiinnel





Booth 90-1 -----.Sec. 9 SI2NESEIBHl) - 17320 11200 16256 1-5058 16310 1-5110 16382'1-5182 172' 16315 16380 12--[14 158' 114 114 IChennel
Booth 1-9 --Isec. 9 NI2NESWIBHU 16862 11197 I I U ~ I 1-1- 192 I -I -'1\0 1 I 126 126 IChannel
gOoth gO-f -- ------rSec. 9 $ENWSE(~HLl 16850 11204 I I 1 r-I I - ---reO I I -10 I I 127 127 IChannal
SYCMlorel-9 ISec.9NWSENW(BHLl 16780 11193 16320 1-5127 16400-.-5207-16452 1-5259-152-'-16404 18452 10 1~~138-136 IChennel




3510921593 USF&G 9A-l lsec. 9 SWNENEIBHL) -16971 11129 16250 1-6121 16320 1-5191 16354 1-5225 134 16332 16354 10- 'I1r120 114 114' IChannel
3510921508
3510921678'
Paar11-9 ISec. 9 NWNWNWCBHL) 16722 11199 16350 1-6151 16420 1-6221 16492 1-5293 172 16421 16492 10 142 130 142 142 IChann81
Vleloria 1-9 - - - ISec. 9SWNWSWCBHLl 18ll98-lffll5 I I I I I I 185 1 I 1'0 I I 140 140 IChannel Tf'IOlVDLog
3510921520 OSF&G 1lC-3 ISec. 9 NWSWSWIBHLI 17250 111117 I I I I 1 ,- 198 1 I -Ill'1 I '154u -154- !thannel Tf'IOlVDLog
EckrOat 1 n ISec.10 NW5ENW 16464 11196 16196 1-5000 16276-1~82 16310 ' 1.:5f14T32-18280 I I _n lA- 126 14 10- lear?
1l1elmarl -Tsec.l1 NWNENE 16225 11254 16050 1-4796 16092 1-4838 18148 1-4694 158 16106 I I lo-Ise~ 1O--W
Hlllndil ISec. 11 SENWSW ,- --'1i652- nvo 16120 1-4850 16180 1-4910 16220 1-4950 140 16182-1 I 10 140 10 10
A.precure 1 lS4I(;. 11 SESESE 16523 11240 16001 1-4781 16045 1-4805 16064 1-4844 139 16055 1--.---.0 1311 10 10
CoDOinaer 1 Isee. 11 SWSWNW 18431 11240 16092 1-4852 16145 1-4905 16192 1-4952 147 16150 T- ,----.0 147 10 10 IKBflBl.
TIlalmer A·ll ISec. 11 CNENENE 16643 11219 16260 1-5041 16328~109 16398 n_f.5179 170 16333 16362 136 110 160 Ho- 10 Bar?
'toaDlll' P8l1l A-39 ISec. 12 662FNL 542FEL 16332Tf240 15980 1-4734 18030 1-4784 18067 1-4821 137 16038 I 1 ro- 13710 10
IC BrokllW 3 ISee. 13 NWSWNE 16400 11363 15948 1-4565 16015 1-4652 18066 1-4692 140 16020 I T 10 140 10 10
JennlngB A-4 Isec. 13 SENWNESE 1~50 11282 16892 1-4630 15950 1-4666 T~92-' 1-4730-,42-15955 IT 10 142 10 10
L8ff8ItY 1 lsee. 14 NWSEN~NW l1i620 11245 18060 1-4615 18101 H8Sll l6f55-·· 1-4910 154,6110 1 I n 10-,54 10 10





API H..cler Inform-tlon Legel DescriPtIon TO KS TO TOS 190 80S TV 1M ISO TP BP CHI S51 Slit IGS NT OPEN COM
Shields 4 Sec. 15 SENWSW 6400 1217 6262 -5~5 6305 -5088 63-45 -5128 40 0 40 0 0
USF&G 16C-2 Sec. 16 SW/4 6650 1267 ~90 -5223 6560 -5293 6616 -5351 58 6572 6592 26 10 48 10 10 Chennel
3510921510 USF&G 17A-3 Sec. 16 El2SWSW(Sec17BHL) 6035 1268 80 2 44 44 Channel ,NO NO Log
3510921553 USF&G 170-1 Sec. 16 NENESE Sec17BHL 7308 1267 6530 -5263 11596 -5329 6860 -5393 64 6602 6634 26 34 30 34 26 Channel
3510921625 USF&G 21B-3 Sec. 16 SENWNW(Sec21BHL) 7962 1286 55 0 0 INa TVO Log
3510921688 USF&G 16C-3 Sec. 16 NWSWSW BHL 7170 1267 6542 -5275 6568 -5319 6622 ·5355 36 6590 0 36 0 0
3510921569 USF&G 16B·2 !Sec. 16 SENWNW BHL) 7553 1267 ~72 -5205 6528 -5261 6608 -5341 80 6540 6807 1 10 70 10 0 Mud Cllannel
3510921666 USF&G 160-2 Sec. 16 SWNWSE BHL 7068 1267 ~05 -5136 ~68 -5201 6510 -5243 42 ~72 0 42 0 0
3510921673 USF&G 16B·l Sec. 16 SWNENW BHL) 7430 1267 6432 -5165 ~92 -5225 6544 -5277 52 6500 6543 1 18 34 18 18 Channel
3510921680 USF&G 16B-<I Sec. 16 SENWSW BHL) 7~1 1288 75 10 12 6 Mud Chennel ,NO IVO Log
3510921594 USF&G 20A-l Sec. 16 SWNENE Sec20BHL 7910 1267 6650 -5383 6698 -5431 6782 -5515 ~ 6700 8782 0 4 80 4 0 Mud Channel
3510921642 IUSF&G 16B-3 Sec. 16 NWSWNW(BHL) 7177 1267 6496 -5229 11554 ·5287 6828 -5361 4 6564 16627 1 24 50 24 10 Mud Channel
3510921611 USF&G 17A-l Sec. 17 SWNENE BHL 7880 1280 6514 -5254 8574 -5314 8842 -5382 68 6595 6574 68 26 42 26 16 Mud Channel
3510921636 RanchO 17A-<I Sec. 17 NESENE(BHL) H97 1260 82 0 24 20 Chennel INO IVO Log
3510921558 USF&G 17B-2 Sec. 17 NENWNW BHL) 7823 1259 6626 ~7 8886 -5427 6770 -5511 84 6708 6768 2 45 39 45 45 Channal
3510921617 USF&G 17B-3 Sec:.17 NESWNW BHL) 7610 1260 102 0 50 45 INa TVO Log
3510921639 USF&G 170·2 Sec. 17 SENWSE BHL) 7270 1260 6594 -5334 ti660 -6400 6718 -5458 58 6668 6700 18 0 58 0 0
3510921626 USF&G 17A·2 Sec. 17 SENWNE BHL 7440 1260 80 0 18 14 Mud Chlnnel INa TVO Log
USF&G 17B-<I Sec. 17 SENW(BHLl 7217 1260 6604 -5344 ~ -5404 6742 -5482 78 6870 6734 it 18 60 18 18 I,;hannal
USF&G 180·2 Sec. 18 SENWSE(BHL) 7550 1238 8702 -5464 67~ -5526 6844 -5606 80 6770 6836 8 22 58 22 16 Channel
3510921581 USF&G 70-<1 Sec. 18 SESESE(Sec7BHL) 7813 1236 6802 -5364 6666 -5428 6744 -55011 78 6670 6736 6 30 48 30 30 Chennel
3510921818 USF&G 1eA-l Sec. 18 NWNENE(BHL) 7492 1236 6624 --5366 6686 ·5448 6768 -5530 82 6698 6768 0 27 55 27 25 Chennel
USF&G 18A-<I Sec. 18 NWSWNE BHL) 1450 1236 6884 -5-«6 6744 -5506 8834 -5596 90 8160 6834 0 44 46 44 44 Channel
3510921660 USF&G 18A-2 Sec. 18 SENWNE(BHL) 7755 1267 6646 -5379 8712 ·5445 8764 -5517 72 8730 6780 4 46 26 46 46 ,I,;hannel
3510921669 USF&G 17C-l See. 18 NWNESW(See17BHL 7500 1236 6606 -5366 6666 -5426 6736 -5498 70 6675 6708 28 7 63 7 7
3510921525 USF&G 208-2 Sec. 19 CNW(Sec20BHL 7570 1246 6705 -5459 6760 --5514 6838 -5592 78 6765 0 78 0 0 Mud Channal?
3510921507 USF&G 19A-l Sec. 19 7oofNL800FEL NE/4 7298 1248 6740 -5494 6800 -5554 6640 -5694 40 6810 0 40 0 0
USF&G 19B-2 Sec. 19 NW/4(BHL) 7635 1253 6810 -5557 6660 -5627 8955 -5702 75 6888 6950 5 10 65 10 0 Channel
3510921612 USF&G 20B-4 Sec. 19 NWSENW(SIc20BHL) 766e 1246 6692 -5446 6738 -549.2 6794 -5548 56 6740 0 56 0 0
3510921519 USF&G 17C-2 Sec. 19 SENWSE Sec17BHL 7837 1246 6622 -5376 6689 -5443 6750 -5504 61 6695 61 0 0
Rowllnd 1 Sec. 18 CNESW(BHL) 8058 1253 6720 -5467 6789 -5536 6668 -5615 79 6792 6685 3 "'" 23 56 56 Chennel
3510921738 Young's Per\( 190-<1 Sec. 19 SESESE BHL) ~25 1246 6600 -5554 6635 -5589 6895 ·~ll 60 6840 0 60 0 0
3510921684 USF&G 20A-4 Sec. 21 SESENE Sec20BHL) 7640 1234 8622 -5388 6650 -5416 6868 -6434 18 6651 18 0 0
3510921761 Pe1121B.2 Sec. 21 CNWNW BHL 6036 1240 6540 -5300 8575 -5335 6582 -5342 7 6580 0 7 0 0
3510921689 USF&G 21A-3 Sec. 21 NESWNE BHL) 7602 1234 25 0 0
Hlssel 1 Sec. 22 SENWSW 6545 1242 ~oo -5158 6435 ·5193 6510 -5268 75 6440 75 0 0
Gerver 1 Sec. 22 SENWNE 6820 ? 50 20 20 Chlnnel
Egermeler 4 Sec. 23 NWNWSW 6883 1277 6250 -<1973 6285 -5008 6370 -5093 85 6358 30 55 30 Chlnnel No Par. Log
Cliver 17 Sec. 23 SEl4 6600 1284 6066 -<1804 6130 -<1846 6215 -<1931 85 6131 6215 0 55 30 55 Chennel No Par. Loa
Werner Flrtey SWO-<l Sec. 23 NENESE 7954 1242 6070 -<1828 8122 -<4880 6210 -<l1l68 88 6150 6200 10 33 55 33 Channe No Par. Loa
3510920140 Peterson A.11 Sec:. 25 SESW 6406 1291 6235 -<1944 6294 ·5003 63 Channel EJ'Ode(l Vent
Bllien 1 Sec. 26 SESENE 8810 1265 6180 -<1895 6225 -<1960 6340 -5075 115 6250 6340 0 55 60 55 Chennel No Par. Log
Wlsel 7 Sec. 26 SESWSE 6527 ? 75 Chlnnel No Par. Loa
3510900667 Glendale A-6 Se<:. 26 NWNWNENW 6773 1291 6300 -5009 8348 -5057 8417 -5126 69 6355 6400 17 37 62 37 27 Chlnnel
3510921923 Jlrvle A-<I Sec. 26 NESENW 6975 1287 6290 -5003 6330 -5043 8403 -5116 73 6335 ~OO 3 411 27 46 46 Chlnnel
3510921573 Oayepnno 1-27 Sec. 27 SWNW 117711 1269 8520 -5251 6577 -6308 6611 -5342 34 85800 34 0 0
3510921467 Grtffln 27.1 Sec. 27 SWSWSW(8HL) 7210 1254 85 0 20 10 Channel No TVO Log
3510921504 Brumfield 28.1 Sec. 28 SESWNW 072 1248 6625 -5377 6690 -5442 6755 -5507 65 6695 ,0 65 0 0
3510921522 Miller 28-2 Sec. 28 NESWSWCBHLl 7431 1243 50 0 0 No TVO Loa
3510921497 Miller 28-1 Sec. 28 SENWSW 7170 1248 6680 -5432 8710 -5462 6785 -5537 75 6715 0 75 0 0
3510921605 Grtffln 28-A-3 Sec. 26 SESWNECBHLI 7475 1255 30 0 0 No NO Loa







API H..der Information Lea., OHc:rlpljon TO KB TO TOS ,80 80S TV TVS IISO TP BP CHI SSI SHl GS NT OPEN COM
3510921548 Brumfield 29·1 SI<:. 28 SWSENE(Sec29BHL) 7534 1243 90 0 0 No TVO Log
Brumfield 28·B·2 Sec. 28 NWNW BHL 7200 1243 ll585 -6342 6660 -5417 6772 ·5529 112 6605 112 0 0
3510921652 Southem Oaks 26-1 Sec. 28 NENWNE 16864 1244 6490 ·5246 6545 -6301 6630 ·5386 65 6650 0 65 0 0
3510921456 Grtffin 28-2 Sec. 28 SESESW(BHL) 7686 1253 60 0 0 NoTVO Log
351 0921 !l604 S.w. Benk 21 C·2 sec. 29 NWSW Sec29BHL 7940 1251 70 0 0 No TVO Log
3510921641 Howry 32·1 Sec. 3.2 NWNESE 811111 1264 8765 ·5501 6840 -557!l !l920 -5666 80 6855 6875 45 l~ 62 18 18 Diet. Chennel
3510921414 Advantage 33·1 Sec. 33 SWNENW BHL 7398 1260 60 32 6 8 01.1. Channel No TVD Log
3510921045 Maxey 34·1 Sec. 34 SESWNE 7786 1290 !l592 -6302 8650 -6360 6745 -6455 ll5 6670 6665 60 93 2 0 DiSI. Channel
Steinmeyer 34·1 Sec. 34 NESWSE(BHL) 7391 1326 6705 -637ll 6750 ·5424 6840 ·5514 90 6760 6785 55 14 86 4 4 Dill. Channel
3510921441 Sllrinaf1eld 2-34 Sec. 34 CNWSW BHL 7520 1310 16Il65 -6355 !l710 -6400 6795 ·5485 85 6715 6740 55 14 61 4 Diel Channel
3510920195 LPSU Tract 404 Sec. 35 NESWSENE 6609 1301 6395 -5094 643.2 ·5131 6543 -5242 111 6436 6535 8 155 56 55 55 Channel
3510921326 Starr 35-1 Sec. 35 NESWSWCBHL 7357 1326 70 10 0 No TVD Log
R. Lord 1 Sec. 35 NWSENE 8630 1287 6475 -5188 6520 ·5233 !l570 -5283 50 6625 10 50 0 0
Miller 2 Sec. 35CNW 6720 1275 8520 -6245 8590 ·5315 6665 -5390 75 6595 10 75 0 0 KB est.
Goldia Lord 2 Sec. 35 SWNENE 6542 1271 8335 -0064 6395 -5124 6465 -6214 90 6405 6465 0 IU 20 70 7 Channel No Po<. Log
3510920179 Oklahoma stale C·12 'sec. 36 CNESW 6575 1326 6420 -5092 6445 -5117 6520 ·5192 75 6452 6505 15 148 27 48 46 Channel
3510920174 Oklahoma State A·15 Sec. 36 CSENE 6526 1345 6365 -5020 6405 -5060 6490 -5145 65 6420 I~~ 41 44 44 Channel
Tract 151-W Sec. 36 NWSWSW 7200 1305 6532 -6227 6550 -6245 8630 -6325 80 6565 6575 65 110 70 10 Channel No Por. Log




API Held... lnfomwtlon 1~IIDeecrtptlOll TO KB TO TOS eo 1805 TV TVS ISO TP BP HI SSI SHI GS NT IOPEN COM
Fuson 1 Sec. 1 SWNENE 77411 1195 6654 -5459 6150 ·5555 6812 -5617 62 6760 0 62 0 0
Spencer 1 s.c. 4 NJ2SI2NESW 7762 1223 7090 -5867 7188 -5945 7231 -6008 63 7178 0 63 0 0
3510920340 Knotts 1 ISec. 5 NENENESW 7840 1227 7178 -5951 7252 .ea25 7320 -0093 S8 7270 0 68 0 0
3510920515 Midwest 1 ISec. 8SESWNW 8180 1228 7302 -6074 7388 .e160 7450 -6222 62 7395 0 82 0 0
3510920S84 Llahlner 1 Sec. 6 SWSWNESW 8200 1225 7311 -6086 73115 -6170 7456 .e231 111 7409 0 61 2 0 Ber
3510920629 Swetek 7·2 Sec. 7 NESENWNW 8183 1262 7355 -6093 7432 -6170 7506 .e246 76 7450 0 76 0 0
3510920651 Loltle 7·1 ISec. 7 Ef2E12NWSW 6200 1294 7408 -8114 7480 -8186 7555 -6261 75 7500 0 75 0 0
3510920487 Southem7·1 Sec. 7 CSWSE 9540 1272 7330 .ea58 7408 .e138 7474 -6202 86 7415 0 66 0 0
3510920682 Council 8-1 Sec. 8 CSWSWNW 95711 1281 7292 -6031 7370 -6109 7438 -6177 68 7380 0 68 0 0
3510920638 Wolf 8-1 Sec. a CSWSWNE 8218 1248 7238 -5992 7313 -8067 7384 -6138 71 7314 0 71 0 0
3510920918 Seiver 9-1 sec. 9 NWSWSW 8500 1254 7215 -5981 7290 -6038 7360 -6106 70 7300 0 70 0 0
F. Russel Booking 1 Sec. 10 SWSESE 8420 1255 7040 -5785 7105 -5850 7186 -5931 81 7120 0 81 0 0
3510921803 USF&G 18C·2 Sec. 13 SWSESE 7585 1235 6770 -5535 6850 -5615 6919 ·5684 69 6855 8llO4 15 36 34 38 36 Chennel
3510921133 Renee 1-14 Sec. 14 SENESW 7515 1268 7106 -5840 7171 ·6903 7257 -5989 86 7188 0 86 0 0
3510920907 Ann 1·14 Sec. 14 NWNWSE 7487 1283 8990 -5727 7058 -5795 7141 -5878 83 7065 8 77 8 0 Bar
35109212611 AlmOlt 1-15 [Sec. 15 NWNESE 7720 1270 7177 -5907 7248 ·61l7e 7332 1-8062 84 7260 10 74 10 0 Ber
lurline, H. 1 Sec. 16 CSENW 7685 1287 7280 -51173 7340 -8053 7403 -6118 63 7345 0 83 0 0
3510920739 FNBTC 1·17 ISec. 17 CNWSE 8623 1268 7312 -6044 7388 -8120 7485 .e1117 77 7398 0 77 0 0
3610920617 Grand Bou. Dev. 1·17 !Sec. 17 EJ2EJ2NWNW 8595 1268 7305 .ea39 7380 -6114 7453 .e1a7 73 7398 0 73 0 0
3510920482 Shock 18-1 Sec. 18 CWI2EI2NE 8534 1268 7332 ~ 7408 -6140 7482 -6214 74 7422 0 74 0 0
3510920602 Shame 18·1 Sec. 18 NWNENENW 8350 1289 7361 -6072 7435 -6148 7510 -6221 75 7451 0 75 0 0
3510920346 Windl West 1 Sec. 18 CNESW 111393 1303 7430 -6127 7506 .e205 7580 -6277 72 7518 0 72 0 0
Todd 1 Sec. 19 CSESW 8024 1306 7510 -6204 7590 -e284 7688 -e382 78 7598 0 78 a a
CltlTlek 1 lsec. 19 NWNENW 7885 1298 7450 -6152 7525 -e227 7598 -e3OO 73 7540 4 69 4 0 Ber
3510920859 Stol1s 1-20 Sec. 20 SESWNE 9408 1278 7341 -6063 7420 .e142 7501 -6223 81 7432 0 81 0 0
3510920776 Vlarson 1·20 Sec. 20 NWSESE 9850 1291 7391 -6100 7480 -8189 7568 -6277 68 7504 0 68 0 0 Mud Chennel IVel'l1. Erode<!
3510920802 Herdv 1 Sec. 21 NWSESE6W 9530 1294 7312 -8018 7382 -8088 74 1 .e177 89 7395 0 89 0 a
Nicer 1 6ec. 21 CNWSW 9450 1294 7336 -6042 7412 -6118 7498 -8202 84 7420 0 84 a 0
3510920803 Nelflh 21·1 Sec. 21 CSWNE 9452 1268 72111 ·5993 7331 -8063 7485 -6197 134 7352 4 4 4 Ber
3510920804 Krooll-21 Sec. 21 NWNW 94211 1279 7306 -e<l27 7379 .eloo 7453 .e174 74 7369 a 74 0 a
A,roort Trus' 22-1 ISec. 22 SESW 8024 1254 71112 -5908 7230 ·5978 7321 -8067 91 7241 a 91 0 0
3510920904 AIIVof1 Trust B·22·1 Sec. 22 NESESE 8280 1295 7150 -5855 7215 ·5920 7312 -6017 97 72411 7310 2 28 69 28 28 Chennel
3510921188 Alroof1 Trust C-22·1 Sec. 22 W126ESW 7910 1287 7270 -5983 7350 -8063 7438 -6151 88 7253 a 88 0 0 Mud Channel
3510920994 Cerollne 1·22 1Sec. 22 SESENE 7840 1310 7138 -5828 7222 ·5912 7306 -5996 84 7232 0 84 0 0
3510920838 AI rt Trull 23-1 Sec, 23 CSWSW 7610 1302 7140 -5836 7218 ·5914 7307 -6005 91 7245 7305 2 42 49 42 40 hannel
3510920999 AI iifTrust ,10.-23-1 Sec. 23 NESWSEIBHU 7720 1312 7099 -5767 7186 -5854 7231 ·5919 65 7187 7221 10 30 35 30 30 [Chennel
3510921096 AI iifTrust B-23·1 Sec. 23 NI2SESW 7840 1315 7119 ·5804 7198 -5883 7284 ·5989 66 71119 7284 0 7A 10 76 78 Chennel
3510921339 AI 111 Trust J-23·1 Sec- 23 SESWNE(BHL 7580 1283 7047 -5754 7125 ·5842 7202 -5919 77 7129 7187 15 42 35 42 42 hennel
3510921244 AI rt Tru.1 1·23·1 Sec. 23 NWSE1BHLl 7800 1305 7085 -5780 7154 ·5859 262 -5947 88 7188 7248 4 59 29 59 59 Channel
3510921427 AI lrt Trust K-23-1 Sec. 23 NENENE1BHL) 7450 1285 1285 108 42 68 42 36 hennel INo TVO Log
3510921153 AI rt Trust C-23·1 Sec. 23 EI2SENE 7430 1285 7004 -5719 7058 -5773 7180 -5875 102 7078 7142 18 32 70 32 32 Chennel
3510921097 AI Trust E-23-1 Sec. 23 El2SESE 7450 1286 7076 -5790 7108 -5822 7204 -5918 Il6 7108 7180 24 28 68 28 28 Channel
3510921240 AI rt rust F-23·1 I~ec. 23 HENES!: 7452 1282 7000 -5718 7080 -6798 7160 -5878 80 7080 7160 0 65 15 65 85 Chennel IPert Er. Vard.
3510921314 AI rt Trust H-23-1 Sec. 23 SENESW 7558 1304 7080 -5778 7170 -5886 7252 -5946 82 7182 7248 6 54 28 54 54 Channel
3510921307 Care 24·1 see. 24 NWSENW(BHL) 7753 1281 6941 -5680 7015 -5734 7100 -5819 85 70111 7088 12 84 21 84 84 Chennel
3510921088 AI Trull A·24-1 Sec. 24 660FSL1980FWL 6878 12lS7 8987 -5700 1049 ·5782 059 8 8 4 MuCl hannel I"!:rcXli(fVlrd.
3510921060 AI art Trust 24·1 Sec. 24 SWSWNW 8648 1275 8976 -5700 7058 ·5783 7135 ·5880 77 7060 7125 10 65 12 85 65 Channel
3510921172 AI >ort Trusl B-24·1 Sec. 24 NWSWSW (BHL) 7520 1280 1280 1280 1280 84 19 19 Chennel INa TVO Log
3510921157 AI rt Trult 0·24-1 Sec. 24 NWNWSW BHL) 7430 1280 6972 ·51192 7058 ·5778 7127 -5847 89 7058 7121 8 80 9 60 80 Chlnnel
3510921125 AI IOrt Trusl ·24·1 Sec. 24 SENWNW BHU 7540 1282 6955 -5673 7010 -5728 17111 ·5829 101 7025 7065 26 20 81 20 20 Channel
3510921315 Ce"vA·24·1 Sec. 24 SENENWIBHLl 7690 1283 82 20 82 20 20 Chlnnel I~o TVOTog





API Header Information LMaI DellCrlDlloo 11) KB TO TOO SO IBOS TV TVS ISO TP BP CHI 551 SHl GS NT OPEN COM
3510921374 Goldman 2-24-A Sec. 24 SENWNE(BHL) 7825 1271 86 26 60 26 26 Channel INa rvl , Log
3510921338 Rowl.nd 1-13 Sec. 24 SESWSE BHL 9250 1292 90 28 62 28 28 Channel INa TV! , Log
3510921345 Goldmen 4-24 S&<:. 24 NWSENE BHL 7785 1271 86 50 36 0 50 CMnnel .NOlVl I Log
3510921362 Goldman &-24 S&<:. 24 NWNWSE BHL 7400 1271 90 39 52 39 36 Channel INa lV' I Log
3510921363 Goldmen 6-24 Sec. 24 NJ2NESE(BHL 7700 1271 94 14 80 14 14 Mud CMnne' INa rvD Log
3510921209 Airport Trus1 25-1 Sec. 25 NWNWNW 7500 1282 7026 -57« 7109 -5826 7200 -5919 92 7110 7210 -10 30 62 30 30 Chennel am. t;roaea
3510921509 BrincJls 1 S&<:. 25 NESENW 7e.48 1287 7400 -6113 7480 ~173 7552 ~265 92 7480 0 92 0 0
3510921296 Airport Trust B-2&-I Sec. 25 NWSESW 77« 1297 7165 -5868 7216 -5919 7290 -5993 74 7226 0 74 0 0
3510921210 AI lit Trust A-25-1 Sec. 25 SWSW 7800 1300 7163 -5863 7202 -5902 7302 -6002 100 7205 0 100 0 0
3510920967 AI lit Trust 26-1 Sac. 26 NWNWNW 8170 1297 7140 -5843 7222 -5925 7310 -6013 88 7230 7310 0 46 42 46 146 Chennel
3510921022 AI lit Trull A-26-1 Sec. 26 EJ2NENE 7983 1290 7040 -5750 118 -5928 7184 1-5894 88 7120 7176 8 35 31 35 35 Chennel
3510921196 AI rt TruJlt J-26-1 Sec. 26400FSL229OfWL 9055 1304 7193 -59911 7266 -5962 7357 -6053 91 7276 2 89 2 0 Bar
35109210Q9 AI Trust 26-2 Sac. 26NENW 7842 1304 7151 -5947 7196 -5892 -7196 7212 7279 49 49 49 Chennel It;roalKl vern.
3510921199 Ai Trust C-26-1 Sac. 26 E/2SESE 7700 f307 7142 -5835 7210 -5903 7312 -6005 102 7219 0 102 0 0
3510921098 Ai Trust 0-26-1 Sec. 29 CNWNE(BHLl 7710 1303 72 46 48 48 Chennel :No lVD Log
3510921261 AI Trust G-28·1 Sec. 26 NWSWNW 7730 1296 71504 -5958 7236 -5940 7320 -5022 62 7250 7314 6 36 46 36 36 Channel
3510920921 AI Trus127-1 Sec. 28 NENE(BHL) 9364 1299 7151 -5952 7240 -5941 -7240 7260 7340 55 55 55 Chennel IVe"l. Eroded
3510921010 AI crt Trust A-27-1 Sec. 27 WI2SESW 9253 1278 7275 -5999 7350 .aD74 7485 -6169 115 7365 4 111 4 2 Be,
3510921115 Ai 0011 Trust B-27-1 Sec. 27 NWSWNE 7800 1289" 7175 -5996 7255 -5966 7346 -6057 91 7260 7348 0 46 45 48 46 Chennel
AI IOrt Trust C-27·1 Sec. 27 NENW(BHL) 8160 1296 7179 -5893 7257 -5971 7359 -6072 101 7278 73504 4 42 59 42 40 Chennel
3510920796 Airport Trult 0-27·1 Sec. 27 SESWNWNW 8040 1290 7218 -5928 7296 -6006 395 -6105 99 7312 7390 5 18 61 18 18 Diy Chennel
3510921128 Airport Truet E-27·1 Sec. 27 NESEIBHLl 8160 1263 7215 -5932 7290 -eoD7 7400 -6117 110 7307 2 109 2 0 Be,
3510921194 Airport Trust F-27-1 Sec. 27 CNE(BHL) 7895 1291 105 36 36 36 Chennel Eroded Vent
3510920735 Airport TnJlt 26-3 Sec. 29 EJ2WI2NESE 8039 1312 7315 -6003 7388 -6076 7463 -6171 115 7420 7436 47 16 79 16 16 Chennel Edae
3510920664 Airport Truel 28-1 Sec. 28 CNWSE 8096 1303 7342 -6039 7432 -6129 7518 -6215 88 7445 34 52 34 34 Chennel I~ I;'UUtlU
3510920729 Clerldend A-28-2 Sec. 28 CSENWSW 8190 1310 7396 -eDee 7480 -6170 7585 -6275 105 7498 7550 35 30 75 30 30 Chennel
3510920710 Airport Truet A-28-1 Sec. 28SWNE 8061 1311 7327 -6016 7412 -6101 7524 ~213 112 7432 7510 14 52 60 52 52 Channel
3510920752 Airport B·26-1 Sec. 28 CSENE 8152 1300 7313- ~013 7400 -6100 7520 -6220 120 7404 7514 6 64 66 6-4 64 Channel
IlIlrpon rue I .lI-. :sec, 8074 1299 r370 -eDr ~O -614' '543 -6244 103 '40" ':llU
""
14 .tlll 14 11" ,Gnenne





3510920597 Clerl<!end 1 Sec. 28 CSWSWSW 9455 1317 7448 -6131 7520 -6203 7637 -6320 117 7535 7596 41 4tl 71 46 48 Channal
3510921048 Pun:ell A-29-1 Sec. 29 E/2NWNW 9614 1321 7480 -6159 7562 -6241 7844 -6323 82 7578 7595 49 12 70 12 12 7
3510920833 Pun:eIlI-29 Sec. 29 WI2NENW 8768 1305 7464 -6159 75045 ~240 7630 ~325 85 7555 7569 61 10 75 10 10 Chennel
3510921195 Moreve 29-3 Sec. 29 NWNENE 9676 1299 7460 -6161 7550 -6251 7642 -6343 92 7562 88 4 0 Be,
3510921052 Hunker 29-1 Sec. 29 SESENW 95504 1311 7488 -6157 7550 ~239 7840 -6329 90 7562 6 94 6 0 Ber
3510920598 Slone 2 Sac. 29 NESE 9596 1322 7480 -6138 7540 -e218 7645 -6323 105 75e8 7630 15 10 95 10 4 Channel Edae
3510920591 Moreve 29-2 S&<:. 29 CSENE 9481 1310 7425 -e115 7515 ~205 7598 -6288 83 7530 83 0 0 JUII Out Chen.
3510920759 Fretz 29·1 Sac. 29 SWNESESW 8326 1317 7552 -6235 7828 -e311 7723 -6408 95 7670 7710 13 20 75 20 20 Channel
3510920529 MOreY829-1 Sec. 29 NESWNENE 7920 1306 7465 -6159 7550 -6244 7845 -6339 95 7572 71592 53 12 63 12 12 Chennel
3510920926 Lune/ord 1 Sec. 29 CSWSW 6398 1344 7llO5 .a291 7880 -6336 7 75 -6431 95 7697 0 95 0 0
3510920933 Flelcller 1 Sec. 30 CSWNE 9636 1306 7535 -6227 7618 ~O 7700 -6392 82 7630 74 6 6 Ber
35109206117 Ironman 30·1 Sec. 30 WI2SESESW 87fn 1250 7627 -6377 7708 .a4156 7796 -6546 90 7718 0 90 0 0
3510920721 Beer 31·1 Sec. 31 WI2SESENW 9940 1379 7724 -6345 7796 -6417 7892 -6513 96 7808 Z 94 2 0 Be,
3510920873 SchUltz 31-1 Sec. 31 CSENE 9450 1335 7652 -6317 7709 -6374 7806 -6471 97 7714 7780 26 77 20 20 Chennel
3510920599 Wllkereon 1 sec. 31 CNESE 8450 1317 7645 -6328 7709 -6391 7820 -6503 112 7720 7788 32 4: 70 42 42 CMnnel
3510920714 Powell 31-1 Sec 31 E/2SWSESE 9450 1309 7710 -&401 7738 -6429 880 -e571 142 7741 7819 62 4: 97 46 30 Channel
Wllke..on2 Sac. 31 CSWSE 85047 1331 7769 -6438 7794 .a463 7906 -6575 112 7805 7868 38 3' 74 38 36 Chennel
3510920771 Hood 31-1 Sec. 31 CSWSESW 10003 1361 7796 -6435 7860 -&499 7952 -6591 92 7888 7908 44 92 0 0 Mud Chennel
3510920749 Aztec-oew888e 31-1 Sec. 31 NWNWNW 8886 1373 7704 -6331 7780 -6407 7870 -6497 90 7792 4 96 4 0 Be,
3510920970 Bode 3 Sec. 32 CSESESE 8050 1287 7502 -6235 7592 -e2915 7885 -6398 103 7568 Z 101 2 0 Ba,
3510920517 Thomeson 32-1 Sec. 32 SWNENENW 6285 1282 7512 -6230 75112 -6310 7898 ~416 106 7630 7694 4 4:l 61 45 45 Chennel





API Heeder Informellorl L.eoel Deac:rlptlon TO KB TO TOS B( 80S TV rvs Ille TP BP CHI I SHI IGS NT OPEN COM
Osborne 1 Sec. 32 SENW 8J.42 1306 75045 ~239 7605 ~299 7717 -6411 1112 7614 7701 16 46 66 66 Channal
3510920666 Orr 32-3 Sec. 32 CNWNENE 6025 1302 7446 ~144 7516 ~214 -7516 7526 7608 75 75 Channel Eroded Veld.
3510920678 Orr 32-5 Sec. 32 CNWSENE 8000 1290 7469 ~179 7538 ~248 7850 ~360 112 7550 7602 48 72 40 40 Channel
3510920464 Orr 32-1 Sec. 32 CNE 9650 1275 7475 ~2oo 7545 ~270 7658 ~63 113 7555 7645 13 43 70 70 Channel
3510920614 Rooers 1 Sec. 32 Ef1.SWSWNW 6445 1339 7595 ~256 7670 ~31 7778 ~439 106 7700 7758 20 53 55 55 Chennel
Frantz 1 Sec. 32 CNW 8368 13J.4 7560 ~246 7656 ~22 7755 -6421 99 7706 7745 10 87 12 12 ,,,hennel
KIng 1 ISec. 32 SESW 8325 1297 7620 ~323 7644 ~347 7772 -&475 128 7854 7690 82 120 8 0 Chennel
Meruske 1 Sec. 32 SESW 8360 1307 7655 ~8 7890 ~3 7625 ~18 135 7698 7750 75 40 95 40 40 ,,,hennel
3510921245 Airport Trull 0-23-1 Sec. 33 NESE 6062 1259 73~ ~135 7454 ~195 7558 ~299 104 7485 102 2 2 Ber
3510920950 Pelmblede 3 Sec. 33 SWSW 8246 1274 7475 .e201 7528 ~252 7640 ~366 114 7548 108 6 6 Ber
3510920500 PelmblBde 33-1 Seo.33 NWSW 6360 1285 7510 ~5 7544 ~259 7660 1~75 116 7550 116 0 0
3510920499 Pellr Ann 33-1 Sec. 33 CNWNW 8760 1305 7440 ~35 512 .e207 7610 ~05 96 7532 7575 35 !5 73 25 20 hennel
3510920793 AlrtlOrt Trust B-33-1 Sec. 33 NWSENE 8100 1275 7365 ~110 7452 ~177 7570 ~295 118 7464 7494 76 110 8 8 Channel Edge
3510921091 Airport Trust -33-1 Sec. 33SWSE 8130 1266 7437 ",171 74Q8 ~232 7596 ~3O Q8 7511 94 4 0 Ber
3510920816 Ai rt Tru!lt J.4-1 Sec. J.4 CNWSW 8140 1282 7365 ~103 7428 ~166 7528 1~266 100 7438 3 1117 3 0 Ber
3510920834 AI rt Trusl34-2 Sec. 34 Ef1.WI2SWNW 8110 1285 7355 ~ 424 ~159 7532 ~287 106 7435 '0 98 10 10 Chennel Edge
3510920675 AI rt Trull A-34-1 Sec. J.4 Ef1.SENW 8560 1285 7299 -8014 7383 -8078 7480 ~175 97 7376 - 97 0 0
AI rt Trull B-34-1 Sec. 34 NWSE 8657 1278 7331 -8053 7401 ",123 7491 ~213 90 7416 90 0 0
3510921278 AI rt Trull E-34-1 Sec. 34 SENENW 740 1279 312 -8033 7360 ~101 7490 ~211 110 7390 110 0 a
3510920977 Wit Rogers 35-1 Sec. 351980FSL300FEL 8350 1297 7232 -5935 7287 -5990 7358 ~061 71 7295 71 0 a
3510921283 Airport Trusl C-34-1 Sec. 35 NWSWSW 8055 1289 7628 ~339 7700 ""'11 7809 ",520 109 7710 105 4 a Ber
3510921064 Airport TI\JSI A-35-1 Sec. 36 SWNWNE 7880 1302 7290 -5988 7365 -8083 7450 ~148 85 7475 10 85 a 0
Airport Trull 35-1 Sec. 36 NWSW~ 8428 1297 7231 -5934 7304 ~007 391 ~4 87 7314 10 87 a 0
3510921143 S18le 1-36 Sec.36~NW 8300 1322 7154 -5832 7216 -6896 7310 -5988 92 7224 IU 92 a a
Siele Tr. 51-1 Sec. 36NESW 7688 1300 7175 -5875 7242 ~942 7315 -8015 73 7255 10 73 0 0




API Muder Infol1llltlon Lea.' Deacr1Dtton TD ~8 TO TOll 110 IIIOS IV ~ 1m' rp IIW 1;;"1 IcH 551 105 .N" DPEN ICOM
3501721620 M::CaJ11I\I1 sec. 1 CNENW Eliil5 1242 7335 -OOS3 7<422 ~180 7490 <1248 ea 7432 0 ea 0 0
3501721621 McCau'-2 sec. 1 CNESW 8215 1256 7405 ~149 7-483 -8227 7551 .a295 ee 7493 0 ee 0 0
3501721870 ~2 Sec. 1 CWl2NESE 8220 1248 rm. .eoe4 7412 ~184 7488 <1240 78 7425 0 78 0 0
3501122002 CMl2 Sec. 1 Wl2SESWiffl 8315 1250 1410 ~180 7494 <1244 1562 -6312 ea 7504 0 68 0 0
3501721700 00'11 sec. 1 Nl2SWSWSE 8285 1255 rm -6135 7471 <1218 7541 .a2ll6 70 1485 0 70 0 0
3501722203 BlIIYlIlIl Gilldw l-lA sec. 1 SES'MlE 8200 1236 7318 «l82 7400 ~184 7410 .a234 70 7410 0 70 0 0
3501721686 FIIIth 1 sec. 1 NENWSWSW eno 1285 7589 -6304 78llO .e3Il5 7750 -6465 70 7890 0 70 0 0
3501721597 Hooel Sec. 2 Sl2NENWSE llB38 1282 7509 -8227 7601 -6319 7$ -6381 ea 7611 0 66 0 0
3501721801 P8Il8nall sec. 2 SENWoIWSW 8850 1286 7574 -62ll8 7868 -63llO 7735 ~ 89 0 66 0 0
3501721696 Jemlnlln 1 sec. 2 EJ2N'MI/ENW 9308 1298 7515 <1217 lllO6 -6310 7677 -6379 69 7814 0 66 0 0
3501722429 e.v~ sec. 3 NI2SI2I'MtlE 8575 1307 7808 -8301 TTT:13 -8399 7771 -e464 85 0 85 0 0
3501721405 e-v~1 sec. 3 CNWSE 8570 1282 7005 -6323 7700 ~18 7770 -648ll 70 7710 0 70 0 0
3501721810 e.v~ sec. 3 W7NENWSW B685 1297 7855 -«358 7752 ~ 7620 -6523 ee 7782 0 88 0 0
3501721452 Wntvre2 sec. 3 CSENW B550 1303 7826 -e325 ~ -6422 77f12 ~ 67 0 67 0 0
3501721807 'Mxxt Broe 4-4 sec. 4 CNESENE 8910 1287 7850 .638J 7745 ~ 7620 -6533 75 7756 0 75 0 0
3501720533 _.Broel~ sec. 4 EJ2S'MfWSW 8320 1306 7776 ~70 7878 -6570 79043 -8137 67 788e 2 65 2 a Bw
011 c.mKaI Core "Brellf' 1 sec. 4 CSESW 8563 1298 7760 -8464 7856 -855e 7f126 .eeJ2 73 7870 0 73 0 0
_.Broe~ sec. 4 CSESESE ll930 1265 7890 ~ 7785 -65llO 7ee6 -6570 70 77118 0 70 0 0
3501721653 Tullos Hendtnon 5 sec. 5 SENWSWSE 9000 1338 7854 ~18 79llO .e622 6ll3ll ~700 78 7972 0 78 0 0
3501721851 TuIiOll HenderIon " sec. 5 SEN'N'ESE 9Cl2Il 1319 77118 ~ 7903 .a564 7970 .eas1 87 7912 0 67 0 0
3501720374 Henderson 1 Sec. 5CSW 8855 1344 7880 -6538 7985 .aM1 llO56 ~12 71 7996 0 71 0 0
3501721580 CA Ha-1denon 3 sec. 5 SIo".tIESWiffl 9072 1337 7848 -esl1 7955 .eelB eo26 .ee91 73 7969 0 73 0 0
3501721651 CA~4 Sec. 5 SIo".tIENESW 9028 1332 7651 ~19 7984 -e622 !!O16 ~ 84 7969 0 64 0 0
3501721341 TuliOll Henderton 2 Sec. 5 SIo".tIES'M£ 9040 1326 7810 -8482 7915 ~ 79llO ~ 75 7932 0 75 0 0
WIldm.. 1 sec. 6 W2SESW 9066 1374 BOOll -«l35 6116 -e744 8195 -e821 77 6123 4 73 4 0 aw
3501721872 WIldm.. 6-2 sec. 6 EJ2WI'2to£SW 95llO 1370 7995 -6S25 8105 ~35 8178 .eeoo 71 0 71 0 0
350172O5ll8 IMYerI 1 sec. 6 EJ2SWSENE eeee 1381 7912 -M51 11016 .ee57 llO65 ~724 87 11031 0 67 0 0
3501721294 ShedllCk2 sec. 8 NWSEHWIffl Q270 1377 8000 -e623 8115 ~ 8181 -&lO4 88 6123 0 66 0 0
3501721357 I_l~ Sec. 6CNESE 9150 1354 7910 -655ll 8018 «l62 llOll8 ~34 72 8030 0 72 0 a
3501721918 Bell 7·1 sec. 7 Sl2Nl2SWSW !l25O 1388 llO62 .ee74 61ea ~ 8240 .e652 72 8180 0 72 0 0
3501720371 EdittlTlIYIa 1 sec. 7 CNE $7!!O 1391 8021 -«l3O 8132 -e741 8200 ~ 88 6142 0 ea 0 0
3501722142 OMs 1 Sec. 7 El2Vll2NESE 9220 1357 79112 -6835 llOll6 ~741 6170 -8113 72 2 70 2 0 Bw
3501721857 TlIYIa7-1 Sec. 7 CNENE 9035 1381 7965 ~ 6094 -el13 8160 -e779 66 6104 0 Il6 0 0
3501721938 TlIYIa7-2 Sec. 7 CSIo".tlE 91 SO 1383 llll28 .ee45 8138 -el55 8209 .e826 71 81SO 5 64 5 0 Bw
3501722198 1BuddY Phillol Sec. 8 NESWNWtNI 1!S70 1384 7938 ~ llO42 .ee78 8112 -e748 70 0054 0 70 0 0
3501722llll9 Phllllo.l Sec. 8 Nl2SWSW 8l!W 1347 7'944 ~ llO42 .ee95 8120 ~ 78 llO58 4 74 .. 0 aw
3501720344 -an FnTT&TComo. 1 Sec. 6 CSWSE 8891 1339 7895 -8556 8000 -6Il61 8(Jl9 -e73O 89 6006 0 69 0 0
~721720 t1cYoe"dl~ Sec. e CSENE 19582 1322 7845 .M2J 7945 .ee23 8010 -eeee B5 7951 0 65 0 0
3501721840 Petree 6-1 Sec. 8 NESE/IMN: lI650 1328 7855 «iD 7Q58 .ee3O 8030 ~702 72 7~70 10 62 10 0 Bw
3501721654 .Amer1cIn FIrI1 TaT twntl. 1 sec. 8 SIo".tIENESF 9000 1348 7f1TO .e524 7985 .ee19 8041 .e896 78 7978 0 76 0 0
3501721445 Mon1e 1 sec. 8 CSWSE 8735 1339 7IllXl ~ IlOO4 .e!l85 llOllO -6741 78 8012 0 78 0 0
350172131i8 Turner 1-9 Sec. 9CSWSE 9171 12115 7773 .un 78132 .e5ll6 7938 ~ 78 7874 0 78 0 0
3501721682 0...-1-9 sec. ~CNENE 9208 1281l 7712 1-&C23 71106 ~17 71173 -6564 87 0 84 0 0
350172151l9 Wllknnn 10.2 Sec. 9CSENE 8435 1265 780ll .8J43 7e98 ~1 7770 .85Q5 74 77(7) 0 74 0 0
3501721598 IMttkooo 1~1 Sec. 10 CN'N'E 8500 1270 7818 ~ 77r1fJ ~ 77t15 ~15 7724 0 77 0 0
3501723Oll2 IIlI'ooden 1 Sec. 10 I'NVtffl 8!590 1275 7f1TO -e3ll6 7782 ~ 7833 -85e8 71 7776 0 71 0 0
35017ZZlXT Cwv2 Sec. 10 El2W2NESE 8649 1271 7818 -e347 7708 ~7 7778 -«IJ7 70 0 70 0 0
3501721897 Southbound 1 Sec 11 SEWMWSW 8720 1262 7578 -6316 78118 .64Ql5 77«:J ~78 72 7678 8 84 8 0 Bw
3501722060 HoIe-K-1 Sec. 11 W2S'MESE 8575 1257 7536 -6281 7e2O -&ll3 78llO -8433 70 7634 0 70 0 0
.Amer1cIn FIrI11 sec. 11 CSVMNSW 9344 1264 7!il1l -8322 7878 ~14 7747 -&C83 l'l9 7867 0 89 0 0
Beroutek 2 Sec. 12NWSE S316 1259 7412 -e153 74112 -«Z33 7580 -«lO1 88 751:ll. 0 llIl 0 0
3501720188 SwIll. 1 Sec.12OE 81«:J 1255 739lI ~1<43 7477 -«l22 7!l48 .a293 71 7466 0 71 0 0
350172Oll82 Oloa 1 Sec. 12 W'N#'1B2SW 7865 1254 7e -6212 7552 .a298 7e16 -6364 66 7561 0 llIl 0 0
3501721874 I<lmballl Sec. 120EHW 8275 1251 7405 -e155 7484 .a234 7549 -e2llll B5 7495 0 B5 0 0






AI" IH_ nrormauon Legal Oeaot1ptfon l'O rR TO rOll IBO 80S N N8 1180 If' Ill" ICHI CHI IllSl 08 IN' IOPEN ICOIII
350172Zl68 I<tiI8leI< 13-1 Sec. 13 CNENENE S400 1289 7440 -6151 7516 -6227 7585 -6296 ell 0 69 0 0
3501722388 EC Hirectller 1-13 Sec. 13 El'Nll2NESW 83oCO 1299 7538 ~7 7818 -6319 7e9B -6399 80 7634 8 72 8 4 Ellr
3501721919 ., 1-14 Sec. 14 El2Wl2NESE 8412 1277 7572 -6295 765!l -6379 773A -&457 78 7ees 8 72 8 8 aw
3501721740 Nettw1a11~1 Sec. 15 CSWSW BB95 1294 7805 -6511 7894 .MX) 7988
-6ll94 94 7917 21 7'3 21 0 aw
3501721811 JoIlnocn 15-1 Sec. 15 CNESW B640 1285 7752 -60467 7838 -6551 7918 -6833 82 7850 10 74 10 8 Bw
3501721791 PhllllDa 2-15 Sec. 15 CNENW 8873 1338 7716 -63IlO 7006 -6470 71I7B -8542 72 7818 2 70 2 0 a. Poor 1.OO
3501721998 511_15-1 Sec. 15 CNESE 8520 1290 7890 -60400 7772 -64B2 7853 -65B3 81 7788 2 79 2 2 aw
3501721744 NIcholIOl'1 1-15 Sec. 1-15CNENE B500 1270 7824 -6354 77ee -643B 7781 -6511 73 0 73 0 0
350172alO2 Smith 1~ Sec. 18 Nl2N12N12SW 8850 1328 7884 -65Iill 7'074 .- 8051 -6723 77 79m 0 77 0 0
3501721842 WIIld11 Sec. 18 Nl2S12NESW 9040 1291 7880 -65e9 79lIO .eeee eoee .e775 88 7995 0 88 0 0
3501721519 Ultle1 Sec. 18 S'MENENE BBOO 1315 7782 -6467 7872 -6557 7950 -6835 78 7884 0 78 0 0
3501721821 PlllZ8dll Sec. 17 En£J2SWSW 9180 1340 7995 -85/55 eoee -6748 81eB -6829 83 B09B 0 83 0 0
3501722332 CMtnII """""ors Sec. 17 Nl2S12SV'HN 8919 1328 7950 -6824 B042 -6718 8120 -6794 78 8052 3 75 3 0 a..
3501721752 Kerr M:>G8ll Gall 1 Sec. 18 CNENE 8780 1348 792Il -6582 llO21 .ee75 8100 -6754 79 B035 0 79 0 0
3501722228 E~le.l Sec. 18 CSWSWSW 9730 1383 8126 -6743 B222 -683S 8304 -6921 82 8238 0 112 0 0
3501722llol2 Kerr M:>G8ll Gall 2 Sec. 18 CNENW B500 1:368 7970 -6e02 eoee -6700 8148 -6780 80 BOllO 0 80 0 0
3501722ll82 ~1e.2 Sec. 18 S/2NESW e635 1378 BOllO ~ 8181 -6783 11245 -6BB7 84 8185 5 79 5 0 Ellr
3501721821 Bmdlev 19-1 Sec. 19 CN/2NENE 9129 1338 B040 -6704 8134 -6798 8218 -6lIll2 84 8152 8 78 6 0
3501722338 Bmdlev 19-2 Sec. 19 CSI2SESE 8793 1358 8110 -6752 82llO -6842 ll287 -6929 87 11215 0 87 0 0
3501722343 KozBk 19-1 NW"4 Sec. 19 Sl2fM'NENW BBOO 1383 B094 -6731 8182 -6ll29 1'1277 .al14 55 B2CJ7 0 as 0 0
3501722544 Smith 19-1 Sec. 19 CSESWSE 8778 1363 8138 .e773 ll225 -6lIll2 8319 -69S6 94 B236 0 1M 0 0
3501722lllM Hor1tw 19-1 Sec. 19 eeo F'N.. & 48) FSL 8830 1391 ll203 -6812 B293 .6IQ2 8381 -8l9O ee 83lll 0 88 0 0
35017ZL735 HlrId13 Sec. 20 SESESE B543 1324 eocs -66ll4 8104 -6780 8185 -6llll1 81 8114 0 81 0 0
M1d1el11-2ll Sec. 20 CNENE 88136 1334 7980 -682B 8052 -6718 8130 -6798 78 BOll4 0 78 0 0
Bmdlev 20-1 Sec. 20 CSWSW 9120 1347 8053 .e706 8144 -6797 B232 -6ll85 8B 8158 0 88 0 0
AJ Semtn« 1 Sec. 21 CNENW 10153 1318 7890 ~4 79B2 .eeee !iil3 -6747 81 7982 0 81 0 0
3501720211 TIIY1Clfl Sec. 21 SWENE B5Cl2 1302 7848 -654B 7938 .ffi36 B020 -6718 112 7948 25 57 25 0 all" Poor Loa
Semtn.... l Sec. 21 CWI2S'MNV B960 1255 7938 .e683 llO28 -6773 8118 -6BB3 90 8046 8 82 8 0 Ellr
Thlemer 1 Sec. 21 CSWSE BB38 1314 7918 -6B04 8010 .al96 rn11 -6783 87 8019 0 87 0 0
3501720215 Younc 1-1 Sec. 22 CS'MNV B505 1292 7839 -6547 792Il -6634 8010 -6718 54 7940 0 54 0 0
3501721545 Reineeur 2 Sec. 22 CSWSIJlotE 8712 1327 7835 -65CS 7922 -6595 BOO3 .ee78 81 7935 0 81 0 0
'Mlecn 1 Sec. 22 SWSW B550 1299 7880 -6581 7984 -6ll85 8051 -6752 87 7974 0 87 0 0
3501nl579 YO-mc 1-1 Sec. 22 CNWlENW 8962 1283 7794 -6511 7880 -6SB7 7984 .a681 84 7895 6 78 8 8 Ellr
3501721433 Rein....-l Sec. 22 CN'MIIE 8730 1299 7804 -6505 7894 .s595 7985 -eeee 91 7920 14 77 1<4 10 a.
350172ll358 M:Jetell... 20A Sec. 22SWSWSE BBOO 1329 7887 .e53ll 79!!iT -6828 B042 -6713 as 7970 0 55 0 0
3501720209 FrlWlta 1 Sec. 23 CS'MNV 902ll 1322 7729 -6407 7817 -64Q5 7895 -6573 78 7B27 0 78 0 0
3501720188 Banemen 1 Sec. 23SWSW B690 1355 7808 -6451 7894 -6539 7978 -6B23 84 7907 12 72 12 12
3501721988 Rose Drabek 1-24 Sec. 24 Sl2Nl2SWSW 8540 1335 7B78 -6343 77B2 -6427 7838 -6503 78 m4 4 72 4 4 alii'
3501722485 BrW1I 1 Sec. 24 CS'ME S400 1330 7550 -6220 7834 -6304 7700 -6379 75 7858 4 71 4 <4 B..
3501720172 KrMinek 1 Sec. 25 CI£NE 87BB 1331 7580 -6249 7862 -6331 T735 -6404 73 7e78 0 73 0 0
3501721546 Ban......n3 Sec. 26 CW7HWSW e&44 1262 7905 :M23 7992 -6710 IlOBll -6787 77 eocs 0 77 0 0
3501723074 e.t>our~l Sec. 2!5 El2NWSE ll300 1345 7828 -6483 7912 -6587 79112 -6647 80 79:J) 0 80 0 0
3501723017 e.tlour 26-1 Sec. 26 SW£SE 8788 1344 7900 -65Iill 8000 -6858 8OB2 -6738 1'12 0 82 0 0
Cut1ia 1 Sec. 27 CHESW 856J 1324 7912 -658Il 799B .ee72 808B -6764 82 8010 0 92 0 0
3501720147 Rael1 Sec. 27 CS'f,NE 1358 792ll -6584 llOO8 -6B5O 8090 -6734 84 8015 8 78 8 0 a.
DocIIOO 1 sec. 27 CS'MNV 8841 1313 7902 -65!l9 7994 -6881 8078 -6765 84 I!1Xf7 0 84 0 0
3501720185 M:lfro,y lk1k 1 sec. 27 Nl2SWSE 85lllI 1358 7940 -6584 8030 -6874 8109 -6753 79 8043 7 72 7 0 8lI'
3501720293 Cut1ia2 Sec. 27 CSWSW e857 1331 7950 .ee19 8048 -6717 8140 -6B09 92 8Q!j8 0 82 0 0
Kerr McGM F_ 1 Sec. 28 CHESW II6llO 1329 I!1Xf7 .e678 eal8 -6787 8191 -68ll2 96 8113 0 96 0 0
3501722718 DlMdIOl'128-1 Sec.26~ ll6SO 1330 81170 -7B40 8080 -6730 8140 -6810 80 IlOBll 0 80 0 0
3501720270 0.-.2 Sec. 26 CEJ2SIME 8700 1332 7955 -6B23 eooo -6718 81~ -6808 90 8080 0 90 0 0
oe--l sec. 26 CHENE 8600 1328 7912 -6586 eooe .eeeo 8091 -6765 as 8014 0 85 0 0
35017217ee JeQobl2 Sec. 26NESW 9040 1291 .8010 -6719 8104 -6813 8199 -6llO6 95 8115 0 95 0 0
St~l Sec. 28 CI£SE llIl!lO 1334 7980 .e626 eo52 -6718 8142 -6808 90 BOll4 0 90 0 0





API HUder Infonnltlon Legll c.unptlOIl TD 111.8 ro r~ 80 8011 rv rvll ISC TP 'BP CHI 'CHI ISSI Gil NT 1111'~" ,\;QM
3501n1737 s-11-29 Sec. 29 Nl2Nl2SENE 1339 9075 llO3O 1045 8120 955 8204 871 80\ 8136 0 84 0 0
3501722518 Ilrin<ll..... 29-1 Sec. 29 SEI>/WI#IItNII 8711 1348 8100 -e754 8191 -6ll45 8282 -e938 91 8205 8 83 8 ~ IlN
3501722390 ~1IMIIn1.....-Hedsa'l Sec. 30 CN'M'IESW 9510 1356 8208 -ee53 B304 ~ B390 -7035 86 8318 0 86 0 0
3501722353 l1lIle 1-30 Sec. 30 CNENE 8810 1358 8130 ~ ll220 -e862 8310 -e952 90 8239 8 82 8 ~ eer
35017223ll1l 1lel1<.1..... 30-1 Sec. 30 CN'M'IE 8620 1383 8158 ~ 82~ .oees 8331 .SQ68 83 8200 0 83 0 0
3501772ZT6 MlIeocI. at 1-30 Sec. 30 CSl2NENW !llllX2 1~ 8193 .MJ9 8282 -6ll98 B369 -e9ll5 87 83lJl 8 81 8 0 Ber
35017"Z2fDJ 0lMa-Mc lM1i1er 1 Sec. 30 CSl2NWSW 8980 1346 ll220 .flB7~ 8315 .6JIl9 B399 -7053 84 B330 0 84 0 0
Haul Sec. 31 SEJ~ 8995 1347 ll230 -eeB3 8312 -8!l65 8416 -7009 1~ 8324 0 104 0 0
3501720243 RobberIon 33-1 Sec. 33 IolI2NE$ESE llB30 13B6 6115 -8750 6186 -ee23 lI279 -691~ 91 8205 0 91 0 0
3501n2~ Mernl11-33 Sec. 33 El2SESmW 9110 1354 8208 -eBlW B288 ~ 8388 -7034 100 8305 0 100 0 0
3501720213 RobberIon 3ot-l Sec. ~ SES'MSW 1370 8120 -8750 8192 -ee22 828ll -6918 98 8208 8 88 8 0
3501720158 1 5ec. ~CNESE 8llEl9 137~ 8J70 -eeee 81040 -eree 822ll -8852 86 8151 0 86 0 0
35017'20290 otecllcnll 1 Sec. ~ S/ZSINNWtffl 8B35 1371 8138 -87fIT 8220 -e&49 8311 -6Qo4O 91 B230 0 91 0 0
3501720155 TrYnbl.l Sec. 34 CN'MlE llOO5 1349 1950 -eeo1 llO3O -«l81 8120 -en1 90 ~ 0 90 0 0
35017201!l8 Fudge InC! WIlker 1 Sec. ~ NESESW 8000 1383 8098 -8735 8170 -eem !1200 .eBS7 90 8186 2 88 2 0 Bw
35017201Sl MJIla1Q 1 Sec. 34 Nl2SENENW 8B37 1335 7980 ~ 8J58 -8723 8145 -eel0 fIT 8J74 10 77 10 8 IlN
3501'720208 SmRll1 Sec. 35 CWI2S'MSW 8717 1389 S078 .ellll9 8155 -e786 8241 -6852 86 8170 0 86 0 0
3501720181 RobbIrIcn 1 Sec. 35 SWS'iMN'l 8B38 1395 8020 .e625 8100 -e705 6186 -8791 86 8110 0 Il6 0 0
350172Q218 liMon. 1 Sec. 35 Sm\M'lE 8585 1421 79lI2 -e581 eo..s -882~ 8133 -e712 86 8055 0 88 0 0
3501720193 HoIid8v 1 Sec. 35 NESmmE 8832 1370 8OQ2 -M32 8J75 -8705 6180 -8790 85 IlO85 0 85 0 0
3501n2858 \I'8slcok 2 Sec. 38 SESESe Il965 1~15 7893 -6478 795b -e543 8052 -eB37 94 79n 0 94 0 0
3501n2779 V811cek 3 See. 38 smme 8730 1400 71!1iJ7 -&197 7988 -6588 8056 .ell55 87 7978 0 87 0 0
3501722333 ~1 Sec. 36 CNENESe llB23 1418 7875 .64IJll 7947 ~1 8042 -e626 95 71159 0 95 0 0
3501722878 IYaJDhn 1-G-E-36 Sec. 36~eNW 8715 1418 7880 -6444 7936 -6520 8031 -ee15 95 1950 2 93 2 0 IlN






API Hudll.r InfOmwtlon Leo. Dnol1ot1on 1\11 iTO rOll BO 11108 IV TV8 1110 rl' til' ICHI SSI ,lIHI IlW N OPEN 'COM
3501720241 WIldmlrl 1 Sec. 1 CSWSW 9250 1336 eal9 -6753 8200 -6864 8265 $29 65 8210 0 65 0 0
3501722351 Miler 2 Sec. 1 CS'MIE 9:lOO 1334 8032 .eeee 61«l -eooe 8216 ~ 78 61ec 0 76 0 0
3501722154 Flcnnoe 1 Sec. 1 CSWINV 9350 1340 809ll -6729 6176
-e838 82.ol2 -S902 84 6190 0 B4 0 0
3501723418 Flotence 2-1 Sec. 1 SEN'MlW 9403 1349 B065 -6716 6160 -8831 82<40 .ae91 eo 6185 0 eo 0 0
3501721784 Shedeck 1-1 Sec. 1 CNESE 9530 1370 I!ai1 ~ 8158
-67ll8 8232 -Sll62 74 6176 0 n 0 0
3501721376 INodmen 2 Sec. 1 W2E12SWSW 9310 1336 llO68 -6750 ll202 -6864 B2ll6 -aB2ll 64 8211 0 64 0 0
3501721343 MIler I Sec. 1 l'I:S'MErE 9260 1353 eol0 .{'J5Sl 6122
-6789 8190 -«337 68 6136 2 ee 2 0 Bar
3501723166 et.11l12·1 Sec. 2 SENIM'lW 6990 1361 6175 -6614 8287 -8ll2e 6350 -8969 63 B300 0 63 0 0
3501721646 IKaolan 2-1 Sec. 2 SES\MIENE 9976 1327 lOll -6754 61Q2 -6685 B258 -8931 ee 8204 0 66 0 0
3501722395 IKaoJ.., 2-2 Sec. 2 CI'MN: 963SI 1327 160Q2 -6765 62Ol!
-8661 8275 .e948 67 8218 0 67 0 0
3501721460 P\unJ8I<II 1 Sec. 2 CH'N 10175 1357 8194 -6637 9305 -7948 9372 -6015 67 6316 2 85 2 0 Bar
3501721601 I<lrkllD.u 1 Sec. 3CSENW Il657 1364 6290 .6Q2ll 6406 ·7041 6478 -7112 71 B420 0 71 0 0
3501723124 A1mlll-.3 Sec. 3CSE eaoo 1359 8231 -6672 6372 -7013 B436 -7079 ee 6357 0 ee 0 0
3501721253 IRitiillkllll Sec. 3CSWNE 10241 1346 6220 -S874 8330 -8l84 6400 -7054 70 6344 0 70 0 0
3501721252 Smred<ll1 Sec. 3CSWSE 10335 1362 8252 -6690 Il388 -7006 B435 -7073 67 6300 0 87 0 0
3501721538 1~1 Sec. 4CSENE 10505 1373 6321 .e948 B436 -70!15 8506 -7132 87 6453 0 87 0 0
3501721013 R8ddIr 1 Sec. 4CNWSW 9B49 1367 63B2 -7015 8506 -7141 6560 -7213 72 852<1 0 72 0 0
3501721032 F~1 Sec. 5CNENE 9El28 1339 6342 -7003 646ll -7129 8540 -7201 72 B488 0 72 0 0
350172al6O MIlnnino 1 Sec. 5CNENW 9!323 1324 6364 -70<40 6490 -7166 8581 -7237 71 8506 0 71 0 0
3501721730 Allen 1 Sec. 6CNENE lC656 1366 ll439 -7053 8556 -7172 ll!l33 -7247 75 6575 0 75 0 0
3501720918 CQleman 1 Soc.8CNESW 10092 1328 8546 -7220 8Il65 -7337 8T.35 -7411l 70 8fl82 0 70 0 0
3501721871 FOlk 1 Sec. e Nl2SJ'2NVlMN 9lll'I) 1357 8550 -7193 8685 -73l6 8730 -7373 85 8680 0 65 0 0 Poorloo
3501720199 KlrlIllDlll'd 1 Sec. 7CSESW 10635 1360 6560 -7Zl.O ee15 -7255 ei8ll2 -7332 77 8840 5 72 5 0 Bw
3501721421 Kolar 1 Sec. 9 CN'M;E 10491 1402 8495 -7093 6602 -7200 6687 -7285 85 6624 0 85 0 0
35017'i2670 Sullivan 2 Sec. 10 CNESIMlE eaoo 1374 ll2llO -89OB 8400 -7028 6479 -7105 79 8410 0 79 0 0 Poorloo
3501721BX3 Sul1MW11 Sec. 10 CHENE 9840 1371 82eB .eEllI5 63B2 -7011 845ll -700 76 839ll 2 74 2 0 a-
3501721 Ei02 Jsv f Sec. 10 CSENW 97<40 1366 6320 -6932 ~ ·7052 8512 -7124 72 8455 0 72 0 0
3501720454 St"1IQI 10-1 Sec.10CSE 10160 1374 8285 .all1 6394 -7020 6474 -7100 00 6410 0 00 0 0
3501721575 Novak 1·11 Sec.l1~E 9660 1335 6140 -SlO5 8256 ~1 8325 ~ Il9 8270 0 89 0 0
3501721605 La.won 1 Sec. 11 CNENW 9530 1347 6179 -6632 6266 -8l41 83llO -7013 72 8303 4 66 4 0 a-
3501722253 Frv 2 Sec. 11 CSWolESW 9700 1365 8212 -6847 6330 -6985 6406 -7043 78 6350 0 78 0 0
350172110l laNsa'l2 Sec. 11 CSWSE 9852 1364 6201 -6837 6314 -6950 6393 -7029 79 6332 0 79 0 0
3501721804 FrYl Sec. 11 CSWSW 9494 1363 8230 -8667 63<40 -6iJn B420 -7057 00 8357 0 00 0 0
3501722288 La.won 3 Sec. 11 CSVoMW 9630 1349 El:l43 -e894 6364 -7015 6445 -700e 61 8365 4 n 4 0 a-
3501721963 Shllde 12...2 Sec. 12 CNESE 9797 1400 6122 -6714 8230 -6622 8305 -ee97 75 8200 5 70 5 0 Bar
3501722022 ISMh1ll12-1 Sec. 12 CNENW 9810 1356 8115 -6757 6220 -66!l2 8:196 -e936 76 8237 0 76 0 0
3501721648 Shade 12·1 Sec. 12 CNENE 9463 1364 0098 -6714 8205 -6821 8275 -ee91 70 8217 0 70 0 0
3501722062 Se8/..>lno 13-1 Sec. 13 CS'M'IE 8852 1376 6118 -6740 8219 ~1 8304 -8ll2e 85 8236 0 85 0 0
3501722122 KrMInek 13-1 Sec. 13 S'NIIE~W 9607 1403 8210 ~ 6311 -89OB 8392 ~ 81 6325 0 81 0 0
3501722399 Rcbbersa'I 13-15 Sec. 13 CS'M>E 9210 1396 6172 -6776 8270 -6674 6355 -6959 65 8285 0 85 0 0
3501722423 stiifIIkaI 13-5 Sec. 13 CSV'ttNV 9600 1361 6140 -6799 82.ol2 -6661 8325 -e944 63 6255 2 61 2 0 a-
Beles Estllle 1 Sec. 14 C!'MISE 1o:nJ 1381 ll2Ql -s:I25 6310 .J3929 Il395 -7014 85 6320 0 65 0 0
3501722029 Smred<81 sec. 14 C$V'MN 9ll2O 1371 8234 .eee3 63<40 -a969 6418 -7047 76 6362 0 78 0 0
3501722041 Stnredca2 sec.14C~ 9ElOO 1359 8200 -6841 8:Dl -e949 83llO -7031 82 8322 6 76 8 0 Bar
35017'ZlQ:!1) smrd<a4 Sec. 14 CNENE llIlOO 1389 6150 -6781 B284 -6875 6342 -6953 78 8275 4 74 4 0 Bar
3501721 !iS1 ~1-14 Sec. 14CSVVSW 1377 9470 B290 1100 6390 1060 8495 975 105 6406 0 105 0 0
3501722028 SmrdcAl3 sec. 14 CS'ME 9750 1363 6175 -6612 ll2llO -s917 ~ -7002 85 6300 2 63 2 0 Bar
3501722133 SififskaIl 1 Sec. 15 CNENE ~ 1355 8230 -S875 6340 -s966 8415 -7O!lO 75 63llO 0 75 0 0
3501720965 KoI.. 1-16 Sec. 18 'N'ZVVf2f.I2NW 9846 1405 8484 -705Il 8500 -7175 6lI85 -nHJ 65 0000 0 85 0 0
3501722984 Radel1I'I1-17 Sec. 17 SWNESW 9850 1389 11112 -7223 8745 -7356 8630 -7441 85 8765 0 85 0 0
3501722941 Siiiiskel l-1a Sec. 18 SENVVSE 9858 1364 ll666 -7302 8795 -7431 6872 -7508 n 8810 0 n 0 0
3501723041 Honneman 1-19 Sec. 19E12W2SE 10100 1346 6740 -~ 8660 -7512 89«l -7!!H.2 eo 6678 0 00 0 0
3501722935 Hendr1cIc.e 1-20 Sec. 20 NWSENW 009S 1387 8fl82 -7295 ll60ll -7421 Illl93 -7!itll 85 6821 0 85 0 0
3501722829 smith 1-20 Sec. 20 SENINSE llIlOO 1352 6S15 -7283 6732 -7300 6611 -7459 79 8747 0 79 0 0
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